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ABSTRACT

Ecological literary criticism integrates environmental awareness with the study of
literature. If we understand where we are, ecocriticism asserts, we will choose to act in
accord with the ecological needs of that place. Contemporary American writers Gretel
Ehrlich, Terry Tempest Williams, and Linda Hogan model this awareness by examining
the multiple stories that characterize a sense of place.
Ecological critics utilize many theoretical underpinnings of Romanticism,
particularly Phenomenology and Mysticism, which I discuss in the context of Annie
Dillard's work. While Dillard fits a traditional Romantic model, writers like Ehrlich.
Williams, and Hogan critique Romanticism's failure to recognize cultural, scientific, and
ecological stories in order to describe nonhuman nature.
Gretel Ehrlich, in Islands, the Universe, Home, explores the relationship between
physical geography, geology and geophysics, spirituality, culture, and story to find a
sense of home. Ehrlich calls into question her own subjectivity by utilizing the
foundational concepts of humanist geography.
Terry Tempest Williams integrates ecological and environmental issues, personal
and familial concerns, and spiritual elements, examining human influence on the
landscape as well as human inability to adapt to natural cycles in the environment. In
Refuge, Williams constructs a feminine genealogy connecting women and the land.
Linda Hogan critiques the European-American concept of individualism, arguing
that it is a primary force in the destruction of the environment and its human inhabitants.
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In Solar Storms, she revises traditional autobiography as her protagonist Angel Wing
learns that her individual story cannot be understood out of the context of her family,
tribal community, and the land.
The final chapter investigates the use of the memoir within the nature writing
tradition by examining the work of feminist memoirist Nancy Mairs, who emphasizes the
human body as a dwelling for the spirit. I synthesize the work of Mairs, Dlllard, Ehrlich,
Williams, and Hogan to develop an erotics of space and place that reflects a multiepistemo logical approach to nonhuman nature. As all of my writers would agree, if we
see all space as sacred, as "home," then we're less likely to desecrate it.
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THE PILGRIMAGE HOME: THE ROOTS OF ECOLOGICAL CRITICISM

Refuge. Dwelling. Home.
How do women find their place in the natural world? In works by contemporary
female nature writers, the search for home in wildness is a prominent theme. The titles of
representative texts alone reflect this preoccupation with home: Refuge, Dwellings,
Islands, the Universe, Home, Pilgrim at Tinker Creek, Bringing the Mountain Home, The
Mountains Next Door, Homestead. However, the idea of these texts is not that we must
domesticate the wilderness, tame the chaos of the unknown, as their titles may suggest.
Instead, these writers search for ways to celebrate and articulate their relations to
wildness. For these women, this process involves recollection—remembrance of the
natural world as home. Hence, there is an implicit suggestion that their relationship with
the nonhuman world exists only as a cultural memory. Thus, this nostalgia produces a
tone of homelessness and fragmentation. By telling their stories, these women attempt to
recover that former, more intimate relationship with nonhuman nature.
Annie Dillard, Gretel Ehrlich, Linda Hogan and Terry Tempest Williams offer us
different ways of seeing a particular environment as home by describing ecological
relationships, including humans (as individuals, members of a family, a profession, a
species), nature (plants, animals, insects, geology), and place (geographical location,
"spiritual center"). In the process, they bring together traditional genres and
epistemologies in a way that suggests a relation to canonical forms and themes even as it
points to their distance from them.
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This dissertation will utilize close reading strategies to show how Annie Dillard,
Gretel Ehrlich, Linda Hogan, and Terry Tempest Williams construct a sense of home
amidst feelings of homeiessness and displacement. As they document the conversions of
their individual souls, seeking to explain the ineffable—the states of altered
consciousness, they take us into sacred places. Each writer explains her experience
through multiple lenses, including spiritual ones—Mormonism, Christianity, Native
American religious practices, and Buddhism. In the process, they integrate scientific,
religious and phenomenological epistemologies to represent place and "home." These
writers, along with male writers like Barry Lopez and Wendell Berry, create a different
kind of "nature" writing, one that includes humans as interactive participants in rather
than simply as observers of natural history.
Further, Gretel Ehrlich, Linda Hogan, and Terry Tempest Williams all work from
the premise that by raising self-awareness through story, humans can change the way that
they perceive and respond to the natural world. Hence, by way of their writing, they
participate in the ecological movement, embracing what William Cronon calls one of the
fundamental premises of ecological thought and criticism, that we must learn to redefme
our relationship with the natural world by discovering our home in wildness.
Calling a place home inevitably means that we will use the nature we find
in it, for there can be no escape from manipulating and working and even
killing some parts of nature to make our home. But if we acknowledge the
autonomy and otherness of the things and creatures around us—an
autonomy our culture has taught us to label with the word 'wild'—then we
will at least think carefully about the uses to which we put them, and even
ask if we should use them at all'
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Ecological Criticism
Ecology is the science of "relationships," the attempt to understand the
interactions between and among species within a specific geographical area. It operates
from the premise that life is a "web," that every atom in a particular environment will
affect every other atom. Ecology attempts to discover, define, and explain the
connections that we can't see~how the soil is permanently influenced by cattle, how the
absence of wolves creates an overpopulation of deer, how the presence of one non-native
species of plant will send many native plants to extinction. In ecological studies, humans
are considered part of this web of life rather than outsiders studying facts about the
planet.
According to Cheryll Glotfelty, the "mother" of ecological literary criticism,
ecocriticism operates from "the fundamental premise that human cuhure is connected to
the physical world, affecting it and affected by it. Ecocriticism takes as its subject the
interconnections between nature and culture, specifically the cultural artifacts of language
and literature. As a critical stance, it has one foot in literature and the other on the land;
as a theoretical discourse, it negotiates between the human and the non-human."^
For Ehrlich, Hogan, and Williams, the natural world isn't separate from culture—
from humans and their institutions—but is linked to it. While they are concerned with
environmental issues, all seeking to live simply on the land, they aren't limited to seeing
wilderness as one specific "political" location, but rather see life in all its complexity.
They are both inside and outside of the political agendas of ecological criticism. While
they make an overt attempt to educate us about their particular place and space, they do
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so without imposing tiie political on us. Instead, they emphasize our physical, spiritual,
and emotional needs for interaction with both himian and non-human communities to
promote ecological awareness and change.
Ecological criticism, or ecocriticism, is an interdisciplinary study of the ways that
humans represent their relationships with the nonhuman world, borrowing from
numerous disciplines, from Cultural Geography, Phenomenology, Religious Studies,
Feminist theory. Literary theory. Romantic thought, American Indian Studies, and the
sciences. Because its ftindamental premise is that as humans we must learn to "see"
nonhuman nature differently before we can change our attitudes and behaviors toward it,
ecological criticism's most direct ancestor is Romanticism, particularly the English and
American Romanticisms of the 18'*' and 19"' centuries.

Romantic Influences on Ecological Criticism
American nature writing and ecological criticism are both outgrowths of
American Romanticism, particularly Transcendentalism. As William Cronon argues, the
environmental movement comes out of the Romantic and the American post-Frontier
movements: "Indeed, it is not too much to say that the modem environmental movement
is itself a grandchild of romanticism and post-frontier ideology."^
Both the American and British traditions emphasize the idea that human
experiences of and in nature create an altered awareness of the intrinsic value of nature
and spirit. Romanticism, which developed in the 18"" and 19'*' centiiries, centered on the
belief in the innate goodness of humans. The Romantics believed in individualism, and
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argued that humans are capable of governing themselves without the controls of political
authority and social convention. Human emotion, sensation, and passion become
important in and of themselves, for they help us learn to live in a right relation to the
natural world. Ultimately, however, this goal of this reverence toward nature is spiritual
transcendence.
The relationship between romantic thought and that of ecological critics is an
ambivalent one. For scholars of ecocriticism, a tension exists between Romantic and
Ecological thought because too often Romanticism seems equated with naivete. Most
ecological critics acknowledge their intellectual and cultural links to the Romantics
because they advocate a shift in human perceptions of the nonhuman world. At the same
time, however, they critique the Romantic movement as elitist, intellectualized and
abstract, arguing that it ignored or fled historical realities and promoted the Descartian
mind-body split. Ecocriticism attempts to change the traditional perception of nature as a
commodity, its value gauged by human use-production and imagination. Most ecocritics
believe that unless we understand our history of abuse of the nonhuman world, and unless
we change our concepts of intrinsic value within nature, including our relationship with
our own bodies, we will continue to destroy our envirormient.
Karl Kroeber emphasizes the link between the Romantics and the modem
ecological movement, explaining that the Romantics were concerned with living in nature
rather than against it, and sought to understand natural processes rather than identifying
with an "art for art's sake" ideology."* "For the Romantics, cultural history and personal
history appear in the form of ever-shifling interrelations with a physically mutable
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world—interrelations that demand and reward self-conscious scrutiny of how we teach
ourselves to keep discovering new ways of understanding nature."^ Kroeber defines the
English Romantics as "proto-ecological"; "The term is meant to evoke an intellectual
position that accepts as entirely real a natural environment existent outside of one's
personal psyche....But external reality can be fiilly appreciated and healthily interacted
with only through imaginative acts of mind."^ Although their primary concern was
intellectual achievement, Kroeber argues, they attained that goal by attempting to
understand the natural world from different perspectives.
Paul Shepard also emphasizes what we can leam from romanticism: "The angry
reaction to romanticism—past or present—has just about run its course. Whatever the
foibles of romanticism, its concern for the organic, for the wholeness of things, for
feeling as well as reason, has outlived the spurts of bad taste and emotional affectation
that it generated."' However, he acknowledges the difficulties that current ecocritics see
within the Romantic tradition, including the simple-mindedness of "thinking locally" and
of the emphasis on the concept of the picturesque: "Parochial values are debauched by
layers of exploitation and misunderstanding. Picturesqueness reduces everything it
touches to mere surfaces."® In addition, Shepard acknowledges that sacred space is too
often theorized rather than genuinely felt. "However much they admired the old arts,
educated gentlemen more than a millennium later could feel little of the old pagan
interior sense in which these sacred places were experienced as part of themselves."'
Lawrence Buell dates the origins of the ecological movement prior to
Romanticism with the pastoral tradition, which emphasizes "the idea of a (re)ttim to a
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less urbanized, more 'natxiraP state of existence,"'® an idea which Dorothy Howell calls
"Romantic naturalism."'' While we eliminate the innocent shepherds and love interests
from the narrative, we retain the setting and the critique of urban culture. By linking the
movement with an ancient literary tradition, Buell pre-dates our desire to live more
comfortably in nature prior to Romanticism. The Romantic tradition incorporates the
pastoral into a literary and philosophical movement that calls for a response to nature that
regenerates the human soul in an imaginative and spiritual renewal, concepts that Buell
reiterates in his discussion of Thoreau as a pastoralist. Despite the difficulties the
tradition creates for environmentalism, he argues that we must first appreciate the "green
world," and only then can we shift our behavior toward it: "Modem environmentalists
wishing to speak for the green world are contemporary new world pastoralists. Their
challenge is also one of decolonization, insofar as they must fall back on conceptual
instruments derived from metropolitan educations that have inevitably somewhat
alienated them from the green world, whether they are genealogically settlers or
indigenes."'' Ultimately, Buell, like other ecological critics, believes that we must
understand our history and our assumptions about the world before we can change: "But
it can become productive only as people learn to use it in earth's interest as well as in
humanity's, and this new responsibility cannot be assumed until one begins to look past
the mythical vision as well as through it."'^
Charlene Spretnak, in Resurgence of the Real, also acknowledges the relationship
between the environmental movement and the Romantics. "The various resistance
movements [environmental] do have a good deal of common ground with the Romantics,
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but what they all share is a larger framework of values based on ecological and spiritual
awareness."''* However, she, like Susan Griffin in The Eros of Everyday Life, argues that
the Romantics reinforced the Descartian mind-body split, so that nature and culture were
separated within the individual, and the individual's goal was to overcome the physical in
order to experience the spiritual presence of God in nature. Spretnak focuses on this split
between "nature" and the human psyche, which she traces back to the ancient Greeks,
particularly Plato and Socrates.'^
Spretnak also critiques the sophisticated intellectual imagination as both elitist
and self-centered: "The Romantics believed that only someone with acutely attentive and
receptive sensibilities was capable of deep thought, in contrast to the sort of reasoning
performed by a bookkeeper."'^ Because they maintained an elitist intellectual and
interior position, the Romantics did not yet begin to come to terms with the massive shifts
in consciousness required to create the environmental changes the ecological critics
advocate. This critique reflects a conflict within many ecological critics and nature
writers, for deep ecologists agree that we must learn to see ourselves within nature, as
members of nature, before we can begin to create what Carolyn Merchant calls a "partner
ethic" that "would bring humans and nonhuman nature into a dynamically balanced,
more nearly equal relationship."'^
Cronon exposes the escapism present in the Romantic tradition by tracing our
cunent definition of wilderness back to romantic thought. Because the Romantics
believed in a nature that primarily existed for human purposes of spiritual transcendence,
our inherited notions of nature and wilderness are cultural constructs rather than natural
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facts. In the process, our "return to nature" becomes a flight from civilization and its
history and problems;
But the trouble with wilderness is that it quietly expresses and reproduces
the very values its devotees seek to reject. The flight from history that is
very nearly the core of wilderness represents the false hope of an escape
from responsibility, the illusion that we can somehow wipe clean the slate
of our past and return to the tabula rasa that supposedly existed before we
began to leave our marks on the world....'*
Wilderness represents, in these terms, an ideal space that has not been influenced by
human habitation or manipulation. In this way, it represents a return to Eden, so to speak,
an Eden in which humans do not "belong": "Only people whose relation to the land was
already alienated could hold up wilderness as a model for human life in nature, for the
romantic ideology of wilderness leaves precisely nowhere for human beings to actually
make their living from the land."" Thus, concepts of wilderness do not allow humans a
place in "nature."
However, the Romantics were searching, in the end, for wildness, and it is this
state of mind and being that the ecological critics adopt, Cronon argues, in order to find a
home in the nonhuman world.
The romantic legacy means that wilderness is more a state of mind than a
fact of nature, and the state of mind that today most defines wilderness is
wonder. The striking power of the wild is that wonder in the face of it
requires no act of will, but forces itself upon us—as an expression of the
nonhuman world experienced through the lens of our cultural history—as
proof that ours is not the only presence in the universe.^"
Because wildness is a state of being rather than a designated location on the planet,
Cronon, along with almost all of the writers included in this dissertation, utilize the term
wildness to describe their experiences in the natural world.
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For contemporary nature writers, this heightened awareness to which the
Romantics aspired is crucial to understanding a sense of the places they attempt to
describe. Annie Dillard, Gretel Ehrlich, Linda Hogan, and Terry Tempest Williams
begin their work by trying help their readers "see" with "new eyes." They recognize that
we cannot see wilderness or nature objectively because we are bound by subjective
experiences and perceptions. For each writer, the experience of "nature" and "wildness"
is mystical, magical, and spiritual.
As ecological criticism has developed, it has employed epistemologies that have
their origins in Romanticism. Both a phenomenology of perception and a feeling for the
spirituality of place are integral to the nature writing tradition I intend to describe.

Phenomenology
Phenomenology is the study of the ways that humans perceive, how sensory
experience creates the way that we see and know the world. HusserL, the founder of
phenomenology, argued that science must acknowledge that it is "rooted in the same
world that we all engage in our everyday lives and with our unaided senses."^'
Merleau-Ponty, writing a century after Husserl, defines phenomenology as "the
study of essences."^" Basically, he explains, phenomenology assumes that the world
exists prior to our perception of it, and that the goal of this philosophy is to return to a
more direct relation to that world.
It is a transcendental philosophy which places in abeyance the assertions
arising out of the natural attitude, the better to understand them; but it is
also a philosophy for which the world is always 'already there' before
reflection begins—as an inalienable presence; and all its efforts are
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concentrated upon re-achieving a direct and primitive contact with the
world, and endowing that contact with a philosophical statxis."^
By reuniting objectivity and subjectivity, we gain a broader understanding of the world:
"The phenomeno logical world is not pure being, but the sense which is revealed where
the paths of my various experiences intersect, and also where my own and other people's
intersect and engage each other like gears."^"*
Merleau-Ponty describes a world where subject and object are one. "All
knowledge takes its place within the horizons opened up by perception. There can be no
question of describing perception itself as one of the facts thrown up in the world, since
we can never fill up, in the picture of the world, the gap which we ourselves are."*^
Because we cannot remove our consciousness from our body, we cannot view sensory
experience objectively, but rather ascribe meaning to it."^
Husserl recognized the human body's engagement with the world; however he,
like the romantics, always assumed the transcendental aspects of his early philosophy.*^
Unlike Husserl, however, Merleau Ponty emphasized our need for embodiment, for
understanding our relation to our bodies and therefore understanding the relationship
between ourselves and the world.
We have reieamed to feel our body; we have found underneath the
objective and detached knowledge of the body that other knowledge which
we have of it in virtue of its always being with us and of the fact that we
are our body. In the same way we shall need to reawaken our experience
of the world as it appears to us in so far as we are in the world through our
body, and in so far as we perceive the world with our body. But by thus
remaking contact with the body and with the world, we shall also
rediscover ourself, since, perceiving as we do with our body, the body is a
natural self and, as it were, the subject of perception.^*
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Merleau-Ponty seeks to overturn Cartesian dualism that separates consciousness from the
world itself, that separates the mind from the body."'
Both American and British nature writing express a desire for at least a
momentary return to this awareness of perception that the phenomenologists advocate.
Even the most traditional Romantics, including Emerson and Thoreau, assume that the
world exists prior to our awareness of it, and that our awareness is limited by subjective
perception, although their emphasis is on spiritual transcendence. Overall, these different
types of "seeing" or awareness are fundamental to American nature writing, and these
tropes recur throughout the works included in this dissertation. Armie Dillard's essay,
"Seeing," serves as a representative example of this quest for heightened awareness of the
natural world.
In this essay, Dillard describes the ways that she tries to experience nature from
different perspectives, from seeing minutiae to seeing the cosmos. In many ways, this
essay at once refers back to Emerson and Thoreau's transcendental philosophy and looks
ahead to ecological criticism in its discussion of the body's physiological effects on
perception. In her study of Dillard, Sandra Humble Johnson describes Dillard as
"romantic with a twist," because she uses so much scientific background in her
descriptions of the epiphanic moment—the moment of revelation or awareness: "she
brings almost two centuries of scientific thought to bear upon the concerns of the
romantic's q u e s t . . . '
Like the phenomenologists, Dillard understands that perception is a complex
phenomenon based on human physiology. "But the artificial obvious is hard to see. My
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eyes account for less than one percent of my head; I'm bony and dense; I see what I
expect" (18). Because our sight is limited to a tiny part of our bodies, she describes how
limited our perspective is. She describes the way the eye works to show how limited we
are by our bodies. "Peeping through my keyhole I see within the range of only about
thirty percent of the light that comes from the sun; the rest is infrared and some little
ultraviolet, perfectly apparent to many animals, but invisible to me" (19). Interestingly,
animals can see a broader range of light than humans. Thus, by our physiology alone,
our experiences of the world are limited and subjective.
Not only do physiological limitations affect our sight, so do our very human
desires and expectations. For Dillard, seeing has everything to do with expectation; if she
looks from a different perspective, she can see the unexpected: "I used to be able to see
flying insects in the air. I'd look ahead and see, not the row of hemlocks across the road,
but the air in front of it. My eyes would focus along that column of air, picking out
flying insects. But I lost interest, I guess, for I dropped the habit. Now I can see birds"
(15). Dillard works toward seeing purposefully, especially when her vision fails her:
One day I went out to investigate the racket; I walked up to a tree, an
Osage orange, and a hundred birds flew away. They simply materialized
out of the tree. I saw a tree, then a whisk of color, then a tree again. I
walked closer and a hundred blackbirds took flight. Not a branch, not a
twig budged: the birds were apparently weightless as well as invisible. Or,
it was as if the leaves of the Osage orange had been freed from a spell in
the form of red-winged blackbirds; they flew from the tree, caught my eye
in the sky, and vanished. When I looked again at the tree the leaves had
reassembled as if nothing had happened. Finally I walked directly to the
trunk of the tree and a final hundred, the real diehards, appeared, spread,
and vanished. How could so many hide in the tree without my seeing
them? (16)
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While she is aware of the birds in the tree, she never actmlly sees them until they fly
away, and even then she cannot find any actual evidence that the birds had inhabited the
tree. Despite her purposeful search for the birds, she could not ieam' to see them. Even
though she describes this altered state of perception in terms of keeping her eyes open
(17), Dillard's account points to the importance of altering one's consciousness.
As she tries to explain the relationship between perception and perspective, she
searches for insights from science, particularly from medicine. In Space and Sight, she
reads about patients, blind from birth, who gain their sight. Some refuse to see at all and
simply close their eyes, while others have difficulty adjusting to depth perception, but
ahnost all of them describe seeing "color patches." Mimicking the results of these
studies, Dillard tries to see in color patches, but she can't forget that she possesses depth
perception. "But I couldn't sustain the illusion of flatness. I've been around for too long.
Form is condemned to an eternal danse [j/c] macabre with meaning: I couldn't unpeach
the peaches" (29). Although she realizes that infants see color patches, she also knows
that once we perceive sensory experiences, we give meaning to them; "But the color
patches of infancy swelled as meaning filled them" (29). Like Merleau-Ponty, Dillard
understands that we have akeady invested meaning in our experiences of the world.
Purposeful sight is difficult to attain because we are partially the prisoners of both our
bodies and our experiences.
Although Dillard advocates attempting to cultivate this purposeful vision of the
world in order to expand her own horizons, so to speak, she also advocates a more
transcendent view that requires a loss of self.
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But there is another kind of seeing that involves a letting go. When I see
this way I sway transfixed and emptied. The difference between the two
ways of seeing is the difference between walking with and without a
camera. When I walk with a camera I walk from shot to shot, reading the
light on a calibrated meter. When I walk without a camera, my own
shutter opens, and the moment's light prints on my own silver gut. When
I see this second way I am above all an unscrupulous observer. (31)
The camera metaphor differentiates purposefiil sight and insight. In the first way of
seeing she looks for what she expects and when she finds it, points and clicks. In the
second way of seeing, she sees the unexpected because she loses expectation and desire.
This transcendental moment, in which she is "emptied," resembles Eastern philosophy,
particularly the versions which came to America through the Transcendentalists.^^ This
second type of sight, for Dillard, is the moment of sensual participation with the
nonhuman world. "When I see this way I see truly. As Thoreau says, I return to my
senses" (32). Scott Slovic argues that the emotional impact of these epiphanic moments
overrides her scientific sensibilities: "The profound contact with nature Dillard describes
in works such as Pilgrim at Tinker Creek is evidenced by intensity of emotion, the feeling
of being fiilly alive, rather than by the conscious knowledge of biological systems or by
the formal detection of theological design."^^
Dillard's object is to experience this revelatory and spiritual moment. When
Dillard reads about a young girl who regains sight and sees "the tree with the lights on
it," she seeks that experience in her own life.
Then one day I was walking along Tinker Creek thinking of nothing at all
and I saw the tree with the lights in it. I saw the backyard cedar where the
mourning doves roost charged and transfigured, each cell buzzing with
flame. I stood on the grass with the lights in it, grass that was wholly fire,
utterly focused and utterly dreamed. It was less like seeing than like being
seen for the first time seen, knocked breathless by a powerful glance. (33)
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Because she does not impose herself on the world, she experiences the glow of the
illuminated tree months after reading the description. Her description, that she is not
seeing like the girl who regained her sight but rather being seen, is worth noting because
it acknowledges a power beyond herself, a vision.
Dillard describes the meditative, spiritual aspects of sight. "But I can't go out and
try to see this way. I'll fail, I'll go mad. All I can do is try to gag the commentator, to
hush the noise of useless interior babble that keeps me from seeing just as surely as a
newspaper dangled before my eyes. The effort is really a discipline requiring a lifetime
of dedicated struggle; it marks the literature of saints and monks of every order East and
West" (32). Suzanne Clark refers to this perception as "a form of meditation."^''
Ultimately, Dillard's moments of transcendence resemble Emerson's "transparent
eyeball," where the spirit detaches itself from the body in a moment of pure vision.
Ultimately, this is the call for concern among ecological critics, who argue, like MerleauPonty, that a right relation to nature means recognizing the fact of being "in it."
As David Abram argues, we must 'rettim to our bodies' in order to know anything
about the natural world or ourselves.
It may be that the new 'environmental ethic' toward which so many
environmental philosophers aspire—an ethic that would lead us to respect
and heed not only the lives of our fellow humans but also the life and
well-being of the rest of nature—will come into existence not primarily
through the logical elucidation of new philosophical principles and
legislative strictures, but through a renewed attentiveness to this
perceptual dimension that underlies all our logics, through a rejuvenation
of our carnal, sensorial empathy with the living land that sustains us.^^
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Like Husserl and Merleau-Ponty, Abram and other ecological critics argue for this
sensorial epistemology without denying the benefits of rational thought; they aren't
telling us to "go primitive" but rather to use this knowledge in combination with other
epistemologies. "It is surely not a matter of'going back,' but rather of coming full circle,
uniting our capacity for cool reason with those more sensorial and mimetic ways of
knowing, letting the vision of a common world root itself in our direct, participatory
engagement with the local and particular.This new awareness will lead, he and other
ecologists believe, to a proper relationship between humans and the natural world. "A
human community that lives in a mutually beneficial relation with the surrounding earth
is a community, we might say, that lives in truth. The ways of speaking common to that
community—the claims and beliefs that enable such reciprocity to perpetuate itself—are,
in this important sense, true. They are in accord with a right relation between these
people and their world."^^
This heightened awareness of the nonhuman world, as Annie Dillard's "Seeing"
demonstrates, includes the biological and physiological facts of the human body and
nonhuman natiire. In order to explain these perceptions, Dillard, like the English and
American Romantics, utilizes language and concepts from the mystical tradition.

Mysticism
In its simplest terms, mysticism is "a belief in the possibility of union with the
Divine nature by means of ecstatic contemplation" {Chrford English Dictionary).
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Reaching this moment of union requires "spiritual intuition" and "exalted feeling" rather
than intellectual activity.
For the Romantics, this union with God occurred in and through nature. As
Dorothy Howell explains, the English Romantics "saw an imminent God whose will was
being worked out by humankind. They wanted us to re-establish an earlier intimate
relationship with nature as a source of inspiration. While elements of nature itself could
be appreciated through the senses, any higher emotion required 'a contemplative mind
that could enter into direct communion' with nature.'"^® American Transcendentalism,
too. evoked a personal relationship with God through one's self and one's experience of
nature: "Transcendentalism is attributed to the English romantics as preachers of a
simple, naive religion free of external authority or edict. Fulfillment resided in knowing
oneself and how to act naturally....Transcendentalism might exclude pantheism, but it
attributes to nature a certain sanctity "as the most clear manifestation of the works and
power of God.'"^^ In both traditions, nature is the vehicle by which humans attain a
communion with God.
Like the American Romantics, particularly Emerson, Annie Dillard seeks God in
nature. However, her sense of God is both abstract and distant; in fact, her primary trope
for God's presence in nature is silence. Like Melville's description of the whiteness of
the whale, in which the absence of color reflects an immutable and undecipherable God,
Dillard's description of God's silence in nature can be overwhelming, if not terrifying. In
"Teaching a Stone to Talk," Dillard describes her experiences of listening for God in
nature.''"
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The essay centers around the story of a man trying to teach a stone to talk; in
other words, he is attempting to "hear" nature speaking directly to him. Dillard's
description of the process entails spiritual intuition as well as meditation and ritual: "I
assume that like any other meaningful effort, the ritual involves sacrifice, the suppression
of self-consciousness, and a certain precise tilt of the will, so that the will becomes
transparent and hollow, a channel for the work" (68). Like other forms of meditative
practice, her neighbor Larry's attempt to speak directly to a natural object requires the
release of ego; Larry must learn to "hear" just as the stone must learn to "speak."
Dillard believes Larry's project to be futile, since she conceptualizes nature as
silent and immutable. Therefore she does not expect this stone to speak, literally or
figxiratively. "Nature's silence is its one remark, and every flake of the world is a chip off
that old mute and immutable block" (69). Silence here is not a temporary absence of
sound, but a global condition. Dillard equates bird song and other forms of
communication among animals with silence, since she cannot hear, i.e. understand, their
message. Even meditation will not enlighten her. "At a certain point you say to the
woods, to the sea, to the mountains, the world. Now I am ready. Now I will stop and be
wholly attentive. You empty yourself and wait, listening. After a time you hear it: there
is nothing there" (72). Like the Romantics, Dillard finds the divine in nature, but nature
is no open book; although she knows God is there, she carmot hear him.
However, nature has not always been silent. In the Judeo-Christian spiritual
tradition, God spoke to the Israelites through nature. "God used to rage at the Israelites
for frequenting sacred groves. I wish I could find one" (69). She describes the terror the
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Israelites experienced upon hearing God speak, saying that it "scared them witless" (69).
Moses then asked God not to speak to them, and God complied. As a result. Christians
like Dillard no longer "hear" anything but silence. "We doused the burning bush and
cannot rekindle it; we are lighting matches in vain under every green tree. Did the wind
use to cry, and the hills shout forth praise? Now speech has perished from among the
lifeless things of earth, and living things say very little to very few" (70). Dillard places
the responsibility of nature's (and God's) silence on humans, and we cannot find a way
back to that more intimate, if terrifying, communion.
Religion and science, in fact all disciplines, for Dillard, are attempts at hearing
that Other voice. "What have we been doing all these centuries but trying to call God
back to the mountain, or, failing that, raise a peep out of anything that isn't us? What is
the difference between a cathedral and a physics lab? Are not they both saying: Hello?
We spy on whales and on interstellar radio objects; we starve ourselves and pray till
we're blue" (71). Like Larry, we are all searching to hear and understand a language
which is not our own.
Because we carmot hear beyond the silence, Dillard describes our duty on earth as
"witnessing." "We are here to witness. There is nothing else to do with those mute
materials we do not need. Until Larry teaches his stone to talk, until God changes his
mind, or until the pagan gods slip back to their hilhop groves, all we can do with the
whole inhuman array is watch it" (72). Since we have no control over God's and nature's
silence, our duty is to observe, to watch, as she does in "Seeing."
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While Dillard's transcendent moments of vision in "Seeing" reflect a heightened
awareness of the natural world, nature's silence is overwhelming, even terrifying; at
moments she must turn away from it, even though she believes herself to be in God's
presence. "The silence is all there is. It is the alpha and the omega. It is God's brooding
over the face of the waters; it is the blended note of the ten thousand things, the whine of
wings. You take a step in the right direction to pray to this silence, and even to address
the prayer to 'World.' Distinctions blur. Quit your tents. Pray without ceasing" (76).
Annie Dillard's God is silent and incomprehensible, like Melville's: "Silence is the only
Voice of our God."^' Like Larry teaching his pet stone to talk, Dillard watches, witnesses
the nonhuman world in hopes of hearing God/nature speak.
For nature writers who describe human relations to the nonhuman world, to
participate with nature in this way is to participate in the sacred. Like Dillard and her
neighbor Larry, American nature writers attempt to teach stones to talk, or at least leam
to hear stones speaking. However, the ecocritics recall a more animistic, if not more
pantheistic relation to the nonhuman world than Dillard and the Romantics, emphasizing
nature as an entity in and of and for itself, rather than as God's "book" to be read and
interpreted by man. Although American nature writers describe this experience v/ithin
various religious traditions, they all seek to describe these moments of transcendence, of
an erotic relationship with a specific geographical location within the nonhuman world.
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Topophilia
For the Romantics and for nature writers in general, the experience of the sacred
occurs in specific places within the nonhuman world. Like Thoreau's Walden, American
nature writing is focused on a concrete sense of place. Ea..h text focuses on an intimate
description of a particular geographical location, whether it is the back yard behind the
house or a distant and exotic location in China. In nearly all texts, the writer identifies
him or herself as a "pilgrim," learning the place on its own terms. Clearly. Annie Dillard
follows that tradition in Pilgrim at Tinker Creek. "I propose to keep here what Thoreau
called 'a meteorological journal of the mind,' telling some tales and describing some of
the sights of this rather tamed valley, and exploring, in fear and trembling, some of the
unmapped dim reaches and unholy fastnesses to which those tales and sights so
dizzyingly lead" (11). Dillard describes her text both in terms of observation and spiritual
quest. While Tinker Creek runs through Dillard's suburban neighborhood, she seeks
communion with this space, and therefore must learn how to "inhabit" it differently.
As ecological criticism has developed, what is means to "know" a place is no
longer limited to one's observation and experience of it. Although Thoreau and Dillard
makes brief allusions to those who came before them at Walden Pond and Tinker Creek,
they do not emphasize these other histories of place. Humanist geography, as it has been
developed and refined by geographers Yi-Fu-Tuan and others, emphasizes the ways that
multiple epistemologies define our sense of place.
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Like the Romantics and "Neo-romantics" (as Dillard has been called), Gretel
Ehrlich, Linda Hogan, and Terry Tempest Williams define their experiences of nature
within these contexts: they seek a broader range of perception and perspective, they
define a sense of place in their descriptions of nature, and they seek spiritual
understanding from those experiences. However, all three writers look beyond the
strategies of traditional romantic thought. With the advent of cultural, feminist and
postcolonial studies, ecocritical scholars and writers have begun to question European
traditions and assumptions about the self in relation to nature, and examine our human
responsibilities to the nonhuman world.
For Ehrlich, Hogan, and Williams, culture isn't separate from the natural world—
from humans and their institutions—but is an integral part of it. While technically these
writers are both inside and outside of the political agendas of ecological criticism, I argue
in the following chapters that they model ecological thought and criticism by
emphasizing our physical, spiritual, and emotional needs for interaction with both human
and non-human communities.
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SEARCHING FOR THE SOURCE: INTERNAL GEOGRAPHY IN GRETEL
EHRLICH'S ISUNDS, THE UNIVERSE, HOME

•'It's my obsession, you see, to seek origins."'

Geography; "The science, which has for its object the description of the earth's
surface, treating of its form and physical features, its natural and political divisions, the
climate, productions, populations, etc., of the various countries" {Oxford English
Dictionary). The term is derived from the Greek meaning "earth writing" (OED).
Geography is, by nature, the imposition of human perception on land. It represents our
search for understanding, of knowledge, and the expression of our desire to feel "at
home" in a place. Humanist geography makes this relation explicit. Kathleen Norris calls
this sense of place her "spiritual geography":
More than any other place I lived as a child or young adult—Virginia,
Illinois, Hawaii, Vermont, New York—this is my spiritual geography, the
place where I've wrestled my story out of the circumstances of landscape
and inheritance. The word 'geography' derives from the Greek words for
earth and writing, and writing about Dakota has been my means of
understanding that inheritance and reclaiming what is holy in it."^
Humanist geography is the study of the relationship between the earth's
topography and its human inhabitants; it focuses on the ways that the earth's shape and
form influences and is influenced by human residence, perception, and story. Maps are
an expression of that relationship. As Kent Ryden explains, "Among their functions,
maps translate geography into clearly understood locations, routes, and spatial
relationships. With map in hand, we find that the world is no longer wild; we find where
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we are, establish ourselves as a center, and thus make the slovenly wilderness surround
us."^
Throughout her work, Ehrlich seeks to draw this "map." As the epigraph of this
chapter suggests, Ehrlich seeks origins, by which she means the source of wildness. In
the collection. Islands, the Universe, Home, Ehrlich searches for origins both within her
spirit and within the physical geography in order to counter the feelings of homelessness
that pervade modem society which Charlene Spretnak describes: "We of the modem
world are homeless in the cosmos."^ Thus, as Cassandra Kircher suggests in her
discussion of The Solace of Open Spaces, Ehrlich celebrates the local.
Although some readers might argue that Ehrlich's hunger for attachment
to a place is sentimental and non-realistic, one must understand the
seriousness of what might be at stake if Ehrlich were to look at the
universe through a lense that did not focus on connection: the 'barbed
solitude' and 'the shrill estrangement' ... would lead to a greater sense of
deadening separation.^
This chapter will examine the ways that Ehrlich attempts to locate and map wildness and
to make herself at home in it.
In many ways, Ehrlich, like Dillard, closely follows the Romantic tradition of
understanding the self by means of participating in the natural world. "Looking for a Lost
Dog" and "The Source of a River" resemble Thoreau's and Dillard's walking essays in
which the physical journey leads to moments of spiritual transcendence. In these essays,
Ehrlich understands space and place from a personal perspective, and focuses on the
ways that desire and expectation create the feeling of being "lost"—of not knowing who
you are or where you belong in the world. Once she overcomes these expectations, she
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begins to see the world differently—as all-inclusive and connected, as her use of
synaesthesia reveals.
However, unlike Dillard, Ehrlich complicates the Romantic tradition by
incorporating cultural geography into her search for home. In "Island," Ehrlich theorizes
about the geography of islands. In "Home is How Many Places," she travels to her
childhood home in California, and begins to understand what Kent Ryden calls the
"invisible landscape," the stories of a place that explain physical geography in human
terms that imbue the landscape with meaning. By connecting the lost stories of
California's history, she reveals the fragmentation that European-Americans imposed on
the California landscape and its inhabitants. From an ecocritical standpoint, this
fragmentation is a leading factor of environmental and human oppression. Because the
history of the land was not taught in schools when Ehrlich was growing up, she did not
learn this invisible landscape. This essay, like her island journeys, attempts to reclaim
those stories and redefine a sense of place as a culturally and naturally constructed
sphere.
In addition to conceptualizing place within a cultural context, Ehrlich searches for
spiritual connections. While her images are drawn from natural cycles, the seasons, the
life and death of ranch animals, the creation of islands, the creation and destruction of
astronomical phenomena—her goal is more to locate her spiritual home within herself
rather than within a particular geographical location. Like many of her predecessors,
including Thoreau and Gary Snyder, Ehrlich has also been strongly influenced by Asian
religious tradition, particularly Buddhism. Buddhism, which influenced the
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Transcendentalist movement, rejects attachment to earthly materials and desires in favor
of a "higher truth," a transcendent vision of reality.^
In the central essay of the collection, "Bridge to Heaven," Ehrlich describes her
pilgrimage to Japan. On this journey, she analyzes the influence of Japan's physical
geography on the spiritual traditions of its people. As she attempts to define and locate
the source of paradox, Ehrlich looks at the spaces in between two extremes, which can be
most clearly defined in the Tibetan Buddhist concept of the "bardo," the journey in
between life and death. By locating herself within that space, Ehrlich begins to
understand her own pilgrimage in terms of that in-between state that is both chaotic and
wild and also home.

Synaesthesia: Awareness as Loss of Boundaries
The opening essay of Islands, The Universe, Home, "Looking for a Lost Dog,"
offers a figure for Ehrlich's method and her message. As her epigraph from Thoreau
suggests, walking is both an interior and an exterior form of motion. "The most valuable
thoughts which I entertain are anything but what I thought. Nature abhors a vacuum, and
if I can only walk with sufficient carelessness I am sure to be filled' (3). The act of
walking, for Ehrlich, Thoreau, Annie Dillard, and numerous other nature writers, is a way
of emptying and redirecting the mind: "The feet move; the mind wanders"(6). Kent
Ryden notes that walking is fundamental to the nature essay both as an activity and as a
metaphor for writing.' Walking helps Ehrlich learn to "see" from different perspectives,
because it allows her to transcend the boundaries of the mind. In her search for her dog.
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she has no clues to follow: "I'm walking and looking and listening for him, though there
is no trail, no clue, no direction to search" (4). Nevertheless, there is a sense that the
walking has a purpose and a promise. Scott Slovic, for example, discusses the ways that
nature writers attempt to gain awareness: "Most nature writers, from Thoreau to the
present, walk a fine line (or more accurately, vacillate) between rhapsody and
detachment, between aesthetic celebration and scientific explanation. And the effort to
achieve an equilibrium, a suitable balance of proximity to and distance from nature,
results in the prized tension of awareness."®
At issue here is the relation between sight and insight, one that has fascinated the
American romantics, Emerson in particular, and it is suggested in his famous image of
the transparent eyeball that I discussed in the first chapter; "Standing on the bare
ground,-my head bathed by the blithe air, and uplifted into infinite space,-all mean
egotism vanishes. I become a transparent eyeball. I am nothing. I see all. The currents
of the Universal Being circulate through me; I am part or particle of God."^ But for
writers like Dillard. the Emersonian moment of experiencing universal being is disrupted.
"Seeing truly is experiencing something, Dillard says, consciously but not self
consciously—in other words, as soon as you see yourself in your mind's eye looking at
something or experiencing it, then you become alienated from the experience and you are
not seeing it truly anymore."'"
Ehrlich too is caught in this tension between perception and understanding.
To find what is lost; to lose what is found. Several times I've thought I
was losing my mind. Of course, minds aren't literally misplaced; on the
contrary, we live too much in them. We listen gullibly, then feel severed
because of the mind's clever tyrannies. As with viewing the falls, we can
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lose sight of what is too close, and the struggle between impulse and
reason, passion and logic, occurs as we saunter from distant to close-up
views. (6)
Her allusions to Emerson's "Nature" and "Self-Reliance" point to the tradition of the
struggle between sight and insight. Bound by the mind's expectations, we see only a
series of paradoxes rather than that concrete "reality" that is right in front of our eyes. As
she nears the waterfalls during her search, the sound gets closer, but her sight becomes
obstructed. "The falls roar, but they are overgrown with spruce, pine, and willow, and
the closer I get, the harder it is to see them" (5). Her expectations, like the trees that
prevent her from seeing what she "knows," like her own experience, obstruct her vision.
Throughout the collection, Ehrlich questions the concept of mental boundaries,
which are created by inherited conventions, from our very human expectations and
wishes. Logic is one of the fundamental traps that the mind uses to create and control
boundaries within the human psyche. While Ehrlich searches for something specific, her
mind begins to focus on unrealized desires: "Today I'm filled with longings—for what
I'm not, for all the other lives I can't lead, for what is impossible, for people I love who
can't be in my life" (6). In this passage, Ehrlich defines not who she is but who she is
not, and she continues to be bound by those limitations. Desire obstructs her vision, and
creates noise that conceals rather than reveals: "Passions of all sorts struggle soundlessly,
or else, like the falls, they are all noise but can't be seen" (6). Alluding to the waterfall,
she describes desire as paradox—a soundless struggle or an invisible noise. In this way,
her experience is similar to Navajo "hand tremblers" who locate lost items: "When I
asked one such diviner what it was like when she was in a trance, she said, 'Lots of noise
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but noise that's hard to hear'" (4). As she tries to explain the process of perception, she
blends sensory information to reflect the complex processes the brain uses to make sense
of the world around us. We are not limited to vision, though we frequently rely too
heavily on it.
Like Dillard, Ehrlich relies on phenomenology to help her know the world and to
understand what limits and influences the gathering of knowledge. In the words of David
Abrams, "Unlike the mathematics-based sciences, phenomenology would seek not to
explain the world, but to describe as closely as possible the way the world makes itself
evident to awareness, the way things first arise in our direct, sensorial experience.""
Because sensory experience is our primary form of perception, phenomenologists study
the body's relationship with the physical world: "Far from restricting my access to things
and to the world, the body is my very means of entering into relation with all things."''
Perception, Abram says, is a complex process in which the body interacts with its
surroundings. "Perception, in this sense, is an attunement or synchronicity between my
own rhythms and the rhythms of the things themselves, their own tones and textures."'^
When we seek to explain that experience, then we immediately begin to fragment the
experience itself: "As soon as I attempt to distinguish the share of any one sense from
that of the others, I inevitably sever the full participation of my sensing body with the
sensuous terrain."''* From this point of view, the modem world fragments sensory
experience, which promotes environmental destruction on our part. Hence we must
return to a broader experience of the world. In The Spell of the Sensuous, Abram calls for
a return to a sensual experience of the world. "By thus returning to the taken-for-granted
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realm of subjective experience, not to explain it but simply to pay attention to its rhythms
and textures, not to capture or control it but simply to become familiar with its diverse
modes of appearance—and ultimately to give voice to its enigmatic and ever-shifting
patterns—phenomenology would articulate the ground of the other sciences."'^
Like Dillard, Ehrlich realizes that perception is limited by human physiology.
"It's no wonder human beings are so narcissistic. The way our ears are constructed, we
can hear only what is right next to us or else the internal monologue inside" (4). Rather
than simply observing this evolutionary trait, she attempts to shift her perception. "I've
taken to cupping my hands behind my ears—mulelike—and pricking them all the way
forward or back to hear what's happened or what's ahead" (4). She also tries to sniff out
the scent of her dog. "Now I sniff the ground and smell only dirt. If I tried and tried,
would the instinct regenerate in me?" (6). Ehrlich is attempting to recover or gain a
different, stronger sensual experience.
Many theorists, including Merleau-Ponty, have discussed the ways that our
anatomy influences our perceptions of the world as Ehrlich does above. Robert Omstein
and Paul Ehrlich, for example, discuss the limitations of our perceptions as follows.
We don't perceive the world as it is, because our nervous system evolved
to select only a small extract of reality and to ignore the rest. We never
experience exactly the same situation twice, so it would be uneconomical
to take in every occurrence. Instead of conveying everything about the
world, our nervous system is 'impressed' only by dramatic changes. This
internal spotlight makes us sensitive to the beginnings and endings of
almost every event more than the changes, whether gigantic or tiny, in the
middle.'®
As David Abram writes, "Our bodies have formed themselves in delicate reciprocity with
the manifold textures, sounds, and shapes of an animate earth—our eyes have evolved in
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subtle interaction with other eyes, as our ears are attuned by their very structure to the
howling of wolves and the honking of geese."'^
Ehrlich models the kind of awareness these theorists advocate by utilizing the
literary device of synaesthesia. This blending of the senses models a life without
boundaries, even though that experience comes only in brief flashes. "Some days I think
this one place isn't enough. That's when nothing is enough. I want to live multiple lives
and have the know-how and guts to love without limits. Those days, like today, I walk
with a purpose but no destination" (7). By opening herself to experience rather than
limiting her perceptions by expectation, she says, "Only then do I see, at least
momentarily, that most everything is here. To my left a towering cottonwood is lunatic
with bird song" (7). The tree itself is described as "lunatic," which originally referred to
a form of insanity associated with the cycles of the moon. "Under it, I'm a listening post
while its great, gray trunk—like a baton—heaves its green symphony into the air" (7).
Without limitations, Ehrlich becomes a "listening post," sensing what is present rather
than what is absent. One tree contains all that she needs. The birds in the tree create a
musical symphony, while the tree, like the singer taking a deep breath before the next
note, lifts its leaves in a symphony of color. This integration of different modes of
sensory perception creates a unity out of fragments, modeling the life without boundaries
that she imagines for herself.
She doesn't have to find her way back because she has fiilly experienced the
moment, although she does reconstruct it on the page. Rather than trying to make this
experience permanent by leaving a record on the landscape, Ehrlich leaves only
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temporary tracks. "'I walk and walk, from the falls, over Grouse Hill, to the dry wash.
Today it is enough to make a shadow" (7). Her tracks are only shadows, which leave no
lasting imprint on the landscape. Like the layers upon layers of different animal tracks
she sees as she searches for her dog, her own footprints will, of course, leave their mark,
but in this moment she does not need to leave a permanent sign. This is a moment of
wildness, which by definition is temporary. In "The Source of a River, " Ehrlich defines
wildness as the source, that which is always becoming something else. "We use the word
•wilderness,' but perhaps we mean wildness. Isn't that why I've come here, to seek the
wildness in myself and, in so doing, come on the wildness everywhere, because after all,
I'm part of nature too" (28).
This experience of wildness causes Ehrlich to question her relationship to her
body. "Walking is almost an ambulation of mind. The human armor of bones rattles, fat
rolls, and inside this durable, fleshy prison of mine, I make a beeline toward otherness,
lightness, or like a moth, toward flame" (28). As in the epigraph to "Looking for a Lost
Dog" by Thoreau, Ehrlich herself reaches an altered state through walking. By describing
her bones as armor and her body as prison, she refers to the human frame as a limitation,
a boundary. While skin does not rattle and roll in the way that, say, a knight's armor
does, the prison is not limited to flesh but includes the entire human structure. The body
is an external garment covering the "self that lies underneath. "How shell-like the body
seems suddenly—not fleshy at all, but inhuman and hard. And farther up, I step out of
my skin though I'm still held fest by something, but what? I don't know"(28). The body
itself is like a turtle's shell, somehow part of the body and yet separate from it. How can
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the body, the very essence of human, seem inhuman? How does one step out of one's
skin?
Even as she describes her body as a shell or a prison, Ehrlich seeks to renew her
relationship to her own body, to live a more sensual life, which she defines as
unconditional love. "As I begin to walk again, it occurs to me that this notion of eating
the earth is not about gluttony but about unconditional love, an acceptance of whatever
taste comes across my tongue: flesh, wine, the unremarkable flavor of dirt. To find
wildness, I must first offer myself up, accept all that comes before me" (29).
In The Eros of Everyday Life, Susan Griffin explores the relationship between
desire, knowledge, and the body in order to reintegrate sensual experience and
knowledge. Knowledge, she says, has come to be understood as anti-sensory: "To know
is no longer erotic, no longer relational but becomes instead a means of escape from
enmeshment in material existence....Knowledge, which has become a form of power
rather than intimacy, works a kind of magic in the psyche."'^ Basically, she's arguing
against the Neo-Platonic separation of bodily and intellectual experience, because
knowledge itself means learning to understand difference.
For to know is to encounter a power within oneself that is also greater than
the self. In the process of knowing, one is met by a larger, more powerful
presence, a world beyond the carefully constructed boundaries that culture
gives to being. Through knowledge, one is immersed in otherness, a
difference which is all the more troubling because it is not entirely distinct
from one's own being but exists on a continuum with it.""
Like Ehrlich, Griffin argues that desire and knowledge cannot be controlled: "Desire,
longing, pleasure, passion, orgasm, move the body into states of being which defy all
definitions, not only those of gender or sexuality but of the boundaried way European
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culture perceives existence.... Apart from any bond or relationship between lovers, in
sexual experience an erotic connection to existence is kindled. This is spirit incarnate."^®
It is this erotic way of knowing that Griffin believes will allow humanity to return to a
harmonious and sensual relationship with the world. "If human consciousness can be
rejoined not only with the human body but with the body of the earth, what seems
incipient in the reunion is the recovery of meaning in existence that will infiise every kind
of meeting between self and the universe, even in the most daily acts, with an eros, a
palpable love, that is also sacred."^' For Ehrlich, as for GrifRn, the source of wildness is
the sacred, and it is rooted in the natural world.
For Ehrlich, this is the moment of full engagement with the world. "Wildness has
no conditions, no sure routes, no peaks or goals, no source that is not instantly becoming
something more than itself, then letting go of that, always becoming. It cannot be stripped
to its complexity by CAT scan or telescope" (30). Evoking images from microbiology
and astronomy, Ehrlich describes the wildness in the smallest and largest phenomena.
"Rather, it is a many-pointed truth, almost a bluntness, a sudden essence like the wild
strawberries strung on scarlet runners under my feet. For half a mile, on hands and
knees, I eat and eat. Wildness is source and fruition at once, as if this river circled round,
mouth eating tail and tail eating source" (30-1). By utilizing paradoxes such as "sudden
essence" and "many-pointed truth," Ehrlich reflects the paradox of life rather than
compartmentalizing and therefore fragmenting it.^^ From the source feeding the river to
Ehrlich stopping and eating strawberries off of the ground where she's walking, the act of
eating life represents a moment of erotic communion with the earth.
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In "The Source of a River," Ehrlich seeks the source of the Yellowstone River,
which serves as a metaphor for wildness. Like Emerson and Thoreau, Ehrlich is
constantly searching for origins—the source of a river, of a soul, of a body. "Now, all the
way across a valley, I see where water oozes from moss and mud, how, at its source, it
quickly becomes a river" (29). Even at the source, the trickle of water is transforming
itself into the river. Already, the primordial ooze is shapeshifting.
Emerson also said: 'Every natural fact is an emanation, and that from
which it emanates is an emanation also, and from every emanation is a
new emanation.' The ooze, the source of a great river, is now a white
chute tumbling over brown bellies of conglomerate rock. Wind throws
sheets of water to another part of the mountainside; soft earth gives way
under my feet, clouds spill upward and spit rain" (30).
For Emerson, as for Ehrlich, the term "emanation" has physical as well as spiritual
meanings. According to the Chrford English Dictionary, emanation is the "process of
flowing forth, issuing or proceeding from anything as a source. Often applied to the
origination of created beings from God (not ex nihilo)." At this source, the senses reveal
disorder and wildness, with clouds spilling upward and spitting rain up into the air,
defying the laws of gravity. "Isn't everything redolent with loss, with momentary
radiance, a coming to different ground?" (30). Again, Ehrlich calls on all of our senses to
reveal this constant transformation. Wildness carmot be captured, but only experienced in
fleeting moments.
This literal emanation at the source of the Yellowstone serves as a metaphor for
the source of the spirit for Ehrlich.
To trace the history of a river or a raindrop, as John Muir would have
done, is also to trace the history of the soul, the history of the mind
descending and arising in the body. In both, we constantly seek and
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stumble on divinity, whichu like the cornice feeding the lake, and the
spring becoming a waterfall, feeds, spills, falls, and feeds itself over and
over again. (31)
Overflow is the source, which starts as primordial ooze but builds on itself until it spills
over.

The Spaces in Between: The Physical and Human Geography of Islands
In the above essays, Ehrlich searches for connections between herself and the
natural world. Throughout the text of Islands, The Universe, Home, she describes
numerous pilgrimages to islands to identify the relationships between spiritual and
physical pilgrimage, physical and human geography. For her, islands provide solitude and
relatedness, stability and change, boundaries and wildness. Islands allow her to examine
how and why life grows from death and decay. But these islands are both microcosmic
and macrocosmic, for they are figures for the insular human body as well as for the
universe as an island in the cosmos. In "Island" and in "Home is How Many Places," she
defines her relationship to this island and redefines our standard way of seeing islands as
"monuments to human isolation" (64).
Ehrlich theorizes about how forms influence the mind, and how the mind tries to
make sense of them. In this way she shows us how sight cannot explain everything, that
for example we cannot see the planet regulating itself. Throughout the essays, Ehrlich
consistently returns to Alcatraz, the tiny island in the middle of the man-made pond on
her Wyoming ranch. As in "Looking for a Lost Dog," Ehrlich focuses here on the mind's
need for boundaries. "I come to this island because I have to. Only geography can frame
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my mind, only water can make my body stop. I come, not for solitude—I've had enough
of that in my life—but for the discipline an island imposes, the way it shapes the
movement of my thoughts" (63). By searching for boundaries that allow the mind to be
shaped by physical space, Ehrlich can see the framework that her mind usually imposes.
In "Home is How Many Places," she explains it in terms of imagining one's identity:
"We crave island holidays, hoping that within the geographical confines of an island we
can, paradoxically, expand, shed old skin, reimagine ourselves" (138). Why do we need
a limited space in order to feel that we can grow, expand, create new lives for ourselves?
Perhaps in such an environment, we can shed accumulated layers that are no longer
useful and present a different self to the world. Yi-Fu Tuan explains: ""Certain natural
environments have figured prominently in humanity's dreams of an ideal world: they are
the forest, the seashore, the valley, and the island. The furnishing of an ideal world is a
matter of removing the defects of the real one. Geography necessarily provides the
content of topophilic sentiment.Topophilia is Tuan's word for "the affective bond
between people and place or setting."^"* While Ehrlich conceptualizes islands as places of
refuge, she also carefully examines the ways that the mind constructs these images.
Ehrlich understands that we cannot see beyond our own vision, that we are limited
by physiology. But she also believes that the human mind and geography mutually
influence one another. "But a view is something our minds make of a place, it is a
physical frame around a natural fact, a two-way transmission during which the land
shapes our eyes and our eyes cut the land into 'scapes'"(64). Physical frame and natural
fact adjust to the shape and shaping power of one other. What we have here is not a
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landscape in traditional painterly vocabulary, but what Emerson might call a "natural
fact," or landscape redefined.
Landscape—origmally referred to 'the real world,' not the world of art and
make believe. In its native Dutch, 'landschap' designated such common
places as 'a collection of farms or fenced fields, sometimes a small
domain or administrative unit.' Only when it was transplanted to England
toward the end of the sixteenth century did the word shed its earthbound
roots and acquire the precious meaning of art. Landscape came to mean a
prospective seen from a specific standpoint. Then it was the artistic
representation of that prospect."^
Because her experience of landscape is interactive, Ehrlich's pilgrimage to this
and other islands is not about isolation. "To think of an island as a singular speck or a
monument to human isolation is missing the point. Islands beget islands: a terrestrial
island is surrounded by an island of water, which is surrounded by an island of air, all of
which makes up our island universe" (64). Ehrlich is not concerned with solitude and
isolation, really only human categories, but rather with underlying relationships. It is in
those spaces where the island of water and the island of land join that Ehrlich searches for
meaning. "To sit on an island, then, is not a way of disconnecting ourselves but, rather, a
way we can understand relatedness" (64). This idea, like the image of concentric circles
or the web, is fundamental to ecological theory. Until we begin to see these underlying
connections, then we will continue to treat our geographical spaces as fragmented islands.
Ehrlich then complicates this msight with a second definition of the term "island':
"'the small isolated space between the lines in a fingerprint,' between the lines that mark
each of us as being unique. An island, then, can stand for all that occurs between
thoughts, feathers, fingerprints, and lives, although, like the space between tree branches
and leaves, for example, it is also part of how a thing is shaped. Without that space,
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trees, rooms, ducks, and imaginations would collapse" (65). In these terms, islands are
the spaces in between. Although we generally perceive space as empty, Ehrlich identifies
its substance: "Space is an arena where the rowdy particles that are the building blocks of
life perform their antics. All spring, things fall; the general law of increasing disorder is
on the rise. What is it to be a cause without an effect, and effect without a cause, to
abandon time-bound thinking, the use of tenses, the temporally related emotions of
impatience, expectation, hope, and fear?" (20). If space lacked substance, then
everything would be undifferentiated and chaotic. Space provides form. For Ehrlich, the
idea of "island" is especially enabling, since it identifies both the substance and the
spaces in between two substances.
These spaces in between are where earth, air, and water meet and blend. "If
islands have to do with boundaries—or the loss of them—here, the rind of earth rubs
itself down into water, and water and air become the same thing, always exchanging
chemical and physical balances, like trading clothes, so that sea and atmosphere are one
caldron from which weather is brewed" (145). The appearance of a distinct boundary can
therefore be perceived as a loss of boundary—the space in which water turns to air, the
fine balance where it is both and neither, the shifting and transforming of one substance
into another. The relationship between the sea and the earth is much more fluid than we
can see, and they create the weather patterns together, not separately. The language of
this passage is telling—she returns to the idea of exchange, only this exchange is more
literally "fluid," and the boundary cannot be located. David Abram explains it a bit
differently: "The air, we might say, is the soul of the visible landscape, the secret realm
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from whence all beings draw their nourishment. As the very mystery of the living
present, it is that most intimate absence from whence the present presences, and thus a
key to the forgotten presence of the earth.Ehrlich and Abram emphasize the
interaction between elements to show that boundaries are human constructs.
Our minds create distinctions in order to help us understand the world. "To
separate out thoughts into islands is the peculiar way we humans have to knowing
something, of locating ourselves on the planet and in society. We string events into
temporal arrangements like pearls or archipelagos" (66). The human brain requires
separation, distinction, so that we can see isolated parts.^^ Because the record of time's
passing is also a human construct, we create the connections between events after the
fact. Ehrlich talks about this with her physicist friend in an earlier essay, "Spring": "The
notion of "time passing,' like a train through a landscape, is an illusion, he says. I hold
the Big Ben clock taken from a dead sheepherder's wagon. The clock measures intervals
of time, not the speed of time, and the calendar is a scaffolding we hang as if time were
rushing water we could harness. Time-bound, I hinge myself to a linear bias—cause and
effect all laid out in a neat row" (15). In order to make sense of the world, humans create
stories for themselves.
While Ehrlich knows that humans can only absorb information in limited ways,
she seeks a way out of this existential bind. By describing different ways of locating
herself on the planet, Ehrlich models a new way of understanding that relies on the
connections between the extremes of a paradox. To begin this process, she must first
observe the ways that her brain isolates information. "While waiting out winter, I listen
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to my mind switch from logic to intuition, from tree to net, the one unbalancing the other
so no dictatorships can stay" (66). For her, logic and intuition are two distinct ways of
knowing that compete with one another for dominance. The phrase "tree to net" refers to
the work of neurobiologist Francisco Varela, where he discusses the point where "the
division between left and right brain occurs" (65), the space where we shift gears from
one type of mental process to another.^*
Ehrlich's observations help her understand the universe in terms of connectedness
rather than fragmentation. In this sense she resembles Susan Griffin and Charlene
Spretnak, both of whom attempt to find the roots of a sense of fragmentation that
identifies the "postmodern" conditions of modern life. In "Spring," after watching a
female eagle recover from a leg injury, Ehrlich imitates their flight and discovers a
broader perspective: "Feeling small-minded, I take a plane ride over Wyoming. As we
take off, the plane resists accepting air under its wings. Is this how an eagle feels? Ernst
Mach's principle tells me that an object's resistance against being accelerated is not the
intrinsic property of matter but a measure of its interaction with the universe; that matter
has inertia only because it exists in relation to other matter" (20). Even though we see
nothing underneath our "wings," we are constantly interacting with the universe.
Ehrlich's work moves from micro- to macrocosm, shifting perspectives in order to gain a
broader understanding of her experiences.
In "Home is How Many Places," Ehrlich links this shift in perspective to her
definition of islands. Islands identify clear boundaries: "Islands are places where
exchanges occur. Because the boundaries are so sharp, islands remind us of beginnings
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and endings, of birth and the arousal of consciousness, of the evolutionary movement
from water to land and air" (138). Since Darwin, of course, islands as spaces illustrate
evolutionary processes, because we can see how different life forms have developed and
adapted in an isolated environment. "Islands are evolutionary laboratories. How did
plants and animals get here? How did they fare in isolation? Did they mutate or stay the
same? Get smaller or bigger? Flourish or go extinct?" (141). So while islands can be
seen as places of exchange, they are also perceived as isolating and imprisoning,
figuratively or literally. "At places of exile and island prisons like Sado or Alcatraz,
waterline is a hard edge, forbidding as broken glass and high fences" (138). Sharp edges,
broken glass, and fences represent boundaries that are meant to be respected and upheld.
At the same time, islands can be seen as sanctuaries. "Islands are emblematic not only of
solitude but of reftige and sanctuary, the way a small boat is an island in rough seas"
(142). Sanctuary and refuge are places of safety, v^thout regard to whether anyone is
there with you.
Ehrlich then discusses the ways that wilderness islands allow life forms to
continue existing despite the pressures from civilization; they are sanctuaries, refuges,
which prevent extinction of numerous species: "Now conservationists are looking at ail
kinds of islands, not just the ones surrounded by water but islands of vegetation in desert
seas, and deserts surrounded by tundra" (141). Like Ehrlich, who defines 'island' as a
space that is in contact with something different from itself, conservationists have begun
to understand islands, like sky islands, as mountain ranges that are surrounded by an
"ocean" of a different sort, like a desert. An island is a place in which difference is the
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defining characteristic. Now, the primary 'landscape' is civilization. The areas
untouched by human development are in fact islands: "The biologist Paul Ehrlich warns
us that 'the earth is rapidly becoming a system of habitat islands surrounded by a sea of
human disturbance,' and as fragmentation increases, so will extinction rates" (141).
Because, like the Europeans, we see the world in segments, as fragments, we forget that
the connections are more important, that they allow for the diversity the earth requires to
maintain its self-regulating system. The ecological movement attempts to make this
reconnection possible by providing these refuges in the midst of a continually growing
civilization, and by teaching us a broader perspective. Until we do, [Gretel] Ehrlich says,
then we ourselves will continue to feel fragmented and disconnected: "The same could
be said for the islands of the psyche and the soul" (141). Connecting our human actions
as a species, Ehrlich shows the impact of these actions on the human soul and psyche—
the postmodem fragmentation that separates body, soul, and mind destroys us as well as
our surroundings.

While Ehrlich defines islands using theories of svirface geography and human
perception, she does not limit herself to the study of appearances, of topography. In the
essay, "Home is How Many Places," Ehrlich also looks at stories—history, natural
history, and myth—in order to gain a stronger sense of place about a specific set of
islands, the islands ofif of the coast of her childhood home in southern California. Like
Kent Ryden, she seems to feel that "The nature and quality of a place can sink deep into
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you, influencing and conditioning the way you think, see, and feel, working far down into
your very bones by simple virtue of residence and time."^'
In Mapping the Invisible Landscape, Ryden insists on a difference between
geographical location and "place":
Unlike simple geographical locations, which exist objectively, places do
not exist until they are verbalized, first in thought and memory and then
through the spoken or written word. Only when they have coalesced in
the mind, and then achieved narrative expression, can places have
anything more than idiosyncratic, private existence. Only when place has
achieved verbal expression, in turn, can it have any sort of permanence
and its meanings remain secure.^°
Stories, he says, make geography meaningful: "What can be lost sight of is that
folklore vivifies geography, brings it alive with meaning and significance, reveals it to be
a deeply known and active partner in life."^' He differentiates, too, between the tourist or
the cartographer's sense of geography and the resident's:
The modem, detached cartographic imagination has much in common
with the touristic imagination, the viewpoint of outsiders who come into a
place with little prior knowledge of, or thought about, what they are going
to see. Such viewers will frequently be limited to largely aesthetic
impressions—they will comment to themselves on how the local
landscape fits in with their notions of what makes for pretty scenery and
leave it at that. They share with the cartographer (and the cartographically
minded) a concern with siu^aces, with the things that a place contains.
The people who live in that place, however, could tell that viewer a wide
variety of mythic, legendary, historical, and personal meanings overlying
what may have seemed to be a largely neutral chunk of geography.
While Ehrlich grew up in Southern California with these islands in her sight, her family
and culture lacked the stories about the area that could provide a sense of place. Their
experiences were that of the tourist; because the islands appear isolated, her father claims
that they have no value. However, Ehrlich's pilgrimage to these channel islands with the
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descendents of the Chumash Indians allows her to recover a sense of the history of the
islands, of its inhabitants, of her own childhood imagination.
First, she explains the natural history of the area. These islands, which Ehrlich
could see from her childhood bedroom, look disconnected, foreign, exotic to her, and yet
they are connected geologically. "There are four northern Channel Islands: Anacapa,
Santa Cruz, Santa Rosa, and. most remote, San Miguel. Geologically, they are part of the
continental borderland—what geologists call 'fringing islands' as opposed to
archipelagos made and cut away by rising and dropping seas, the lateral shear of tectonic
plates and volcanism" (133). Although they appear to be disconnected and isolated, these
islands were formed along with the continent. These areas were inhabited, though
scientists have not yet discovered how animals and people got there; "Controversy still
rages over whether there was a land bridge to the mainland. Regardless, early-man sites
have been found on Santa Rosa dating forty thousand years ago, linking these early
islanders with dwarf elephants that, land bridge or not, swam from the mainland and
flourished in isolation" (133). Despite physical appearances, the islands were somehow
connected enough for certain species to reach them and thrive in the environment.
And this curious natural history is linked to the cultural story of the Chumash
Indians who inhabited the area prior to European contact. Their story of the formation of
the universe, and of these islands, is based on an interrelation among all things.
The Chumash thought the cosmos was made of three flattened disks
floating in the ocean and the middle one, where they lived, was the biggest
island of them all. Two giant serpents held it up. When they grew tired,
their tails moved, and that is what caused earthquakes. The lower world
was inhabited by nunasis—creatures who came out after dark. Some
could swallow whole trees, while others had faces with loose, putrefying
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skin. The upper world was presided over by Slo'w, an eagle whose
flapping wings—like bellows—caused the moon to grow foil, and after,
the wings were knives, cutting the moon to a sliver. The water in the
streams and rivers was the urine of frogs. (132)
Their story of the universe provides an understanding of their sense of place in the
world. Islands define not only their cultural identity, but also the cosmos. The Chumash
understood their world and their place in it. And as Abram suggests, that understanding
suggests the presence of a power. "The singular magic of a place is evident from what
happens there, from what befalls oneself or others when in its vicinity. To tell of such
events is implicitly to tell of the particular power of that site, and indeed to participate in
its expressive potency."^""
When the Europeans arrived, they defmed the universe within a different context:
"Unknown to the Chumash, their 'biggest island in the universe' was being reduced to a
mere point on a much larger, imponderable map" (135), and they were transported to the
mainland, where their entire existence became fragmented. "What had formerly been
marked by tides, seasons, solstices, and eclipses was now splintered into hourly work
schedules, ringing bells, whippings, and rapes. Food gathering, feasting, canoe building,
and ceremony—the staples of Chumash life—^were crimped into the leanest kind of
existence" (137). Chumash life was transformed into an unnatural existence. While they
had recorded time according to the natural cycles aroimd them—the movement of water,
seasons, and the sun—the Europeans force them to understand clock time, which
"splinters" or fragments the day arbitrarily. The Chiunash, which means 'islanders'
(134), are transformed into the European concept of an island, disconnected from home
and from the natural processes by which they lived.

As Kent Ryden points out, such disconnection from the land results in
environmental abuse:
When we allow ourselves to become estranged from physical landscapes
and the invisible landscapes that they support, abuse and pain and loss are
inevitable. The results of this estrangement are not difficult to find on the
landscape and in human history and usually take the form of
unconscionable irresponsibility. Estrangement of the land and its
ecosystems leads to environmental abuse, to irresponsible waste and
destruction.^'*
The Chumash were involved in their landscape by means of story and daily life, but the
Europeans imposed a sense of "time" that was artificial, based solely on human
production. This fragmented their existence and resulted in cultural and environmental
destruction.
Although Ehrlich at the time did not know the history of these islands, much less
the history of the Chumash who inhabited her homeland eight thousand years prior to
European conquest, her childhood imagination is shaped by them. "Sometimes when the
wind shifted and blew in from the southwest I could hear seals barking and a sound like
women singing, and I wanted to swim to San Miguel" (138). However, her father finds
no value in them at all, saying, "There's no sense sailing to San Miguel...There's nothing
out there." (138). Only as an adult is her sense of the magic of these islands reinforced
and explained. "Home is how many places? Chumash history was not taught in California
schools when I was growing up, but recently a friend with Chumash ancestry said, 'If you
want to know who you are and where you are, you have to know who lived here first'"
(143). Neil Evemden, in his discussion of place, reinforces this idea: "But whatever the
mechanism, I persist in believing that there is some connection between the individual

and his particular place and that, as Paul Shepard says, knowing who you are is
impossible without knowing where you are from."

On this pilgrimage, Ehrlich leams

at least parts of this history, and, in a sense, reclaims her imagination. "I stand in front of
the wheelhouse and cup my ears. Diesel roars; I listen for singing" (148).
The history of these islands includes several inhabitants who lived in relative
isolation. When the Chumash were relocated to the mainland, one woman was left behind
on San Nicolas, where she made a home out of whale bones and thrived in isolation for
eighteen years. She died six weeks after being brought to the mainland. Herbert Lester
committed suicide after 12 years of living on the island in the late 1930's. Ehrlich asks,
"Was it really ill health that prompted Lester to take his own life, or geographical and
emotional isolation? And why did the lost woman of San Nicolas die after being brought
to the mainland, or did 'civilization' represent another kind of prison, which she had
never encountered before?" (142). What constitutes isolation? What constitutes prison?
Is it being alone on a desert island far removed from the mainland of California? Is it
being isolated from one's people? Or is it being removed from what one recognizes as
being "home"?
A central concern for Ehrlich is finding that sense of home, of understanding a
place in multiple terms. Ehrlich describes herself in The Solace of Open Spaces as a
"culture straddler."^^ Wyoming is her current and chosen home; Japan and China are
spiritual homes; California is her childhood home. For Ehrlich, home is not an island,
though perhaps it is an archipelago, a series of interconnected islands.

Spiritual and Geographical Home in ^The Bridge to Heaven"
Throughout the essays, Ehrlich identifies her sense of home in terms of spiritual
enlightenment. In "Home is How Many Places," literal illumination serves as a metaphor
for spiritual enlightenment: "It's said that at the bottom of the gravest doubt there is
satori, and mention is made of fireflies lit up inside a grave. Light can come into being
anywhere. The boat shudders, and the captain's face, illuminated by chart lights, is a
torch" (132). That iimer fire is satori—wisdom, enlightenment.
More often in Ehrlich's imagery, light comes from within, as the fireflies lighting
up the inside of the coffin. This is where life happens, how it still miraculously, amid all
the indeterminacy of things, continues to create life from death and decay. "As the sun
sinks, the tree appears to be lit from the inside" (82). In A Match to the Heart, she puts
the point in a different cultural context: "Some Eskimos say that compared to shamans,
ordinary people are like houses with extinguished lamps: they are dark inside and do not
attract the attention of the spirits. The word qamaneq means both 'lightning' and
"illumination'—because in their culture physical and metaphysical phenomena are
considered to be the same" (148). Here Ehrlich draws on numerous traditions to link
exterior illumination and interior enlightenment.
In the central essay of the collection, "A Bridge to Heaven," Ehrlich describes a
pilgrimage to Japan, and it is here that she makes explicit connections between spirit,
light, and islands. Her descriptions of Japan's physical geography, its people, and its
spiritual foundation reflect their interconnections and interactions. At the end of the
essay, her pilgrimage up the mountain of Osorezan allows Ehrlich to explore the many
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states in between—those between life and death, between body and spirit, between
physical and spiritual geography.
Ehrlich begins with Japan's natural history. "Ahead was the 'Country of Eight
Islands,' as Japan is known, whose islands were thrust up out of water in great volcanic
bursts, the result of one tectonic plate sliding under the other, breaking earth's crust,
allowing molten material to flow through." (90). The interaction between the molten
mantle and the earth's surface create the physical geography. It is a place of visibly
violent origins—thrusting, bursting, breaking—with these huge plates sliding back and
forth.
Ehrlich not only describes surfaces, but she also looks at the ways the core of the
earth interacts with and constructs those surface features. "Geophysicists tell me Earth is
an island which has two oceans: the one we are floating on, that thin film clinging to the
rocky surface of the planet; the other interior, a molten ball of iron the size of Mars,
which forms the earth's core. It is in this hot ocean that inverted mountains of mantle
material intrude like upside down cones" (146). The unseen, invisible, yet substantial
core contains energy that transforms the topography of the planet. While the ocean of
fire and molten mantle creates land and keeps us centered in space, the ocean of water
defines land masses and sustains life.
This interaction between the earth's mantle and the surface continues to shift the
groimd of Japan. "Earthquakes and eruptions, seas on all sides that seem to eat the jigsaw
puzzle pieces of land, islands shaped like dragons with long, twisting mountain spines,
tiraibling rivers, fertile plains—this is the landscape out of which the Japanese people
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have fashioned themselves" (90). Constant acts of violence create this gnarled and
twisted geography that seem to be consumed by rather than surrounded by water.
Because this inner ocean visibly interacts with Japan's form, by means of earthquakes
and volcanic activity, the Japanese people are aware of the landscape as unstable, as
changing and shifting. "Impermanence figures so strongly in Asian religions: 1 wondered
if it might not have evolved from a geography where islands rise precipitously out of the
ocean and the earth shudders under everyone's feet" (110). Ehrlich understands the
connections between Japanese landscape and spirituality as a necessary acceptance of
indeterminacy.
Ehrlich's understanding of indeterminacy, of paradox, may also be seen in her
description of the Tibetan Buddhist's journey from life to death called the "bardo." In A
Match to the Heart, in which she documents her experience of being struck by lightning,
dying, and coming back to life, she defines the "bardo" state: "In the Bardo ThodoL
known as the Tibetan Book of the Dead, bar means 'between'; and do, 'a landmark that
stands between two things'; joined together, bardo means 'gap.' It refers to that
wandering state between life and death, confusion and enlightemnent, neurosis and
sanity. The past has just occurred, and the fiitiire has not yet happened."^^ Because the
bardo state is a state of limbo, the relationship between life and death is ambiguous: "In
the bardo of the human realm we experience the body as illusory. Our relationship to our
own existence and nonexistence is lukewarm. The whole world is a hiatus; the gap is not
just a widening in the road before the next bend, it is where the road falls off the cliff'
(39-40). Looking for her dog and searching for the source of the Yellowstone, she
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experienced this state on multiple levels—she does see her body as a shell as an illusion,
as somehow connected to her but also disconnected. The metaphor of the road typically
represents the pilgrimage aspect of life, but Ehrlich complicates the metaphor in her
discussion of the bardo, because the road disappears.
The Bardo ThodoL which is more accurately translated as Book of Natural
Liberation Through Understanding in the Between, is primarily a guidebook for
understanding the process of death, for preparing for the deaths of loved ones, and for
preparing spiritually for one's own death.^^ The bardo state is above all to be understood
as an intermediate state, "a moment of change" that serves as "a starting point of
transformation, from which we can set about forming future becoming."^' However, the
bardo is not limited to the state between life and death: "We shall see...that there are a
number of defined intermediate states, and this leads us to the Buddhist recognition that
there is ultimately in life, in knowledge, in every kind of existence and form or matter,
nothing but intermediate states, and no definitive or final and immutable forms.'"*" Life is
understood as constant change. Numerous bardo states exist besides the bardo between
life and death, including but not limited to: "the bardo of the realm of life (the space
between birth and death), the bardo of the dream state, the bardo of meditation, the bardo
of the experience of death, the bardo of the experience of reality, the bardo of seeking
rebirth.'"*' Ehrlich explains this concept quite simply in A Match to the Heart: "The
bardo state occurs not only at the moment of death, or the moment before death, but all
during our lives; the bardo is the uncertainty and groundlessness we often feel."'*^
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Throughout her nonfiction, Ehrlich attempts to resolve paradoxes, finding
connections between polar opposites. and a primary focus, of course, is the relation
between life and death. In Tibetan Buddhism, the bardo is that place where paradox is
understood as illusion rather than reality. As Lauf explains:
The intermediate state of inseparable conmiunities and conditioned polar
opposites clearly points to the indivisibility of the whole. Intermediate
states of manifest form and emptiness, of bliss and emptiness, and of word
and meaning point to inner duality and show the unconditioned
equivalence of two essential tbrms of expression, which symbolically
embrace both the rational and the non-rational elements. Life and the life
to come form an indivisible unity, since they are bound by the bardo as an
inevitable condition.'*^
By making a pilgrimage to Japan, Ehrlich wants to discover that relationship
between nature and spirit. Like the inner illumination that she has mentioned throughout
the text, she focuses here on the core of the earth as the source of the sacred. "I wanted to
see how and where holiness revealed itself, to search for those 'thin spots' on the ground
where divinity rises as if religion were a function of geology itself: the molten mantle of
sacredness cutting through earth like an acetylene torch, erupting as temple sites, sacred
mountains, plains, and seas, places where inward power is spawned" (90). The earth's
mantle is an inner power that erupts, rises, and cuts; it is the place where life happens.
The "thin spots," those places where interior and exterior, form and spirit meet, are
representations for Ehrlich of this state in between. "Every shrine has its own foundation
legend. 'Opening' a temple site means discovering and releasing its latent power. It
shows up as a 'thin spot' that tickles the feet of the wandering priest" (103). The earth
itself shows the priest where sacred places are. In Questions of Heaven, she describes the
founding of temples in China in much the same way: "Every sacred mountain has its
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founding story. A monk or layman has a vision of a certain site of the bodhi sattva who
inhabits the place. I don't know what atlas guides him, points his feet, or how he knows
where to scuffle away the dirt and uncover the thin spot, the umbilicus of the mountain
where its divinity is finally exposed, but it happens."**^ Terry Tempest Williams
describes one woman's moment of inspiration when "story came up through the soles of
[her] feet.'^^
In Japanese tradition, not only is the core of the earth a source of the sacred, but
all the inhabitants on the earth are spiritual entities as well. In the 'original' religious
belief of Shinto, Ehrlich explains, all of nature is sacred.
It is...a guide to natural expressions of gratitude and wonder at the
substance, variety, and abundance in nature. Pines and people, thunder
and monkeys, bugs and rain clouds, birds, rice, rocks, fish, foxes, and
waterfalls are all kami-, they are the gods, and the gods are manifested in
them. The words "shin" and "to" mean 'the way of the gods,' and the
dances, songs, and ritual offerings form a bridge over which the kamisama
travel from their world to ours. (92)
The bridge image represents the bardo state. Because, she explains, Shinto was primarily
an animistic religion without doctrine or dogma, it taught respect for other existences
both on earth and beyond it.
The syncretism between two different religious belief systems, Shinto and
Buddhism, happened easily. "When Buddhism, with its philosophy of transience, fiised
with Shinto, religious pilgrimage through mountains expanded a sense of sacredness from
specific temple sites to the entire geography—^wherever the pilgrim's feet happened to
land. The journey was life, life was journey, and the transience of life stood for the
process of spiritual transcendence as embodied, literally, by physical movement" (97). Yi
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Fu Tuan explains that in the Buddhist tradition, the connection to a place is not so
important as the pilgrimage itself: "Topophilia has no part in Buddhist doctrine, although
in practice Buddhist temples are often built on locations of exceptional beauty.
Because Shinto priests located sacred sites by "feel," and many Buddhist temples are
Shinto sites in the mountains, Japan has many spiritual centers.
With the influence of Buddhism, Japanese spirituality became an interior
geography rather than a simple respect for the exterior landscape. "Geography became
internalized: the farther the sojourner walked from discursive mind and habitual thought,
the closer she or he came back to original nature, to the "Buddha nature' within. The
word 'walk' in Japanese can also refer to Buddhist practice" (97). Ehrlich's term
"internal geography" is similar to Kent Ryden's "invisible landscape," the stories that we
tell about a place that make us feel at home, but it also goes beyond that surface into an
internal sense of self that is unrelated to a specific geographical location. In the Buddhist
tradition, "A pilgrim knows that he must become a foreigner in his own life. Walking
emulates spiritual progress; physical exertion is the literal way one can strip away
personal armor, the disguises comfort and reference points provide"(l03). To become a
foreigner in one's own life is to eliminate the familiar, the habitual. As Susan Griffin
describes the initial experience of Buddhist practice, "Though even at this moment my
mind leans toward what the Buddhists call beginner's mind, wanting to listen, to see
freshly, to reclaim the expansiveness of my own existence, I cannot settle in this state of
being without loosening the strictures of a system of thinking and being that seems now
to diminish rather than deepen perception. A habit of mind obscures vision."^'
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For a Buddhist, the cultivation of inner awareness is the primary goal of life.
According to ecological Buddhists, awareness will result in environmental and social
change. In a highly acclaimed speech, the Dalai Lama explained the relationship
between ecology and Buddhist practice.
In one of his [Dalai Lama] recent speeches on the subject of ecology, he
points out that the most important thing is to have a peaceful heart. Only
when we understand the true nature lying within can we live
harmoniously with the rest of the world. In this respect, the Buddhist
practice of cultivating awareness and calmness through meditation is
vital. Buddhism is very much a religion of this world, this life, and the
present moment. In the past it has often been misunderstood as
otherworldly or life-denying. In fact. Buddhism can be meaningful only
when it is relevant to our everyday lives and to our environment. The
Buddhist tradition counsels us to treasure and conserve nature, of which
human beings are an active part."**
Ehrlich says of the speech, "I thought of the Dalai Lama's words: "the Earth, our
Mother, is telling us to behave. All around signs of earth's limitations abound. If we
develop good and considerate qualities within our own minds, our activities will naturally
cease to threaten the continued survival of life on Earth. It is important that we forgive
the destruction of the past and recognize that it was produced by ignorance."^' Numerous
ecological critics have discussed the relationship between Buddhism and ecology,
including Kenneth Kraft, Ken Jones, Roderick Nash in the anthologies This Sacred Earth
and Buddhism and Ecology.
Buddhism focuses directly upon the development of insight into how
things are beneath our habitual and delusive experience of reality. Even
at the beginning of meditative practice we start to see what frightened
creatures we really are and to what extent our lives are a ftitile struggle to
achieve security and satisfaction through the many different kinds of
beiongingness available to us. We engage in restless activity and
achievement; the inward significance of which is continually to affirm
ourselves to ourselves and others. We begin to see how much the reality
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we experience is colored and distorted by self-need, and how much our
responses to realities out there are at the same time responses to the
problem of being who we are/'
For Ehrlich, who has been heavily influenced by the Buddhist and Tao traditions,
and who also works toward holistic farming and ranching, understands that the nature of
place in Japan is connected to spirituality. Ehrlich believes that simply identifying and
labeling like a cartographer is not enough to know a place. "I looked for the nature that
lay deep inside the landscape, its workings and rhythms, wishing I had walked as Basho
had, but all I could do was name things: matsu, taiyo, awa, yuki. No verbs propelled me
forward over iron rails; path and goal backed up inside my feet like welders' sparks,
blinding, burning every time I touched down" (99). The names of things do not reveal
their essential nature. To understand landscape, she knows, she must understand the
natural cycles surrounding her. The train metaphor helps us to see how expectations
block this process; the brakes keep getting pressed, causing sparking, burning, cessation
when she needs to remain in motion.
Mt. Osorezan is one of Japan's sacred mountains, where the dead travel from one
existence to another. Ehrlich climbs this mountain on a pilgrimage, and her description
of this journey embodies the bardo state literally and figuratively.
The climb itself is considered sacred, both in the Buddhist and Shinto traditions.
The founder of the temple on Osorezan, Jokaku Daishi, had been studying Buddhism in
China when he was 'called' by the spirits to foimd the temple; "Thirty days later he
reached Osorezan and fasted. Finally, the 'thin spot' revealed itself, 'opening' so the
holiness could come through; on that spot he built this temple" (121). Within the temple
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is a carving of Jizo, "the savior of those lost in the bardos" (121). In Shinto, temples are
found on mountains, which are considered sacred in many cultures. "In almost all
preindustrial cultures, mountains have been venerated. They are thought to be the axial
pillar of the imiverse....Standing up straight, they seem to represent the highest spiritual
attainment of the human; they are the natural sacred site on whose summits we express
our gratitude and awe" (104).^^ For Ehrlich, mountains are islands within islands.
For the Japanese, mountains are places of the afterlife, places where spirits travel
from one realm to another. "In Buddhist-Shinto cosmology, Haguro, or any sacred
mountain, is both heaven and hell, the dwelling place of the kamisama and the dead. Its
slopes are layered, like mushrooms on a tree, with hot hells and cold hells and various
paradises with jeweled trees and waterfalls as tall as the cosmos—like the Tibetan bardos
through which the journey of life and death is taken" (106). For Ehrlich, then, the
mountain is the embodiment of the bardo state, the place where paradoxes meet. While
this is a state of chaos, it is also the place of enlightenment.
Prior to her journey up Mt. Osorezan, she meets several itako, blind women who
communicate between the living and the dead. One of them prepares her for the
"cosmology" of the mountain, explaining what to expect and how to leave the mountain
free of spirits who want to hang on to the backs of the living. Because the itako identifies
the landscape of the mountain for her, Ehrlich begins to understand its topography
"Ahead was a narrow red bridge, the one the itako had told me about. It connects higan
and shigan—^this shore and the other shore—and the dead spirits must cross it before
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taking up residence on the water" (120). Because the journey to the afterlife is both a
spiritual and a physical one, Ehrlich can identify sites where the journey takes place.
Since it is snowing, Ehrlich and her group decide to take the journey up the
mountain by foot. During this journey, she considers the parallels between her journey
and the journey of the dead: "Ankle-deep at first, the snow was heavy as cement.
Behind us, our tracks filled in quickly, so that our ascent left no trace, and I wondered if
that was how it was when you died" (119). As in "Looking for a Lost Dog," her tracks
leave no lasting impression, in this way resembling the tracks of those who have already
died. Her guide says, "People walk to heaven," (119). But Ehrlich wonders how exactly
that journey works. "I wondered if the dead do walk, what they walk on, and if, like
Dante, they have a guide" (119). Because she cannot see the bardo state, but only
representations of it, Ehrlich still seeks visible signs of those spirits.
While Ehrlich's pilgrimage imitates the journey of the dead, the bardo state is not
a comforting or comfortable space. Because her journey is not the literal journey from
life to death but rather a figurative one, she is warned her about the spirits, who may try
to follow her down the mountain. "If you go to Osorezan, the spirits will attach
themselves to you and go down the mountain on your back. Be careful. If you let them do
this, you'll suffer sickness. When you go there you have to be strong and not let them in"
(118). The dead do not wish to remain on the mountain, and will attach themselves to the
living in the hopes of leaving the bardo state. Although she does not know whether or
not to believe in the spirits, she does not want to take any chances. Even her guide,
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though he says he doesn't believe in the spirits, runs down the mountain '^vith a
frightened look" after darkness comes (123).

By incorporating her Buddhist beliefs into her sense of home, Ehrlich calls into
question traditional notions of geography. If the goal of life is to reject that which comes
from the earth and to find a sense of home within, then how can she locate her place on
this earth, in this life? Throughout her work, Ehrlich seeks that in between state, the state
of the bardo, as her home. However, like the souls of the dead who try to return to the
world by clinging to the living, Ehrlich cannot occupy this state for long stretches of
time. She, like her guide, leaves Osorezan with fear and doubt: "Singing, to myself. I
shook my shoulders every now and then to see if there were any spirits clinging to my
back. Nothing" (123).
While she feels the spiritual power of this place, Ehrlich is not without doubts. "I
wondered if the itako we visited had really talked to my dead friend, if they actually talk
to anyone, or were they simply meting out consolation at two thousand yen a shot?"
(123). As an outsider in this culture, Ehrlich is skeptical about the existence of unseen
spirits, about the ability of these blind women to communicate with the dead, but she
understands that they serve a purpose to the living.
We are always looking for difficult truths in easy contexts and demanding
simple answers within complicated wholes. Perhaps the gesture is
enough. Like an ax coming down into a log, a gesture dents
consciousness, wedging it wider. It pleased me to have found a place
where disbelief could be suspended, where the mind was open.
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permissive, accepting, and could see worlds behind masks and sacred
dances, hear voices inside the wild conch shell and rasping rosary. (123)
As a seeker of origins, Ehrlich must be willing to accept all experiences.
In the end, Ehrlich's study of physical and cultural geography lead her inward, to
her own spiritual geography, to employ Kathleen Norris's term. Her journey up
Osorezan allows her to experience the sacred, which for Buddha is compassion: "At the
spring I drank deeply and bowed to the goddess Kannon, who inspires compassion. To
go with suffering, to go with passion...that is what the word compassion really means"
(123). Physical, cultural, and spiritual ways of knowing a place all intersect in this
moment of enlightenment.
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•PROTESTING WITH THE HEART': REVISING GENEALOGY IN TERRY
TEMPEST WILLIAMS'S REFUGE
The time had come to protest with the heart, that to deny one's genealogy
with the earth was to commit treason against one's soul'

Genealogy is fundamental to an understanding of Terry Tempest Williams's
cultural and spiritual identity: "In Mormon culture, that is one of the things you do
know—history and genealogy. 1 come from a family with deep roots in the American
West" (13). Genealogy, of course, is literally the story of one's "blood." Gregory
Bateson explains DNA and genetics, as he does all creation, as a story."
For five generations, Williams's family has rooted itself in the Great Basin. "I
have known five of my great-grandparents intimately. They tutored me in stories with a
belief that lineage mattered. Genealogy is in our blood" (14). Genealogy is the passing
of this story from one generation to another, a story that helps us to understand the
present by explaining the past.
For the Mormon community, genealogy is more inclusive than genetics—it is the
knowledge of one's relations and the histories that bind those relations together. While
genealogy traces ancestry—the stories of one's family heritage and bloodline, history
tells the story of events, explaining and interpreting the continuum of past incidents. For
Williams, genealogy is not limited to the DNA strands that construct the genetic identity
of her family; it also includes the history of her culture, the Great Basin geography, and
the human species. In Refuge, Terry Tempest Williams recounts three related stories to
reveal the complexities of belonging to a place, the Great Basin: the natural (and
developing) history of the Great Basin; the story of the (extended) Tempest family; and
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the spiritual story of the Mormon community. For Williams and her family, history
mcludes a sense of place.^ "And our history is tied to land" (14). Refuge documents
Williams's attempt to adapt to the deaths of the Bear River Migratory Bird Refuge, her
mother, and her grandmother, all of which formed Williams's sense of identity, her
"bedrock." In the text, Williams seeks to heal herself, her family, and the land.^ Loren
Gustafson summarizes the process Williams undergoes:
The question becomes, therefore, how does one adapt to change? In order
to answer that question, William[sJ must explore both her own identity
and her understanding of the landscapes that shape that identity. Adapting
to change cannot be an individual, isolated experience, but it may begin
with an inquiry into the traditions and ways of knowing that offer models
of identity, ways of understanding our lives.
In Mormon culture, women's stories are not the official stories of the community.
After watching her mother and grandmother die of cancer, leaving her the family's
matriarch at age thirty-two, Williams realizes that these women's stories must be told not
only within the family, but in a public and political forum. This new genealogy is the
story of the Mother—her mother, her grandmother, and the earth. These stories are
linked by radioactive fallout from nuclear testing. Williams uncovers and writes the
previously unacknowledged genealogies of her family and commimity from the
perspective of the Holy Spirit, which she identifies as the Motherbody. By revealing this
hidden connection, Williams exposes our illusions about the accepted story of human
control over nature which has led to death and destruction. Her revised genealogy shows
us how to begin a process of adaptation—what Robert Omstein and Paul Ehrlich call a
"conscious evolution"—at the individual, community, and species level, a process which
is based on &ith in the imderlying connections among all life forms on earth. Throughout
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the narrative, Williams utilizes the trope of evolution to explain her personal process of
adaptation as well as the larger evolutionary course of humans and nature.

Sacred Stories
At the very root of genealogy lies story—the story of one's ancestry. For
Williams, stories communicate sacred knowledge. "Story is a relationship between the
teller and the listener, a responsibility. After the listening you become accountable for
the sacred knowledge that has been shared. Shared knowledge equals power. Energy.
Strength. Story is an affirmation of our ties to one another."^ By emphasizing the
construction of a relationship between listener and teller, Williams shows not only how
sacred knowledge is passed from one person to another, but also the responsibilities
accompanying that knowledge. In "Landscape and Narrative," Barry Lopez describes this
relationship in terms of intimacy. "But I think intimacy is indispensable—a feeling that
derives from the listener's trust and a storyteller's certain knowledge of his subject and
regard for his audience" (64). Hence story becomes at once deeply personal and sacred:
"Story is a sacred visualization, a way of echoing experience."^ Stories are not simply
entertainment, but have spiritual implications.
In "A Bone from Black Mountain," Williams explains this sacred communication
in the form of a story. One night, all of the Animal People gather to celebrate a lunar
eclipse, and she becomes part of the celebration. The Animal People share their origin
stories with her, and she collects them, placing them in a leather pouch for protection.
After leaving the ceremony, she falls into the river and loses the pouch containing all the
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stories. Lizard, whose collar has been formed from her pouch of stories, explains: "The
River Currents stole your pouch because they were afraid you would never open it, and
then where would the Animal People be? What you heard last night under the eclipsed
moon was not a requiem but a rejoicing."' Rather than holding on to stories for fear they
will be lost, we are meant to share and celebrate them. His advice to her: "Come out
often—stroke my back, then tell your friends."® The source of our stories is in nature, in
the collar of the collared lizard. "We will live longer that way. Keep a story only long
enough to give it away. Our future lies in our tales...."' Rather than keeping the story
hidden from its context within the leather pouch, Williams learns that both story and
context should be shared and celebrated. Ursula Le Guin calls a novel "a medicine
bundle, holding things in a particular, powerful relation to one another and to us."'°
Barry Lopez describes story as the interaction between the exterior landscape and
our internal, psychological landscapes:
A story draws on relationships in the exterior landscape and projects them
onto the interior landscape. The purpose of storytelling is to achieve
harmony between the two landscapes, to use all the elements of story—
syntax, mood, figures of speech—in a harmonious way to reproduce the
harmony of the land in the individual's interior. Inherent in story is the
power to reorder a state of psychological confusion through contact with
the pervasive truth of those relationships we call' the land.'"
Summarizing Lopez's thought, Williams writes: "Barry Lopez extends this
notion when he says, 'The correspondence between the interior landscape and exterior
landscape is story.
Kent Ryden describes this same relationship: "It is stories—narratives formal or
informal, elaborate and detailed or ofQiand and telegraphic—of what happened to people
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in a place, of what they have done with the things that they found there, that best reveal
the 'real geography'—geography, that is, experienced and understood as place."
Many ecological critics and writers show how the stories we tell reflect our sense
of place and our interactions within it. Like Williams, they emphasize the sacred
knowledge imparted in stories, and explain that until we create a new language and new
stories about our relationship to the natural world, we will continue to destroy it.
Christopher Manes summarizes one of the main issues:
Bill Devall, coauthor of Deep Ecology, once suggested that ecology
involves learning a new language. Indeed, environmental ethics must
aspire to be more than just an explicit schema of values proclaimed as
"true,' for ethics are implicated in the way we talk about the world, the
way we perceive it. In an attempt to reanimate nature, we must have the
courage to learn that language, even if it puts at risk the privileged
discourse of reason—and without a doubt, it does.''*
Narrative theorists, Charlene Spretnak explains, analyze the natural and cultural
contexts of a particular narrative:

..our narratives, or ways of thinking, are grounded in

our bodily experiences in nature and society. The current attention in intellectual circles
to the ways in which our collective 'narratives' and perspectives are situated in particular
cultural constructions should be expanded. All human thought, social or individual, is
also situated in the processes of body, nature, and place."Our goal is to understand our
own story within a broader context: "To see our story in fuller, richer terms is essential
to correcting the destructive course of the modem age."'^
Like Williams, Barry Lopez focuses on the healing powers of stories. "Our
national literatiures should be important to us insofar as they sustain us with illumination
and heal us. They can always do that so long as they are written with respect for both the
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source and the reader, and with an understanding of why the human heart and the land
have been brought together so regularly in human history."'^
Williams shows how different stories interconnect to reveal multiple perspectives;
it is in these multiple perspectives that we gain a broader knowledge of our surroundings.
In Refuge, these multiple perspectives reflect the spiritual aspects of all life. "I was
raised to believe in a spirit world, that life exists before the earth and will continue to
exist afterward, that each human being, bird, and bulrush, along with all other life forms
had a spirit life before it came to dwell physically on the earth. Each occupied an
assigned sphere of influence, each has a place and a purpose" (14). Life is not limited to
that which we can see and touch, but includes the before and afterlife. In part, Williams
traces this mysticism back to early Mormon history. "Mormon religion has roots firmly
planted in a magical worldview. Divining rods, seer stones, astrology, and visions were
all part of the experience of the founding prophet, Joseph Smith" (195). In an interview,
Williams reiterates this concept; "Magic has been part of our theology's evolution."'®
Although this mysticism is no longer accepted within the Mormon Church. Williams
traces her own spiritual tradition back to Joseph Smith to tell a different story about the
relationship between humans and the landscapes they inhabit.
At age ten, Williams learns different stories about the natural environment of the
Bear River Migratory Bird Refijge on her first official birding trip with her grandmother
Mimi. "Mimi whispered to me how ibises are the companions of Gods. 'Ibis escorts
Thoth, the Egyptian god of wisdom and magic, who is the guardian of the Moon Gates in
heaven. And there are two colors of ibis—one black and one white. The dark bird is
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believed to be associated with death, the white bird a celebration of birth"'(18). By
associating the bird with an ancient story, Mimi teaches Williams a way of understanding
the world as mystical. Spretnak defines the importance of mythical stories in this way;
"Far from being vacuous storytelling, myth in its true sense is a communion with the
deepest truths of existence. It articulates a relational field of cosmological energy, a
sphere of participation that includes the narrator and listeners (or the reader) along with
the forms of life that appear in the story" (182). Companions of the Gods, the birds
embody and express the natural processes of birth and death. Moreover, they embody not
only an important physical presence but also an emotional one: "When an ibis tucks its
head underwing to sleep, it resembles a heart. The ibis knows empathy," my
grandmother said. "Remember that, alongside the fact it eats earthworms."
Unlike the knowledge of the Audubon Society leader, which is limited to the
scientific story-where the bird lives, what it eats, how many varieties can be found in
this region-Mimi's knowledge is multi-layered. Mircea Eliade equates the understanding
of birds with understanding nature: "All over the world, learning the language of
animals, especially birds, is equivalent to knowing the secrets of nature."" The mystical
tradition of Mormon culture is based, at least in part, on animism, the belief that the
world is alive: "1). That all the phenomenal world is alive in the sense of being
inspirited—including humans, cultural artifacts, and natural entities, both biological and
"inert" and 2). That not only is the nonhuman world alive, but it is filled with articulate
subjects, able to communicate with humans."^° This belief is also fundamental to the
theory of Gaia, created by scientists Lovelock and Margulis, which theorizes and
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metaphorizes the earth as a self-sustaining entity."' It is this sense of interconnectedness
that binds her family to the landscape of the Great Basin.
Williams gains, at a very early age, the ability to see birds as "relatives," (18), as
magical and mystical manifestations of God (14), and this knowledge is the result of
Mimi's stories. "In my young mind, it had something to do with the magic of birds, how
they bridge cultures and continents with their wings, how they mediate between heaven
and earth" (18). Because they physically migrate from continent to continent, and
because they live both in sky and on earth, birds are seen as mediators, translating
between different human cultures as well as the spiritual and natural realms. Williams
learns to look more closely, to identify with birds on an intimate rather than abstract
level. That night, she says, "I dreamed of water and cattails and all that is hidden" (18).
Rather than searching for appearances, she seeks that which lies under the surface.
Imagination is at the very root of this search.
Williams both follows and revises the Romantic definition of "imagination."
Spretnak summarizes the Romantics' use of the term: "The key term used by the
Romantics to denote the recovery of participatory, engaged consciousness was
•imagination.' This term referred not to the mere invention of ideas or images (a mental
faculty Coleridge labeled as 'fancy') but to intellectual originality, daring perception, and
visionary power."^ At the same time, however, the Romantics "were much less engaged
with regenerating community than with celebrating artistic genius. The creative act was
seen as heroic, the proof of an elevated level of existence."^^ Williams, though she
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defines imagination as a visionary power, believes that this power connects us to the rest
of the world rather than reflects our individual, isolated genius.
This multi-layered story of the ibis helps Williams search for connections
between humans and nature that science hasn't yet explained. For Williams, science and
mysticism are linked: "There's a part of me—the mystical side of me—that can only
exist because of the grounding in the sciences, which is what Albert Einstein was saying,
that the true source of the mystical is science. So again, no separation, the imagination,
the biological mind, it's all the same."

Like other ecological critics, Williams seeks to

reintegrate different stories about the land in order to teach us a new relationship to it.
For example, Starhawk explains the reintegration of science and religion in ecofeminist
thought as follows:
When you understand the universe as a living being, the split between
religion and science disappears because religion no longer becomes a set
of dogmas and beliefs we have to accept even though they don't make any
sense and science is no longer restricted to a type of analysis that picks the
world apart. Science becomes our way of looking more deeply into this
living being that we are all in, understanding it more deeply, clearly.^^
Ecology itself is interdisciplinary.*® By learning different disciplines and finding
interconnections among them, we gain a deeper knowledge of the world.
Williams's knowledge of the Great Salt Lake is "interdisciplinary," based on her
family's construction business, her profession as ornithologist and naturalist, her Mormon
cultural heritage, and her family's spiritual identification with the land. By searching
beyond appearances to understand the death of the Refuge, she comes to terms with the
natural processes of death. In the process, she exposes our human inability to fece death,
which has resulted in permanent alteration and destruction of the land.
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The Histories of the Great Basin
The Great Salt Lake is the dominant image of natural processes in the text, with
each chapter subtitle documenting the fluctuating lake level during the flooding of the
mid-I980's. Williams explains that the Lake is not, and has never remained, at stable
levels, and provides a historical overview from the Pleistocene Epoch to the present by
tracking its varying shorelines over time: Stansbury, Bormeville, Provo. These ancient
shorelines have left visible signs of their existence in the form of "benches." "As
children, it was easy to accommodate the idea of Lake Bonneville. The Provo Shoreline
looks like a huge bathtub ring around the Salt Lake Valley. It is a bench I know well,
because we live on it" (32). The natural history of this land is visible, even to a child.
Williams knows the story of the Great Salt Lake without ever opening a history book.
While Salt Lake City is built on the higher shoreline than Great Salt Lake's
"normal" water level, flooding begins to threaten the city. The problem lies not so much
in the flooding itself, which is a natural phenomenon, but in Salt Lake City's response.
By comparing modem Salt Lake City's response to that of an older culture, Williams
shows how maladapted our culture has become. Williams participates in an
archaeological excavation preceding the West Desert Pumping Project, which would
flood desert land with Great Salt Lake's floodwaters and therefore eliminate the threat to
Salt Lake City. David Madsen, the state archaeologist, explains his theory of archaeology
to Williams as they discuss the archaeological dig and the pumping project: "I want to
know how these people coped with the fluctuations.

What attracts me to the Great Basin

archaeology is putting all the pieces together, the complexity of the parts creating the
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whole. Artifacts alone have never interested me. It's the stratigraphy that speaks. The
human stories are told within the layers of sediments" (184). Like Williams's theory of
story in "Bone from Black Mountain," in which stories must be told in context, Madsen
knows that artifacts, out of context, do not tell the whole story of a people and place.
Madsen sees his role of archaeologist as that of a storyteller.
He explains how the stories of former cultures helps us to understand our own:
•'The record of how they lived, reacted, and responded to the changing world around
them is a mirror of ourselves, of all peoples at all times in all places" (185). The scientific
story of Great Salt Lake's fluctuations cannot be separated from the stories about the
people and the animals who have lived in and around the area for thousands of years.
The human story they uncover tells of a culture adaptable to cyclical
environmental changes. The Fremont "inhabited the eastern Great Basin and western
Colorado Plateau from approximately 650 to 1250 A.D., roughly a thousand years ago.
They planted com, irrigated their fields, and used wild foods with ingenuity" (180). They
lived on the shoreline of the Great Salt Lake. What marks these people is their direct link
to their environment: "They were flexible, adaptive, and diverse"(181). From an
evolutionary perspective, diversity and adaptation are crucial elements. These are the
qualities Williams, like other ecocritics, seeks in her own life as well as in her species.
In response to the changes in the Great Salt Lake, the Fremont adapted: "The
Fremont oscillated with the lake levels. As Great Salt Lake rose, they retreated. As the
lake retreated, they were drawn back. They were not a fixed society like ours. They
followed the expanding and receding shorelines. It was the ebb and flow of their lives"
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(183). Mimicking the motion of the water levels, Williams portrays a culture more "in
tune" with natural processes.
Unlike the Fremont, we attempt to control nature rather than adapt to its
processes. The state of Utah attempted to control nature by imposing human laws on the
Great Salt Lake; "In 1975, the Utah State Legislature passed a law stating that Great Salt
Lake could not exceed 4202'. Almost ten years later, at lake level 4206.15'. Great Salt
Lake is above the law" (58). Trespassing on its own turf, the Great Salt Lake transcends
human law.
In an attempt to solve the flooding problem, the legislature considers five options.
First, breach the Southern Pacific Railroad Causeway (option one is attempted and fails
to have any lasting effect on the lake level). Second, build a dam. Third, divert the
water. Fourth, build dikes (they try this too, to no avail). Fifth, pump the water out into
the West Desert (this is their third attempt, and by the time they get it organized the Lake
has already begun to recede on its own). All of these options assume that the solution lies
in human intervention—construction and/or destruction. Williams comments;
"Evidently, to do nothing is not an option" (61). Rather than allow nature to take its
course, the legislature only considers active measures.
Williams compares our solutions to those the Fremont utilized; "In many ways,
the Fremont had more options than we have. What do we do when faced with a rising
Great Salt Lake? Pump it west. What did the Fremont do? Move. They accommodated
change where, so often, we are immobilized by it" (183). The himian inhabitants of Salt
Lake City remain fixed, paralyzed by the changes in Great Salt Lake which literally stop
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traffic in Salt Lake City. "Fixed," in evolutionary terms, means lack of diversity and
therefore the end of the road for a particular species. Of course, moving the whole city at
this point seems unrealistic, but as Williams shows, the attempt to move the Great Salt
Lake is no more unrealistic.
People who work with the elements know that laws and human intervention will
fail to influence the Great Salt Lake. A worker out on the salt flats says. "Between you
and me, they ought to just let the lake do its thing. It will anyway. It always does. They
can come back and rebuild the road on another day when it decides to recede" (63). The
Lake has its own agenda, makes its own decisions, reaches its own conclusions.
Williams's father, John Tempest, also conceptualizes the Lake as a conscious entity;
"Politicians don't understand that the land, the water, the air, all have minds of their
own...Sure, this lake has a mind, but it cares nothing for ours" (139). Both Tempest and
the worker attribute conscious thought to a body of water, and that thought process
ignores human concerns. Although David Abram is describing oral cultures in the
following passage, his basic message, that people who "know" a place understand its
unique qualities, applies: "Each place has its own dynamism, its own patterns of
movement, and these patterns engage the senses and relate them in particular ways,
instUling particular moods and modes of awareness, so that unlettered oral people will
rightly say that each place has its own mind, its own personality, its own intelligence."^'
Because they work in close contact with the elements, the worker and Tempest
understand that they cannot control nature.
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Despite Tempest's belief that humans do not control natural processes, he still
bids to lay pipe for the West Desert Pumping Project: "It would be exciting to be part of
this project, even though I think the whole concept is ridiculous. We'll pump the lake
into places it had no intention of going... the lake will recede and then what will be left?"
(139). Despite the fact that he accepts the challenge of the authorities' desire to change
the course of the flooding, he understands that the project is doomed from the outset.
Williams's politics are different. Rather than simply following the rules and
following a doomed project to its end, she questions. "What would happen... if the
governor said. 'I've decided to do nothing. Great Salt Lake is cyclic. This is a natural
phenomenon. Our roads are buih on a flood plain. We will move them.'" (139).
Because she understands the ecology of the region, she knows that adaptation rather than
resistance is the only real solution. She knows that they can't move a lake without
consequences beyond the human imagination. Although her father agrees with her
conclusions, he also recognizes the practical nature of the situation. "He'd be impeached"
(139). On a practical level, the people of Salt Lake City will not acknowledge their own
lack of control over natural processes; the governor must take action.
As an activist, Williams questions these legislative decisions. In this case,
however, she recognizes that she can't fight the Great Salt Lake, which has destroyed her
home landscape, the Refuge: "There is no one to blame, nothing to fight. No developer
with a dream of condominiums. No toxic waste dump that would threaten the birds. Not
even a single dam on the Bear River to oppose. Only a simple natural phenomenon: the
rise of the Great Salt Lake" (140). She could fight the West Desert Pumping Project,
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which will destroy the desert and its archaeological story of the Fremont, but that won't
solve the problem. Williams faces her choices in what to fight—natural or unnatural
processes. In this case, adaptation is her only answer.
Humans aren't the only species trying to adapt to the lake's fluctuations. The
birds—both permanent residents and migrating birds—also have difficulty adapting.
While the number of birds at the Refuge has decreased over time due to development, the
rise of the Great Salt Lake requires them to adapt, to move beyond the reaches of the salt
water that has inundated freshwater basins like the Bear River Migratory Refuge.
Previously, the birds, like the Fremont (or vice-versa), would accommodate to lake
fluctuations. However, with loss of habitat from human development in the Great Basin,
they too face difficulty surviving this natural cycle.
In "Redheads—lake level 4208.50," Williams discusses the effects on the nesting
birds. While some species thrive from the lake fluctuations, others must move away from
their normal breeding lands: "Some pairs of avocets have been seen nesting just off the
interstate on gravel shoulders" (111). Of course, this is treacherous nesting ground, but
they have nowhere else to go. "Birds are opportunistic by nature, but resourcefulness fails
in the presence of high-speed traffic and asphalt" (112). Their adaptive processes are
hindered by human constructs. "The marshes here are disappearing naturally. It's not the
harsh winter or yearly spillover that threatens Utah's wetland birds and animals. It is lack
of land. In the normal cycle of a rising Great Salt Lake, the birds would simply move up.
New habitat would be found. New habitat would be created. They don't have those
options today, as they find themselves flush against freeways and a rapidly expanding
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airport" (112). As a result, they are "Refugees," but rather than finding safety and
protection, they only find the side of the highway (112).
Like the birds, Williams faces her own difficulty adapting to this natural cycle:
"The water of Great Salt Lake is so high now that it recalls the memory and reality of
Lake Bonneville....! am not adjusting. I keep dreaming the Retuge back to what I have
known" (140). This is not the reality that she has known; Lake Bonneville is in fact a
memory, represented by the image of the shoreline she lives on, but it's not a personal
one. The Refuge is not simply a place Williams is attached to; it is connected to her
spiritual and familial identities. Therefore, this loss is personal. "I could not separate the
Bird Refuge from my family. Devastation respects no boundaries. The landscape of my
childhood and the landscape of my family, the two things I had always regarded as
bedrock, were now subject to change. Quicksand" (40). For Williams, landscape does
not refer to something outside of the self that we view—either subjectively or objectively.
Nor does it refer to the surface appearance of the land. Rather, landscape is a sense of
belonging to/in a place. Landscape is "bedrock"—the foundation upon which life is
buih. For Williams, the boundaries between family and place, between past and present
become confused as they change so quickly that she can no longer adapt to them.
Susan Griffin explains the process of this scale of adaptation on a personal level;
"Yet old ideas of self, familiar maps of existence, which have come to feel like life itself,
are already dissolving. One feels oneself even now on an unsteady footing.."^® Like
Williams's metaphorical movement from "bedrock" to "quicksand," Griffin defines
consciousness-altering experience in terms of unstable ground. However, Griffin
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continues to explain that beneath this unstable surface is a more solid foundation. "'And
beneath familiar ideas of reality there lives perhaps an older sense of self tied to an older
connection to the cosmos, a sense of being and place that hold a coherence one has all
along desired."^' Throughout the text, Williams searches for this sense of coherence and
unity that will help her understand the death of the people and places she loves.
For Williams, the deaths of the Bird Refuge, her mother Diane and her
grandmother Mimi occur simultaneously, undermining the foundation that she assumed
(at least in her own lifetime) was immutable. Like the legislators of Utah, Williams
desires control; however, over the course of the narrative she learns that she must learn to
adapt to death within her family. Susan Griffin explains that the division between nature
and culture in the Western tradition created a fragmentation of identity. This fracture, she
explains, allows humans to deny the natural processes of birth and death:
The self is part of nature, but so is culture, and to know the self is to enter
a social process. One does not know oneself except by being mirrored.
Yet in the culture of my birth the reflection of being has been fractured
into parts and parceled off to different identities. And the same identities
which anchor existence in society also fragment experience along the lines
of an old order alienated from nature. This fragmentation creates a
temporary reprieve from the fear of death and loss. But it also creates its
own grievous sense of death and life. In dividing itself from mortality, the
European psyche dulls its own experience of the world.^°
From Griffin's perspective, as well as Spretnak's and other ecological critics, the birth of
science and the Industrial Revolution have contributed to this fragmented vision of
reality. By blurring the boundaries between science and mysticism, between nature and
culture, between human and animal and plant, Williams begins to revise this tradition,
this cultural genealogy.
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The Landscape of Cancer
Williams, however, clearly comes from this Western tradition, and must leam to
see from a different perspective. When her mother, Diane, is diagnosed with ovarian
cancer, Williams attempts to adapt by defining the disease and the ways that it has been
interpreted and understood within our culture. She questions the language we use to
describe and define cancer: "Cancer. The word has infinite power. It kills us with its
name first, because we have allowed it to become synonymous with death" (43). The
word itself instills fear, because the process of cancer is seen as an invasion or attack
against the body. "A person who is told she has cancer faces a hideous recognition that
something monstrous is happening within her own body" (43). When the body begins to
transform normal cells into malignant growths, we begin to fear and hate our own bodies.
Because of the hidden nature of the disease and because of people's responses to its
diagnosis. "Cancer becomes a disease of shame, one that encourages secrets and lies, to
protect as well as to conceal" (43). Ironically, Diane and Mimi's cancers uncover secrets,
expose the government's failure to protect its citizens from radioactive fallout, but the
narrator does not make this connection until the end of the narrative.
The language and practices utilized by the medical community treat cancer as an
act of war. "I wonder if this kind of aggression waged against our own bodies is
counterproductive to healing? Can we be at war with ourselves and still find peace?"
(43). By revealing our assumptions about cancer and death, Williams acknowledges the
problems we face in attacking our own bodies to eliminate an enemy. "Whatever we
choose, though, we view the tumor as foreign, something outside ourselves. It is.
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however, our own creation. The creation we fear" (44). Although cancer is internal,
beginning within our own bodies, we perceive it as a foreign invader. Part of the human
problem, for Williams, is that we are so concerned with resisting change that we fail to
adapt in any productive way. If we choose, however, to look from a different
perspective, then our metaphors, and perhaps our solutions, shift. By redefining the
metaphor of cancer as a "creative process," she begins to understand the adaptive process
her mother and grandmother undergo (44). She continues to describe the cancer as the
birth of an idea, one which ultimately must leave the body, but which in and of itself is
not an enemy.
Although she revises the terms of cancer, Williams does not find it any easier to
accept her mother's death. Williams identifies the basic issues: "Suffering shows us
what we are attached to—perhaps the umbilical cord between Mother and me has never
been cut. Dying doesn't cause suffering. Resistance to dying does"(50). Not only does
Williams's metaphorical description of cutting the umbilical cord between herself and her
mother reiterate the maternal bond, but it reflects her own need to let go of her mother so
that she can die. When she finds a dying dark-eyed junko, she wants to heal it and then
release it, just as she wants to heal her mother, but she knows that this will only interrupt
a natural process: "I want to hold the bird, to bring it inside and save it. But I don't.
Instead, I smooth its tiny feathers behind its neck, close the door, and return to Mother"
(210). Like the small nurturing gesture of rubbing the bird's neck, letting her mother die
is an act of compassion. Williams and her family must leam to differentiate healing from
curing, and it is Diane who first understands this difference.
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Diane leams to accept her death by examining her own belief system and by
redefining her perceptions. Although she finally allows chemotherapy treatment, she
defines that chemical process in her own terms: "Perhaps you can help me visualize a
river—I can imagine the chemotherapy to be a river running through me, flushing the
cancer cells out. Which river, Terry?" (39). Of course, this is a toxic river, one that kills
normal as well as malignant cells. This attempt at healing the body parallels Salt Lake
City's "solution" to the flooding problem—killing what's healthy (the Salt Flats) in order
to eliminate what's dangerous (to the city itself). After a full cycle of treatments.
however, Diane chooses reconciliation over assault: "It feels good to finally be able to
embrace my cancer. It's almost like a friend, she said. For the first time, I feel like
moving with it and not resisting what's ahead. Before, 1 always knew I had more time,
that the disease was outside of myself This time, I don't feel that way. The cancer is
very much a part of me." (156). By accepting that which is a part of her physical body,
Diane moves past resistance.
As she comes to terms with the cancer, Diane realizes that her healing process for
breast cancer years before was never completed. "I have never acknowledged my anger
over losing my breast as a young woman" (200). In part, at least, Diane recognizes that
her experience of grief has been denied her. Culturally, Mormon women haven't been
allowed to express anger. Early in the narrative, Williams explains her mother's response
to her rage at a group of hunters who laugh at the destruction of a burrowing owl nest.
"My mother was appalled—not so much over the loss of the burrowing owls, although it
saddened her, but by my behavior. Women did not deliver obscene gestures to men.
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regardless. She shook her head, saying she had no idea where I came from" (10). Anger
is not an acceptable emotion, but Diane finally recognizes the need to experience it.
During this experience. Diane overcomes the limitations of her cultural and
religious tradition: "[Mother] is the bird touching both heaven and earth, flying with
newfound knowledge of what it means to live" (136). Diane, like Williams's ibises,
mediates between life and death, between body and spirit. "She is reading Zen,
Krishnamurti, and Jung, asking herself questions she has never had the courage to
explore. Suddenly, the shackles which have bound her are beginning to snap, as personal
revelation replaces orthodoxy" (136). Orthodoxy and dogma, for Williams, for Mimi,
and now for Diane, bind the imagination and prevent revelation like chains. When she
looks beyond tradition, Diane finds her own sense of faith and learns to accept change.
Williams tries to learn from this process. "How can 1 advocate fighting for life when I
am in the tutelage of a woman who is teaching me how to let go?' (165).
Shortly after Diane's death, Mimi is also diagnosed with ovarian cancer, and
gives birth to a tumor in the middle of the night. When she explains the process to
Williams, she uses it as a metaphor for spiritual growth: "I let go of my conditioning...!
could only say this to you. But when I looked into the water closet and saw what my
body had expelled, the first thought that came into my mind was 'Finally, I am rid of the
orthodoxy.' My advice to you, dear, is to do it consciously" (246). Like Williams's
figure of cancer as a creative product of the human body that must be expelled, Mimi
figures cancer as a growth, the orthodoxy which she has been trained to accept, which is
expelled when she no longer needs it. Mimi, however, had spent most of her life
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questioning orthodoxy and dogma, "had read herself straight out of Mormonism and into
Eastern religious thought—but refused to replace one dogma with another" (246). Mimi
refused to accept Mormon doctrine on blind faith, and chose instead to question: "How
could she have been more conscious?' (246). But she comes to understand that Mimi,
like all of us, has been bound by conditioning in her own ways.
Both Mimi and Diane learned to accept cancer, adapted to change and death. In
part, their resistance as well as their acceptance comes from a firm grounding in Mormon
belief and culture. Williams, however, resists the passive acceptance of Mormon
authority on a more radical level than her spiritual mentors. Not only does she follow
Mimi's advice to consciously rid herself of orthodoxy, she does so publicly.
Williams' family follows the traditional practices of Mormonism, which Williams
recognizes as sacred. When the family prays for Diane's recovery from breast cancer
when Williams is young, she feels the power of prayer. "Kneeling next to my
grandmother, Mimi, I felt her strength and the generational history of belief Mormon
ritual holds. We can heal ourselves, I thought, and we can heal each other" (35). The
blessing ceremonies help the family to heal.
Although she recognizes this power, she acknowledges that women are not
granted authority to perform blessings. "In Mormon religion, formal blessings of healing
are given by men through the Priesthood of God. Women have no outward authority.
But within the secrecy of sisterhood we have always bestowed benisons upon our family"
(157). Despite the lack of recognized authority, these women share a secret and sacred
power of blessing, which the alliteration of this passage emphasizes. Inward and intimate
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authority has, for these women, more power than outward authority. "I have been raised
in a culture that believes in personal revelation, that it is not something buried and lost
with ancient prophets of the Old Testament. In the early days of the Mormon Church,
authority was found within the individual, not outside" (196). Again, Williams returns to
an older Mormon tradition in which personal revelation authorizes spiritual development.
As Gustafson puts the point, "The relationship between individual authority and exterior
authority creates community."^' Here, this personal revelation happens within a small
community of women. "'Mother sits up. I lay my hands upon her head and in the privacy
of women, we pray" (157). Although secret, their blessing ceremonies are intimate and
loving. These women create an exterior authority by means of tradition which serves as a
"quietly subversive" power.
This description of women's blessing ceremonies helps us to see how Williams
begins to define faith on her own terms rather than using the ones established by Mormon
dogma. She remembers disagreeing with her great grandmother's words of advice,
"Faith, my child. It is the first and sweetest principle of the gospel" (197). As a young
woman, Williams believed that knowledge and faith were mutually exclusive: "Faith, to
a college coed, was a denouncement of icncwledge, a passive act more akin to resignation
than resolve" (197). Now, however, she understands that faith transcends reason: "Faith
defies logic and propels us beyond hope because it is not attached to our desires. Faith is
the centerpiece of a connected life. It allows us to live by the grace of invisible strands.
It is a belief in a wisdom superior to our own. Faith becomes a teacher in the absence of
fact" (198). Although Williams is a scientist by profession, she understands that there are
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different ways of knowing. The spider web image places faith at the center and human
life extending from faith by threads, creating the web itself. Because we cannot see those
strands, our attachment to a "superior wisdom" is invisible.
Throughout Refuge, Williams describes the underlying yet invisible order of the
universe in terms of faith. After Diane and John give Williams and her husband Brooke a
housewarming gift of four spruce trees, Williams thinks of this connection with her
mother: "The four trees we planted will grow in the absence of my mother. Faith holds
their roots, the roots I can no longer see" (198). We "see" life above the surface in the
tree's growth, so we know that they have rooted, found nutrients in the soil. But we can't
see that process.
Another image Williams evokes is the glimpses of life hidden underneath winter
ice. "Roz was sitting on her heels, wondering how life goes on in the river beneath the
ice. Taking off her gloves, she ran her hand back and forth across its surface. Trapped
bubbles, resembling clusters of fish eggs, were a reminder that fish swam below, it is
comforting to know this,' she said" (202). These images of life occurring underneath the
surface, hidden but still present, recall Williams's dream as a young girl of "water and
cattails and all that is hidden"—the magic in nature which can only be glimpsed (20).
Faith is the belief in that underlying order.
Theodore Roszak, an ecopsychologist, explains that the goal of ecopsychology is
to begin to perceive the underlying order of all things rather than seeing isolated parts. In
many ways, he utilizes similar images.
The problem is this—among the elements of an ordered whole there is a
ghostly presence. It is the enduring nonphysical pattern of the parts, a
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structure which is 'there' but not in the same sense that the isolable
physical components are there. The structtire resides between the parts; or
it is some phantom framework surrounding the parts. When that structure
holds together as it moves through time, retaining its identity while
constantly altering its physical makeup, the pattern becomes a process that
is historical as well as spatial. Structure and process do not present
themselves empirically like the simple observation of an object or a
pointer-reading; they have to be recognized and explicated by the
observing mind.
Like the spider web, the "phantom framework" is the invisible space in between the
webbing. Our goal is to leam to see differently, to leam to recognizes those spaces in
between as part of the pattern.
For Williams, faith is found not in a religious building but in the landscape. "My
mother's spirit can be recalled simply by placing my hands on the black humus of
mountains or the lean sands of desert. Her love, her warmth, and her breath, even her
arms around me—are the waves, the wind, sunlight, and water" (214). Williams
recognizes her mother's spirit in her sensory experience of the natural world. Instead of
attending the Mormon General Conference after her mother dies, she seeks solace in her
spiritual center, the landscape of Great Salt Lake.
Once out on the lake. I am free. Native. Wind and waves are like African
dnuns driving the rhythm home. I am spun, supported, and possessed by
the spirit who dwells here. Great Salt Lake is a spiritual magnet that will
not let me go. Dogma doesn't hold me. Wildness does. A spiral of
emotion. It is ecstacy without adrenaline. My hair is tossed, curls are
blown across my face and eyes, much like the whitecaps cresting over
waves. (240)
In this passage, Williams connects the spiritual and physical worlds with the image of the
spiritual magnet that draws her to this place and possesses her. She is part of the Great
Salt Lake. "Refuge is not a place outside myself. Like the lone heron who walks the
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shores of Great Salt Lake, I am adapting as the world is adapting" (267). Dogma
attempts to control faith, to provide guarantees. Wildness, however, forbids such
attempts at control.
Like her mother and grandmother, Williams finds faith in personal revelation.
Mimi has been Williams's "spiritual mentor," rejecting the orthodoxy of Mormonism and
Eastern religions. In ecological criticism, one of the foundational precepts is a shift in
consciousness that ultimately leads to changes in behavior. This concept is described in a
number of ways—consciousness, language, story. Without this shift, then behavioral
changes simply hide the fundamental problem, which is our relationship to the world
surrounding us.
And for each of us, as for every community, village, tribe, nation, the story
we tell ourselves is crucial to who we are, who we are becoming. As we
tell this story, we shape our minds and the minds of our children to the
contours of a shared territory of mind. In this way we create an
intellectual commons, a landscape central to our survival and the equality
of our lives as any other. How and what should we choose to see? What
do we value, celebrate, anticipate, mark? By what measure do we express
our love for the living? "
Mimi overcomes the limiting vision of traditional religion, and passes this knowledge,
this different story of the world as a living spiritual entity, to her granddaughter.
After discovering that her mother's and grandmother's cancers might be linked to
unnatural rather than natural causes, Williams learns that questioning the doctrines of her
culture are not enough; rather than passing down the story to later generations of
Tempest/Williams women, Williams must tell her story within a larger context. Because
the cancers are a result of nuclear testing and manifest themselves in women's
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reproductive systems, those systems that create and nurture life, Williams questions the
price of obedience and submission to religious and political authorities.

Women Warriors
In the epilogue, "The Clan of One-Breasted Women," Williams constructs and
revises her genealogy, connecting the landscape and the human community by means of
women's reproductive systems. Williams makes this statement even more explicitly in an
interview: "The fact that the land, the health of the land, the health of the women in the
land are all related...that is how I approach environmental issues."

The epilogue

serves as an extended definition of ecofeminism and reminds us of the words of Irene
Diamond and Gloria Feman Orenstein:
Ecofeminist politics does not stop short at the phase of dismantling the
androcentric and anthropocentric biases of Western civilization. Once the
critique of such dualities as culture and nature, reason and emotion, human
and animal has been posed, ecofeminism seeks to reweave new stories that
acknowledge and value the biological and cultural diversity that sustains
all life. These new stories honor, rather than fear, women's biological
particularity while simultaneously affirming women as subjects and
makers of history. This understanding that biological particularity need
not be antithetical to historical agency is crucial to the transformation of
feminism.^^
Throughout the text. Williams mirrors the bodies of the women in her family and
the body of the Great Basin. Our actions against the land have invaded our own bodies,
and Williams utilizes this connection as a call to action. We must change our perceived
relationship to the nattiral world and thus change our behaviors toward it; her answer to
this is what she considers a particularly feminine approach. While Williams's politics
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have been seen as problematic in her feminist, spiritual and political positions, her use of
the image of the Amazons, women warriors, best represents her feminist approach.
The epilogue's title, "The Clan of the One-Breasted Women," alludes to the
Amazons, women warriors who the Greeks believed cut off a breast in order to fight
more efficiently. According to Robert Graves, the term 'amazon' has been derived from
'a' and 'mazon' which translates into 'without breasts.' However, he traces the term to
Armenian origin meaning 'moon-women,' and, since priestesses of the Moon Goddess
bore arms, the two stories were conflated over time.^^
In Refuge, Williams utilizes both meanings of the term to create a new tribe of
women warriors. The women in her family certainly did not have mastectomies for
better aim in battle; their mastectomies result from abuse of the land and its people. But
rather than passively accept such mutilation, Williams adopts a spiritual politics to fight
on behalf of the land and the women of her 'tribe.' This new story is one in which
women's biological connections to earth are celebrated and utilized.
In order to expose the effects of nuclear fallout on both women and on the land,
she uses reproduction both literally and figuratively throughout this section. For
Williams, action must be taken to change our current evolutionary course, the results of
which include cancer of the reproductive organs as well as cancer in the land. This action,
however, must come from the heart and from faith. In other words, she acts on her greatgrandmother's reminder that "faith without works is dead" (198). In this epilogue,
Williams defines a spiritual politics as resistance to political authorities with one's heart
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in order to protect the land and its people, while still remaining true to Mormon culture in
spirit if not in dogma.
Divine revelation, for Williams, comes from a long line of women, and it is this
connection between women and earth that she understands to he the foundation, the
'bedrock,' of spiritual connection. "I believe the Holy Ghost is female, although she has
remained hidden, invisible, deprived of a body, she is the spirit that seeps into our hearts
and directs us to the well. The 'still, small voice' I was taught to listen to as a child was
'the gift of the Holy Ghost.' Today I choose to recognize this presence as holy intuition,
the gift of the Mother" (241). In this passage, Williams traces her female genealogy from
spirit as well as from family. "If we could introduce the Motherbody as a spiritual
counterpoint to the Godhead, perhaps our inspiration and devotion would no longer be
directed to the stars, but our worship could return to the Earth. My physical mother is
gone. My spiritual mother remains" (241). By locating her mother's presence within the
landscape of the Great Basin, Williams describes a physical spirituality, one based in
Earth rather than beyond it. In "Undressing the Bear," Williams describes a related
concept:
I see the Feminine defined as a reconnection to the Self, a commitment to
the wildness within—our instincts, our capacity to create and destroy; our
hunger for connection as well as sovereignty, interdependence and
independence, at once. We are taught not to trust our own experience. The
Feminine teaches us experience is our way back home, the psychic bridge
that spans rational and intuitive waters. To embrace the Feminine is to
embrace paradox. Paradox preserves mystery, and mystery inspires
belief.^^
By associating the Feminine with paradox and wildness, Williams argues that this new
story is the link between logic and intuition, between male and female roles.
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Williams begins to construct a new family, cultural, and human story. "I am a
woman rewriting my genealogy" (241). That genealogy begins with the story of her
family's exposure to nuclear fallout during the above ground testing in the I950's. "I
belong to a Clan of One-Breasted Women. My mother, my grandmothers, and six aunts
have all had mastectomies. Seven are dead. The two who survive have just completed
rounds of chemotherapy and radiation" (281). By invoking the language of a tribe,
Williams shows that her bloodline is made visible by physical scars from mastectomies.
It is only after her mother's death that she discovers these cancers are not the
result of genetic predisposition but of radioactive fallout. After sharing a recurring dream
with her father, she learns that the family watched a nuclear bomb explode over the Utah
desert. 'It was at this moment that 1 realized the deceit I had been under. Children
growing up in the American Southwest, drinking contaminated milk from contaminated
cows, even from the contaminated breasts of their mothers, my mother—members, years
later, of the Clan of One-Breasted women" (283). Williams connects the image of the
mother, breast and milk, with contamination on a larger scale—the cows' milk which
nourishes not only calves but also humans—to show the connections between human and
environmental devastation.
The women in the family, rather than uncovering the causes of their cancer,
simply accepted cancer "as a part of life" (282). We have "watched" her mother and
grandmother accepting their cancer. Within her culture, this is the acceptable response.
"In Mormon culture, authority is respected, obedience is revered, and independent
thinking is not. I was taught as a yoimg girl not to 'make waves' or 'rock the boat'"
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(283). And Williams comes from this tradition: "For many years, I have done just that—
listened, observed, and quietly formed my own opinions, in a culture that rarely asks
questions because it has all the answers" (283). However, she discovers that this heritage
of silence is literally killing the women in the family. She describes her own participation
in their deaths in terms of birth; she is "a midwife to the rebirth of their souls" (285).
At the same time, she understands that these deaths seem unnecessary: "The price
of obedience has become too high" (285). These deaths are unnatural, and could have
been avoided if action had been taken to stop the testing, which is a human rather than a
natural cyclical process like the rise of the Great Salt Lake. These women are paying for
governmental intervention, control, and deception with their own lives. Because she and
her family have accepted the "conciliatory" and obedient nature of the Mormon religion,
Williams has become a midwife to death. Gustafson emphasizes the difference between
Williams and her mentors Diane and Mimi. "Williams's idea that change can happen
slowly, without a lot of direct confrontation, builds on the traditions that she has learned
from her family.... Avoiding confrontation is the model of earlier generations, and.
Williams comes to realize, it doesn't work in a time when the costs are so high and the
stakes so great....there's work to be done that goes beyond just knowing how you feel."^*
Williams leams to question when to obey and when to resist authority; she must learn to
identify her own context more fully.
Armed with her personal definition of faith, Williams must redefine her
relationship to Mormon culture, to American culture, to her family. She chooses to
question rather than blindly accept authority. "What I do know, however, is that as a
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Mormon woman of the fifth generation of Latter-day Saints, I must question everything,
even if it means losing my faith, even if it means becoming a member of a border tribe
among my own people. Tolerating blind obedience in the name of patriotism or religion
ultimately takes our lives." (286). By identifying herself by lineage as a member of the
Mormon community, she both accepts that culttiral legacy and revises it by constructing a
female historical identity. Williams has learned to trust herself over authority, even at the
expense of her own membership in the Mormon community, which she holds sacred not
because of its dogma but because of her heritage and her faith. By questioning the basic
tenets of her cultural, religious and national heritage, Williams risks losing acceptance
within her community, but the consequences of accepting those tenets has cost her family
and others their lives on a literal level. Faith is not blind obedience.
Williams's female genealogy is rooted in the female reproductive system.
Reproduction links humans to the natural world, links women to the earth and to its other
creatures. In the epilogue, Williams blurs the boundaries between reality, dream, and
myth to create a vision in which the power of women lies in their bodies. "One night, I
dreamed women from all over the world circled a blazing fire in the desert. They spoke
of change, how they hold the moon in their bellies and wax and wane with its phases"
(287). The relationship between women's menstrual cycles and the moon's cycles is an
ongoing thread in this text, and elsewhere in Williams's work: "As women, we hold the
moon in our bellies. It is too much to ask to operate on flill-moon energy three hundred
and sixty-five days a year. I am in a crescent phase. And the energy we expend
emotionally belongs to the hidden side of the moon" (136). Also, "As women connected
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to the earth, we are nurturing and we are fierce, we are wicked and we are sublime. The
full range is ours. We hold the moon in our bellies and fire in our hearts. We bleed. We
give milk

They are our stories and our poems."^' In an interview, she theorizes this

relationship: "Of course, Susan Griffin writes brilliantly about this subject in her books.
Woman and Nature and Eros and Everyday Life. As women, we are tied to the earth
through the cycles of our own bodies, whether it is through menarche or giving birth.
Because women's reproductive cycles are visibly regulated by the rhythms of nature, the
bond between women and the natural world lies at the core of the body, the pelvic girdle
which holds the weight of the body, as well as the "weight" of the species.
This connection between women's bodies and earth's body is made explicit in a
conversation Williams has with Mimi. Williams describes a feeling she had with an egg
collection at the museum. When she picks one up, she explains that she fmds "there is no
gravity in my hand. A weightless shell. Life has literally been blown out through a
pmhole" (262). For the sake of biological facts, the collectors have committed
"sacrilege," have exposed "secrets" (262). Mimi explains, "For me. it is where life
begins. In mythic times, the Cosmic Egg was believed to be held within the pelvis of the
ancient Bird Goddess" (262). Williams interprets her encounter: "The hollow eggs
translated into hollow wombs. The Earth is not well and neither are we. I saw the health
of the planet as our own" (252-3). Sterility means that the individual no longer
reproduces; in the case of nuclear testing, it means the sterility of the land and its
inhabitants. It's not an isolated individual occurrence. Mimi's ovarian cancer provides a
concrete representation of this sterility~"her distended belly, pregnant with tumor" (263).

Ill

For a woman in her eighties, long past reproductive age, Mimi's "pregnancy" is a
frightening reminder that what we do to the earth we do to ourselves. Mimi replies, "It's
all related....! feel certain" (263). Gustafson makes an important comparison between the
birds of the Bear River Migratory Refuge and the Utahn "downwinders"—"In some
sense, the downwinders are like the birds of the Bear River Bird Refuge: they are at the
mercy of forces beyond their control. Bomb blasts rain radiation on people; the Great
Salt Lake rises and floods out the fresh water marshes. People and birds both have to
adapt. But humans cannot afford and need not allow themselves to think that they are
birds....There is no moral or social obligation to be loyal to a way of thinking that kills
your family."^'
In an interview. Williams makes the connection even stronger as she describes the
conceptual process of writing Refuge-. "I realized that the only thing holding them [the
stories of the rise of Great Salt Lake and her mother's death] together was the narrator, so
I drew two lines and wrote 'narrator' and circled it, stood back and realized that I had
created an image of the female reproductive system. At that point, I understood what I
was really acknowledging—it wasn't the scientific mind or the poetic mind, but the
feminine mind I wanted to embrace. That was the language I wanted to liberate. I had a
visual map I could now trust."
Williams, like the other women in her family, has learned to think for herself but
remain silent. Wildness is a characteristic that has been subdued, suppressed by the
Mormon community. As the vision continues, Williams narrates, "They mocked the
presumption of even-tempered beings and made promises that they would never fear the
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witch inside themselves. The women danced wildly as sparks broke away from the
flames and entered the night sky as stars" (287). This passage provides both the vision
and the direction for change. Starhawk explains such visions in terms of magic:
I like the definition of magic that says, 'Magic is the art of changing
consciousness at will.' I also think that's a very good definition of
political change—changing consciousness on a mass scale in this country.
And one of the things we learn when we practice magic is that the results
don't necessarily happen immediately. They unfold over time
There is
a certain way magic works: it is, in a sense, a technology. When we want
to do something, to change consciousness, for examples, we first need an
image of what we want to create. We need a vision. The same is true of
political work....we need to direct energy and, in some way, ground it in
reality."*^
In this dream, Williams learns to accept and celebrate this wildness in women, in herself,
which mythically creates the heavens. Witchcraft is a standard feminist representation of
the feminine. "Like the word wild, the word witch has come to be understood as
pejorative, but long ago it was an appellation given to both old and young women
healers, the word witch deriving form the word wit, meaning wise. But regardless, the
ogress, the witch, the wild nature, and whatever other criaturas and aspects of the culture
finds awfiil in the psyches of women are the very blessed things which women need most
to retrieve and bring to the surface."^
Cassandra Kircher argues that by utilizing the dichotomies of nature/culture and
female/male, Williams works against the tenets of ecofeminism, arguing against
Williams' use of reproductive imagery in Refuge and elsewhere. At the same time,
Kircher acknowledges that the field of ecofeminism is divided on this issue. "She not
only equates the oppression of women with that of the landscape and animals—a major
tenet of ecofeminism—but she also focuses on a rifl in the ecofeminist movement by
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often aligning women with nature while at other times refusing to make this
connection.'"*^ Within the context of Refuge, however, the government's environmental
abuse oppresses all reproductive bodies, most visibly the female bodies of the animal
world.
As the dream continues, she describes the nuclear tests as assaults on the body of
the Feminine. "And each time there was another nuclear test, ravens watched the desert
heave. Stretch marks appeared. The land was losing its muscle" (287). The testing itself
creates labor pains, enduring evidence of the birthing process. Because these are not
natural births, the stretch marks are unnatural, and the women watching the response of
the land feel the destruction in their own bodies: "The women couldn't bear it any
longer. They were mothers. They had suffered labor pains but always under the promise
of birth. The red hot pains beneath the desert promised death only, as each bomb became
a stillborn" (288). The promise of birth makes the pain more bearable for the women, but
the land is given no promise of new life but only death. Just as Williams played the role
of midwife to her mother's and her grandmother's deaths, the women of her dream are
witnessing the birth of death. The bomb is a stillborn not only in and of itself, but it also
creates a legacy of stillbirths.
Susan Griffin shows how the scientists involved in the construction of the bomb
were so highly specialized in their fields that they had no concept of the extended effects
on living bodies: "For the study of the bomb's effect was done by physicists, who were
uneducated in botany, biology, and physiology. That infinitely small but also infinitely
destructive nuclear explosions are still occurring in the bodies of those exposed years ago
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to ionizing radiation is a consequence which was not discernible in their calculations."^^
The fragmentation of scientific disciplines prevented the scientists from looking at all of
the long term effects of the bomb.
The contract which humans have had with the land has historically been one of
"stewardship"— like Adam, we are to take care of the earth so that it will continue to
provide us with sustenance. Over time, however, this concept has developed into human
abuse of the land, which breaches that contract: "A contract had been made and broken
between human beings and the land" (288). However, Williams and other ecological
critics call for a new and renewed relationship: "A new contract was being drawn by the
women, who understood the fate of the earth as their own" (288). Like Mimi and
Williams, these women understand the interconnection of women's bodies and the earth
and use this vision to construct a new contract with the land.
This new contract requires both a shift in perception and a call to action. Silent
changes in awareness will not change public policy. And it is up to the women to make
those changes happen.
Under the cover of darkness, ten women slipped imder a barbed-wire
fence and entered the contaminated country. They were trespassing. They
walked toward the town of Mercury, in moonlight, taking their cues from
coyote, kit fox, antelope squirrel, and quail. They moved quietly and
deliberately through the maze of Joshua trees. When a hint of daylight
appeared they rested, drinking tea and sharing their rations of food. The
women closed their eyes. The time had come to protest with the heart,
that to deny one's genealogy with the earth was to commit treason against
one's soul. (288)
Williams overtly shifts the Darwinian metaphor to show that competition does not have
to be the controlling trope we use to describe evolution: "Perhaps it is no longer in our
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evolutionary interest to think in terms of survival of the fittest, but rather, the survival of
compassion.""*' Williams's definition of the survival of compassion parallels Robert
Omstein and Paul Ehrlich's "conscious evolution": "To retrain ourselves requires a
radical shift in our normal way of perceiving ourselves and our environment; we have to
look at ourselves in the long view and understand an evolutionary history of millions of
years rather than the fleeting 'history' that is taught.""*®
In this vision, Williams shows women acting in congress with nature, learning
from the animals who make the desert their home, moving around obstacles rather than
bulldozing thenx acting in communion with one another. Their protest comes from the
heart, from the soul, not simply for the sake of a political statement. Nor is it a protest
based on facts, figures, and logic alone, though statistics do support their statement: "The
town that forbids pregnant women and children to enter because of radiation risks was
asleep" (288). Williams knows from experience that the nuclear radiation "seepage" is
not limited to the small, fenced-in space of Mercury but extends into the entire Great
Basin, into the bodies of those who inhabit the area including her mother's, her
grandmother's, her own, and into ecosystems throughout the planet. By refusing to
accept the illusion that nuclear fallout is isolated to one small space, and by
acknowledging the intricate balance of life on our planet, Williams writes the new
contract that we must make with the land.
Roszak explains that facts and figures about environmental destruction will not
create enough motivation for global scale change:
The great change our runaway industrial civilization must make if we are
to keep the planet healthy will not come about by force of reason alone or
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the influence of fact. Rather, they will come by way of psychological
transformation. What the Earth requires will have to make itself felt
within us as if it were our own most private desire. Facts and figures,
reason and logic can show us the errors of our present ways; they can
delineate the risks we run. But they caimot motivate, they cannot teach us
a better way to live, a better way to want to live. They must be bom from
inside our own convictions. And that birth may have to be a painfiil one."*^
Although much of the epilogue is written in the language of dream or myth,
Williams did in fact make this journey into the contaminated town of Mercury with nine
other women. "I crossed the line at the Nevada Test Site and was arrested with nine
other Utahns for trespassing on military lands. They are still conducting nuclear tests in
the desert. Ours was an act of civil disobedience. But as I walked toward the town of
Mercury, it was more than a gesture of peace. It was a gesture on behalf of the Clan of
One-Breasted Women" (290). For Williams, this is a public declaration: "We are
mothers and we have come to reclaim the desert for our children" (289). But it is also a
highly personalized voice--the voice of her family speaking, finally, of its losses in a
public setting.
Gustafson primarily focuses on the call to action of the epilogue, and only
secondarily on the spiritual elements which lead to that action. "The epilogue to Refuge.
'The Clan of One-Breasted Women,' moves the form beyond a record of individual grief
reflected and interpreted through the signs of the natural world and multiple cultural
traditions. The epilogue clarifies the message of the need coming to consciousness in
order to get rid of orthodoxy. Coming to consciousness leads to agency, to
understandings of the ways that social forces shape our lives and the ways that we can
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move across the boundaries that these forces establish.Gustafson critiques the
personal nature of Williams's political action:
Perhaps the flaw in Williams's thinking is that she is too personal in her
political thinking. Would she be finding a new way of seeing if it were
her neighbor's mother, grandmothers, and aunts who were having
mastectomies and dying? This aspect of her reasoning is clearly a part of
her own culture, however, for she tells us that Mormonism is a religion
that believes in direct revelation, personal revelations—they are not
something in the distant past. (See her dream about the owl that enters her
house and lands on her shoulder, or the dream of in the Prologue that ends
with a doctor telling her she has cancer and nine months to heal herself.)
Williams doesn't envision a self independent of the structures of family,
religion, and nature, but she does see a self resisting orthodoxy. That's the
message of her arrest at the Nevada Test Site.^'
For Williams, and ecocritics as a whole, the political must come from such a personal
revelation, from a personal shift in consciousness. While Gustafson explains how a shift
in awareness leads to agency, she does not connect spirituality with this sense of
consciousness. Williams emphasizes "acting locally" in much of her work. For example,
"I believe that out of an erotics of place, a politics of place is emerging. Not radical, but
conservative, a politics rooted in empathy in which we extend our notion of community,
as Aldo Leopold has urged, to include all life forms—plants, animals, rivers, and soils.
The enterprise of conservation is a revolution, an evolution of the spirit.In an
interview, she says, "I think that out of that poetics of place a politics of place arises that
is not radical or conservative, [but] is ... an empathetic response."^^
Because these women were acting with faith and in concert with nature, they are
nourished by it. However, the ofBcials of Mercury don't understand this sense of place,
and assume that the desert can only threaten human life. "The officials thought it was a
cruel joke to leave us stranded in the desert with no way to get home. What they didn't
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realize was that we were home, soul-centered and strong, women who recognized the
sweet smell of sage as fiael for our spirits" (290). Wendell Berry makes a similar
comment: "Our present "leaders—the people of wealth and power—do not know what it
means to take a place seriously: to think it worthy, for its own sake, of love and study
and careful work. They cannot take any place seriously because they must be ready at
any moment, by the terms of power and wealth in the modem world, to destroy any
place."

Although it is a place that officials have labeled uninhabitable, not worth

anything except nuclear bomb testing, the women are a part of this place that is a source
of their inner strength. Many writers, including Williams herself, quote the American
government's statement that this area as "a damn good place to dump razor blades"
(244)." And it is this strength that Williams carries with her to heal herself, her family,
her planet.
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RESURRECTING TURTLE; RE-MAPPIKG THE TOPOGRAPHY OF VIOLENCE IN
LINDA HOGAN'S SOLAR STORMS

Solar Storms (1995) is the life story of Angel Wing, a sixteen-year-old girl who
returns "home" to find her mother, whom she doesn't remember. Having been taken
away from her family and community by Social Services when she was a child. Angel
has grown up in foster homes. Although she clearly bears evidence of violence on half of
her face and parts of her body, none of her foster parents will e.xplain her history. Angel
has been "marked," physically, psychologically, and culturally, and she must learn to
translate and then transform those marks that have been inscribed upon her body. After
contacting her grandmother, Agnes Iron, she returns home to learn her history.
Solar Storms, then, is an autobiographical account of Angel's journey to Adam's
Rib and then to the familial and tribal home up north in the land of the "Beautiful Ones"
or the Fat-Eaters. Over the course of the novel. Angel learns that the root cause of
genocide and environmental destruction is the Anglo concept of individuality upon which
ironically autobiography, the story of one's individual life and accomplishments, is
based. Although Angel has been raised in Anglo culture, which values individuality,
self-reliance, and free enterprise, these cultural values have taken their toll on her. By
reuniting with her family and community. Angel discovers and remembers what Hogan
describes as "tribal knowings."' This new set of epistemologics helps her to mend the
broken treaties (and stories) between her body, her family, her people, and the land.
Thus, while Angel writes the story of her life, her autobiography does not follow the
traditional form that assumes a stable, autonomous sense of individuality.
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In Solar Storms, Hogan utilizes the autobiographical form, which she considers
contrary to tribal knowledge. Joseph Bruchac, in the introduction to / Tell You Now:
Autobiographical Essays by Native American Writers, explains that the form of
autobiography counters traditional Native American ways of storytelling, and that several
contributors to his collection resist the form. One explains to him: "I grew up and
continue to live among people who penalize you for talking about yourself and going on
endlessly about your struggles."^ Another writer, Bruchac says, 'Svas cautioned against
writing her autobiography by a member of her tribe, and could not, finally, produce an
autobiographical text for us...." The writer explained to Bruchac that "the person as
transmitter of the traditional culture was what most deeply counted for her."^ This
ambivalence is present in much of Hogan's work.
In "The Two Lives," included in Bruchac's collection. Hogan justifies her use of
the autobiographical form, yet she doesn't begin with the story of her birth or relations.
Rather, the opening of the essay describes current events, explaining that "it is a difficult
thing to think of autobiography, that telling of our selves or our lives or innemess" in the
midst of large scale horrors and joys of the world around us. * She then explains her
reason for writing:
I tell parts of my stories here because I have often searched out other lives
similar to my own. They would have sustained me. Telling our lives is
important, for those who come after us, for those who will see our
experience as part of their own historical struggle. I think of my work as
part of the history of the tribe and as part of the history of colonization
everywhere....! want it to be understood that the opening paragraph, the
news of November 13, 1984, is directly connected to this history, to our
stories, to the continuing destruction of Third World and tribal people, and
the exploitation of our earth.^
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Only at the end of the first page does she begin with what we recognize as
distinctly autobiographical material, the story of her family taken from her maternal
great-grandfather's journal. We are reminded again, however, that this story is related to
the story of the present day, November 11. 1984, in intricate and subtle ways. "I" for
Hogan is never an independent entity telling an isolated story of selfhood; it is always
connected to a "we"—to a family, a culture, a history or set of histories, a natiu-al
environment.
Hogan's resistance to the form of autobiography stems from her understanding of
identity as relational. In Hogan's world, everything is connected—from plant and animal
life to human relations. Paula Guim Allen explains that the Anglo separation between the
natural and supernatural worlds cannot be maintained in American Indian thought.
In English, one can divide the universe into two parts: the natural and the
supernatural. Humanity has no real part in either, being neither animal nor
spirit—that is, the supernatural is discussed as though it were apart from
people, and the natural as though people were apart from it. This
necessarily forces English-speaking people into a position of alienation
from the world they live in. Such isolation is entirely foreign to American
Indian thought. At base, every story, every song, every ceremony tells the
Indian that each creature is part of the living whole, and that all parts of
that whole are related to one another by virtue of their participation in the
whole of being.^
Since tribal peoples are interconnected with everything around them, she explains,
separation from family, tribe, and homeland is like the amputation of a limb. "Separation
as loss (rather than maturation or liberation) is a theme found throughout Native
American literature in both pre-contact and modem forms, and is particularly central to
Native women's stories in both their told-to-people and told-to-the-page models."^
Unlike traditional autobiography, in which the individual's separation from family is a
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way to identify him or herself, many autobiographies written by American Indians
portray an individual's return to the community.
As structuralist and poststructuralist theories have impacted the field of
autobiography, writers and theorists have discovered that the concept of individualism
portrayed in early autobiography is merely a fiction based on a privileged position of
power. However, Susan Friedman, a feminist theorist, explains that people of color and
women never held this illusion:
Isolate individualism is an illusion. It is also the privilege of power. A
white man has the luxury of forgetting his skin color and sex. He can
think of himself as an 'individual.' Women and minorities, reminded at
every turn in the great cultural hall of mirrors of their sex or color, have no
such luxury....The emphasis on individualism as the necessary
precondition for autobiography is thus a reflection of privilege, one that
excludes from the canons of autobiography those writers who have been
denied by history the illusion of individualism.^
Autobiography theorist Sidonie Smith has examined the ways that the genre has
historically excluded women and minorities with its emphasis on the individual life. She
explains that women of color in particular must transform the multiple representations
imposed upon them into the story they tell of themselves. "And if the autobiographer is a
woman of color or a working-class woman, she faces even more complex imbroglios of
male-female figures.... As a result, she is doubly or triply the subject of other people's
representations, turned again and again in stories that reflect and promote certain forms of
selfhood identified with class, race, and nationality as well as sex."' Based on this
history, Smith analyzes the ways that women have transformed the genre.
Confronting the mess and clutter of the many unofificial, inauthentic, and
nonidentical subjectivities available to them as well as the invitation to
identification with official histories of the universal subject, women find
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narrative and rhetorical strategies through which to negotiate the laws of
genre and the calls to provided subjectivities. Not merely passive subjects
of official autobiographical discourse, they become agents of resisting
memory and creative misprision.
In order to take control over their self-representations, women of color must. Smith
argues, transform the genres that limit them.
As an American Indian, Hogan historically lacks the "privilege" of individuality;
moreover, this concept runs counter to tribal epistemologies. Susan Friedman's
discussion of Bemice Johnson Reagon's term "cultural autobiography" more closely
resembles the form and function of Hogan's sense of autobiography." Hogan reinforces
this sense of the individual's place within the community in her introduction to The
Stories We Hold Secret: Tales of Women's Spiritual Development. "This materialistic
rationalism has led us into a banen land, a dried and eroded place in the self. It is a place
deprived of imagery of the feminine self and of connectedness with all life."'* She makes
clear that writing about women's spiritual development means setting aside the notions of
individualism that limit our understanding of ourselves:
These stories about women remind us that when we doubt or ignore these
demands from our center, we get into trouble because it is the inner voice
that makes real the demands of the growing and it insists that we follow.
And that following is the challenge to us, living as we do in a place that
values individualism, but not individuals, where pursuit of happiness is a
constitutional priveledge [sic], but a woman's growth to wholeness is
against cultural conventions and has hardly even begun to be described.'^
This "iimer voice" is not the self in isolation; rather, it is our spirit speaking through us,
speaking against cultural conventions defining identity.
However, despite her consistent emphasis on the feminine throughout her poetry
and prose, Hogan herself has an ambivalent relationship with Anglo feminists.
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The experience of being a woman has the same elements as being Indian,
black, and poor, even though some of the divisions seem to be cultural
ones, and some of the most difficult forms of exclusion and misuse that I
have felt have come from white women in the women's movement and in
the academy where some women have by necessity and for their own
survival perfected the language of dominance and entered into competition
with one another.'"*
Nevertheless, her novels transform the Anglo genre of autobiography in ways that are
similar to the feminist project Smith discusses. Roberta Rubenstein suggests in her
discussion of Leslie Silko's Ceremony that we use David Bakan's terms "agency" and
"communion" in place of the gendered masculine and feminine behaviors to avoid binary
oppositions: "agency for the existence of an organism as an individual, and communion
for the participation of the individual in some larger organism of which the individual is a
part. Agency manifests itself in the formation of separations; communion in the lack of
separations."'^ Throughout Solar Storms and Hogan's most recent novel Power, the
protagonist becomes part of this "larger organism" and feels this sense of communal
participation with the world.
Sidonie Smith explores the relationship between self and other in women's
autobiography by analyzing the trope of skin. Skin can be perceived as a boundary
between self and other, but it can also be perceived as a medium of communication.
Smith discusses the ways that skin is connected to autobiography, the writing of one's
self, which for women is interrelated with the process of inhabiting and writing one's
body. "Thus, skin has much to do with autobiographical writing, as the body of the text,
the body of the narrator, the cultural body, and the body politic all merge in skins and
skeins of meaning."'^ Skin, for Smith, is a focal point where self and "other" meet in
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numerous contexts. "Writing her experiential history of the body, the autobiographical
subject engages in a critical self-consciousness through which she comes to an awareness
of the relationship of her specific body to the cultural body, and to the body politic. That
change in consciousness prompts cultural critique."'^
Stacy Alaimo analyzes this trope in her discussion of Hogan's poetry collection
Book of Medicines, focusing on the poem entitled "Skin Dreaming." She explains that
Hogan, like Octavia Butler, rewrites the body
as a liminal, indeterminate space that disrupts the opposition between
nature and culture, object and art. At the same time, they conjure naturebody connections in which neither nature nor the body is fallen,
denigrated, or exiled. Although stressing the connections between the
body and nature could reinforce the same system of oppositions coded by
gender or race, Hogan and Butler rewrite the body in ways that disrupt
historically ingrained patterns. They invoke the body not as a mute,
passive space that signifies the inferior part of our natures but as a place of
vibrant connection, historical memory, and knowledge.'*
Skin, she explains, is conceived as an expansive rather tlian limiting boundary throughout
Book of Medicines, and this expansion decimates the mind-body separation identified
with European American thought beginning with Descartes. "As it represents humannature relations with a difference, Hogan's poetry rejects both the romantic and the
debased versions of nature, offering us Book of Medicines for Cartesian dis-ease.""
In Solar Storms, Angel Wing reconceptualizes the concepts of self and home, as
she explores the relationship between the "writing" on her skin, the marks which have
been imposed upon her, and the "writing" on the land, the destruction of landscapes and
home places. By understanding the relationship between violence against the land and
violence against her body. Angel learns to expand her sense of identity and reach out
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towards different kinds of communities. In telling her story, she begins to transform
these markings in order to heal herself, her family, community, and homeland. In order
to portray this transformation, Hogan utilizes the image of the turtle from her early
poetry.

Calling herself home: Turtle in Hogan's Early Poetry
In Hogan's earliest poetry, she describes herself as homeless, dispossessed of her
southern and her Oklahoma homelands. Her image of the turtle, carrying its home on its
back, is central to this theme.
Turtle, in many Native American stories, particularly those of the Shawnee.
creates the foundation of the earth's surface. Voegelin summarizes the Shawnee creation
myth as follows: "It was during this first period...that the Creator descended from the
void above and created the basis of the earth, a turtle, the earth to rest upon the turtle,
bodies of water to rest upon the earth, and successively other observable features of
heaven and earth.In the Huron version, the woman and the turtle create the earth for
the woman. A woman (divine or human) falls from the "upper world," perhaps "pushed
down by her husband through a rift in the sky." Two loons save her, and then place her
"on the back of the tortoise, charging him to take care of her." Since the tortoise cannot
bear her weight indefinitely, the animals decide to create earth.
The tortoise directed them all to dive to the bottom of the sea and
endeavor to bring up some earth. Many attempted it,—the beaver, the
musk-rat, the diver, and others,—but without success. Some remained so
long below that when they rose they were dead. The tortoise searched
their mouths, but could find no trace of earth. At last the toad went down.
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and after remaining a long time rose, exhausted and nearly dead. On
searching his mouth the tortoise found in it some earth, which he gave to
the woman. She took it and placed it carefiilly around the edge of the
tortoise's shell. When thus placed, it became the beginning of dry land.
The land grew and extended on every side, forming at last a great country,
fit for vegetation. All was sustained by the tortoise, which still supports
the earth.
In both stories, the turtle is the foundation of land, residing between land and
water, bearing the weight of the world." In the Huron story, which closely resembles
Hogan's use of the turtle, women and turtles construct the world together and are
mutually responsible for the care of the world.
A turtle, of course, has two "skins"—a reptilian skin covering flesh and a hard
shell protecting it from predators. In "Turtle," Hogan reestablishes the intimate
relationship between women and turtles. First, she explains that she's; "dreaming the old
turtle back."^^ There's a sense of loss, of trying to reclaim an animal that has
disappeared. Inside both skins, the spirit of turtle awakens; "small yellow bones of
animals inside/are waking" (14). In the middle of the poem, the narrator shifts from
seeing inside the turtle to becoming the turtle, taking on its protective armor as well as its
burdens in the dress of the Turtle Dance. "We should open his soft parts/ pull his shells
apart/ and wear them on our backs" (19-21). This link establishes the relationship
between women and turtles. "Wake up, we are women./The shells are on our backs/We
are amber,/ the small animals/are gold inside us" (25-29). Hogan tries to reawaken this
sense of interconnection between women and turtles, dreams and life. Although we are
hidden inside our shells, we find the strength to carry the burden (and protection) of those
shells.
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"Calling Myself Home" continues to work with this image pattem. In this poem,
women construct the dress for the Turtle Dance, lacing together the shells of turtles to
create leggings. "Their dark hands/laced the shells of tiirtles/ together, pebbles inside/and
they danced/ with rattles strong on their legs."^"* As in "Turtle," the women place the
shells of turtles on their bodies to perform a dance. In a later stanza, Hogan transforms
the image, so that, like Turtle, women hold up the earth with their framework. "This land
is the house/we have always lived in./The women,/ their bones are holding up the earth"
(20-23). Like the Huron version, women and turtles in the poem bear the burdens of the
world.
However, in this poem, Hogan also describes the turtle as a model for adapting
to homelessness. At the end of the poem, she returns home only to leave it again, to "say
good-bye/ to the turtle/ to those bones/ to the shells locked together/ on his back" (33-36).
The title, "Calling Myself Home," plays on two sense of home. Like the turtle, she is
always carrying home with her, in her memory and in her history. However, she is also
u-aveling, always leaving behind a sense of home. She calls herself home so that she can
call herself home. In some ways, all ofHogan's work attempts to reconcile these two
ways of being at home.
Nancy Helene Lang reads "Turtle" as a "fusion" of woman and turtle, life and
memory:
While it is clear from this poem that Hogan accepts that 'you can't go
home again,' she also realizes that the power of memory—more
specifically knowledge of one's family history and cultural heritage—
helps to define a person as a Native American in contemporary Anglodominant life. Memory also gives to the person spiritual strength, selfknowledge, and courage. Even if the dominant culture ignores or steals
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the outward signs of heritage, memory and the spirituality behind it always
remains."
However, she suggests that Hogan may be relying on a different interpretation of
tiutle:
For many Native American tribes, especially those whose ancestral roots
lie in the Southeastern United States, the iconic importance of turtle as a
sacred animal in several ways resembles the importance of iconic spider to
Southwestern pueblo peoples....Powerful and often dangerous, snapping
turtles are especially honored for their ability to defend themselves when
aroused, and to survive drought by hibernating."^^
Although Hogan identifies with Southeastern tribal traditions, the northern
versions of turtle's creation of the world more closely reflect Hogan's thematics.
Throughout her work, Hogan develops the connection between women and animals.
Like the turtle's shell, women's "bones hold up the earth."
In the introduction to this poetry collection By the Dry Pond, Hogan explains that
writing, for her, attempts to recover the "lost" stories of her people. "The desperate need
to articulate this was what went into these early poems, the need to say what hadn't been
spoken, to tell an untold story of our lives. They are home speaking through me. Home
is in blood, and I am still on the journey of calling myself home."^' In "Heritage," she
expands upon the feeling of homelessness. "From my family I have learned the
secrets/of never having a home."^* At this stage in Hogan's work, she sees her heritage
as one of loss. Her early vision of home is that which you carry on top of your back as a
burden, because her people have been removed from their homeland. Here, her skin is a
shell, providing a set boundary between her and the rest of the world. However, she
transforms that feeling of displacement into a positive image of home by learning to carry
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stories within. Those can never be taken away, like her name in "Song for My Name"
"It's the name that goes with me/ back to earth/no one else can touch.
In a later interview, when asked if she "still feel[s] that way," Hogan responds,
"No, I don't, though I still have a sense of reciprocal going out and going in that is
reflected in the title poem, which is not just a place, but to the center inside yourself. But
I was younger when I wrote that book, and I hadn't thought things through very well. I
believed that stories were vanishing, which isn't at all true."^° This shift in her concept of
home is evident in the later works, both in her novels and creative nonfiction. In her
fiction, Hogan creates characters who leam to negotiate between these different versions
of feeling "at home" in order to adapt to the world around them.

Resurrecting Turtle in Solar Storms
As we neared the house, we passed by a large pile of bones. At
first I thought these were more painted stones, but Bush said it was the
skeleton of a sea turtle that would one day come together again, large as a
room. (68)
As in her early poetry, Hogan continues to describe the turtle carrying its home on
its back in Solar Storms. However, the image has shifted, because Bush is trying to bring
a dead turtle back to life. Bush is the woman who takes on the obligation of keeping the
world in balance, much like other characters in Hogan's fiction, particularly Ama Eaton
in Power. The tiatle is symbolic of the link between the human and the natural worlds,
and Bush's reconstruction of the turtle serves as a sign that there are those who remember
the "treaty" between people and animals.
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Hogan utilizes the word "treaty" in different contexts. A treaty is defined in the
OED as "A work in which some subject is treated of; a treatise, dissertation; in early use,
a story, narrative, written account." Another, more broadly used definition, is an
agreement, legal, political or otherwise: "A contract between two or more states relating
to peace, truce, alliance, commerce, or other international relation; also, the document
embodying such contract."
Throughout her work, Hogan describes various treaties—literal and figurative
ones—that have been broken. She exposes the agreements or promises that the United
States government has broken with indigenous peoples throughout the United States and
the Third World, contracts that have been broken time after time. People have been
removed from their homelands, children have been removed from tribes by Social
Services, and people have been killed. Moreover, Western European ways of
conceptualizing the world have caused humans to lose touch with relations—between
mind and spirit, between one another, between the human and natural worlds, between
humans and animals. Humankind, having forgotten its obligation to keep the world in
balance, has broken its treaty with the natural world. The root cause of this broken
contract, in Hogan's terms, recalls the original definition of "treaty"—a story or written
account. We have forgotten our stories, and we must remember them in order to mend
our broken relationships.
The stories we have forgotten are the stories of home. As we have seen in her
poetry, home, in Hogan's construction, is not limited to the house in which one lives, or
even the body one inhabits, although both of these are important parts of identity. If we
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learn to see, in Gretel Ehrlich's terms, the universe as home, then we establish a different,
more encompassing set of relations. In Solar Storms, Angel has always lived like a turtle,
relying only on herself However, as the novel progresses, she learns to acknowledge
different ways of being "at home" in the world.
When Angel first arrives at Bush's house on Fur Island, she sees the bones of a
sea turtle that Bush is in the process of reconstructing. Bush "assembles" things: "She
put together bones for LaRue, who sold them to museums and schools, and she put them
together with devotion, as if the animal would come back down a road of life that had
been broken through the felled forests" (68). Like Hogan dreaming turtle home, Bush
attempts to call the spirit of the turtle back to its body.
Unlike LaRue, who simply wants to make a profit, or the museums that want to
display artifacts, Bush explains her role as a healer: "Except, when I put the bones
together...I help the soul of the animal.... When I put them together, I respect them....I
feed them and consider their skills. I think of their intelligence" (95). By learning about
the animals, by paying attention, she begins to mimic their actions. As Angel says,
"Whenever Bush talked about the animals, she took on their ways of moving. She
became bright. I think she preferred them to people. I think she had the brilliant soul of
an animal, that she lived somewhere between the human world and theirs" (95). Like
Agnes Iron and Dora-Rouge, Bush has a relationship with the land and its inhabitants
than Angel has never seen.
Elsewhere, Angel says that Bush appears to be "rooted where she stood, at the
boundary between land and water" (67). Bush lives alone in a geographical space in
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between nature and culture. Bush inhabits that in between, or liminal space, living alone
on Fur Island: "The island itself was a place of undone, unfinished things and incomplete
creations. Not only were there the turtle bones and organ pipes destined for a church that
was never buik, but even a ship had been left there in parts" (68). Bush is always slightly
outside the boundaries of the community. Although she is related to Agnes by marriage,
she is of Chickasaw descent. Having come from Oklahoma with Agnes's son, Harold,
she was then abandoned like the other women at Adam's Rib, the first generation of
whom were abandoned by fur traders. "When the land was worn out, the beaver and wolf
gone, mostly dead, the men moved on to what hadn't yet been destroyed, leaving their
women and animals behind, as if they too were used-up animals" (28). Bush seeks to heal
these betrayals and violations of the land and its people.
Despite her self-imposed isolation. Bush is still an integral part of the community
in Adam's Rib. In Hogan's fiction, Indian communities are not so much identified by
tribe; many, like this one, are mixed. As Andrea Musher says of Mean Spirit, "Hogan
demonstrates here that community is neither static nor predetermined. She shows that
one's Indiarmess is not necessarily dependent on bloodlines but rather is a process
involving active choice and an ongoing affirmation of Native American spiritual
values."^'
Bush works to create a world in which the treaties between the land and humans,
between humans and animals, is never compromised. Her turtle takes on lifelike qualities
in a storm: "In a flash of lightning, the trunks of trees were straight and pale, and
downhill the island of spiders was visible. The sky broke, pieces of earth and mud flew
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up against the house and the water shining on the turtle bones made the skeleton look
whole and alive, a pale turtle wanting to swim in the falling sea of wet darkness" (78).
But this turtle cannot be brought back to life. At the end of the story, the waters that
flood Fur Island reclaim the turtle:
We watched the water continue to rise, and in spite of our heartache, it
looked peaceful, all the water laying itself down across our world. From
The Raven, we watched the turtle bones that Bush had assembled. Water
was taking back the turtle. And as the four of us left Fur Island for good,
we sat in The Raven and watched. The turtle was lifted. First the water
came over it slowly, like a lover, then it rose a little at a time, until finally
the turtle came loose and began to float. For a moment I saw it whole, the
bones of a great thing returning to water, where it would move once again
inside water's darkness. (342)
Although the turtle returns to its natiu-al habitat and looks "whole" once again, it lacks
spirit. This is simply a memory of a turtle, not the real thing. Still, it represents Bush's
attempt to respect rather than destroy life. This return is a gift to both the turtle and to the
water, which has been rerouted by human effort rather than natiiral processes.
In this novel. Bush calls back lost souls, not just tiutle and wolverine souls but
also human ones—Haimah Wing's and later her daughter Angel's. Angel describes a
dream to Bush:
One night I dreamed of a woman in a white-walled cave sewing
together pieces of humans, an arm to a trunk, a foot to a leg.
VkTien I told her this. Bush said, "Wouldn't it be wonderful if we
could piece together a new human, a new kind of woman and man? Yes,
we should make some new ones. Start with bones, put a little meat on
them, skin, and set them to breathing. We'd do it right this time. They'd
be love-filled, the way we were meant to be all along."
I thought about how things on the island were all in parts like my
mirror. Even the land there was broken. Perhaps that is what I went there
to do, to put together all the pieces of history, of my life, and my mother's,
to make something whole.^^
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Rather than creating new life, however. Bush is limited to reconstructing and
revitalizing lost souls. When Bush tells Angel of her attempts to heal Hannah's abused
body and soul, it is a story of loss, of violence that cannot be healed. Angel is one of the
few lost souls who not only hears Bush's call but also comes back. Upon arriving at
Bush's house on Fur Island, she finds an altar with a picture of herself as a baby, the only
picture she's ever seen of herself without scars.
The altar, like the mourning feast Agnes told me about, and like the songs,
was something akin to sympathetic magic, designed to bring me back.
Who would have thought that an altar, a holy table with two eagle
feathers, tobacco, and commeal, a shelf in a house on an injured island
might have been my protection from all the people and events that had
conspired against me. Or that it had summoned me from afar like Agnes'
old song for lost things, and drawn me back to the north. (72)
She also discovers that Bush was haunted by a young girl for all the years Angel
had been away, but that the ghost disappeared on the day that Angel returned (60). By
means of Bush's life and stories. Angel comes to understand her past. "Perhaps I was
remaking myself. As with the machine, I tried to put words to things over and over, in
the way Bush put together the skeletons. They would one day look like a living animal,
with eyes of glass, clean fur" (106). Angel's story comes together like Bush's turtle,
slowly but with great devotion. Hannah's and the turtle's souls cannot return to their
broken bodies. Angel recognizes, because "for them, something was missing, always.
The spirit was gone. They would never breathe" (106). However, Angel can come back
to life: "For me, it would be different. One day I would wake up and know that
everything had started to change, that 1 was no longer empty space, that I had become
full, or was growing toward it" (106). Unlike the turtle skeleton that sinks into the water
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at the end of the novel. Angel becomes the turtle, learning how to swim by imitating its
motions. "I gasped for air. I thought turtle. And that was the key. Suddenly I was clear,
old and strong, a turtle, like the one on the island, moving through sea. My hands pushed
water away. It was this I held to in my mind. I could swim. I imagined myself moving
through oceans" (92).

Angel's Story
In order for Angel to understand the story of the marks on her face and body, she
must understand the context of her family and her people. She explains, retrospectively,
•'My beginning was Hannah's beginning, one of broken lives, gone animals, trees felled
and kindled. Our beginnings were intricately bound up in the history of the land....But it
went even farther back than that, to houses of law with their unkept treaties, to the broken
connections of people to the world and its many gods" (96). Each person who holds a
piece of the puzzle has difficulty finding the beginning of the story. Some start with the
story of Angel's grandmother Loretta, some with Angel's mother Hannah, some with the
Angel's departure from Adam's Rib. She doesn't hear the story of her own birth until
she has this context. As Bush explains the story of Hannah, Angel also comes to terms
with the fact that her story is linked inextricably with the story of everything around her.
From the time Hannah appears on Fur Island, she is trapped inside her house-like
body, trapped by scars, signs of the violence inflicted upon her as a very young woman.
Bush and other women describe Hannah in terms of a house: '"Your mother was a door,'
Bush said. 'Always closed. But sometimes I thought she was a window, instead.
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because through her I glimpsed scenes of suffering'" (96). Other women remark that
Hannah was "stairs with no destination" and a ''burning house, feeding on the air of
others" (96). Not only does Hannah consume the "air" of others, the energy of everyone
around her, she is clearly in so much pain that parts of her "house" or body appear to be
dead. "But with her, even the comers of the house were dark. They seemed to be in
pain. You could feel it. You could almost see it" (98). Hannah's body is filled with dark
and terrifying comers, and no one wants to look inside too closely. Bush also describes
Hannah as a caged animal "trapped" inside her body (98).
Bush describes Hannah's skin as a boundary: "Beneath all the layers of clothes,
her skin was a garment of scars. There were bums and incisions. Like someone had
written on her. The signatures of torturers, I call them now.... And farther in. I knew,
there were violations and invasions of other kinds" (99). Bush describes Hannah's skin
as a garment, a piece of clothing that also represents damage done to her spirit.
Underneath that barrier, however, "She was no longer there" (99). Hannah's body has
been written upon by the violence of others, and those violations are deeper than
Hannah's shell.
To heal Hannah, Bush takes her to the Old Man, but even he lacks the power for
this ceremony. Upon seeing Hannah, he does not follow the normal rituals of accepting
gifts and food; instead, he explains, "She is the house...She is the meeting place." (101).
Hannah's body "embodies," Bush learns, the history of her people: "I didn't know what
he meant at first. But I saw it in time, her life going backward to where time and history
and genocide gather and move like a cloud above the spilled oceans of blood" (101).
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Bush leams that the inscription on Hannah's body, the "signature of torturers," is
generations old, that it symbolizes the systematic destruction of her people. "All I could
think was that she was the sum total of ledger books and laws" (101). This destruction,
of course, has been completed not only by individuals but by an entire government.
Hannah is one who should not have lived. "Some of her ancestors walked out of death,
out of a massacre. Some of them came from the long trail of dying, people sent from
their world, and she was also the child of those starving and poisoned people on Elk
Island" (101).
Hannah's history did not begin with the torture inflicted upon her body; it began
even before her mother Loretta, whose people on Elk Island had eaten poisoned bait to
keep from starving. In fact, Hannah is identified as Loretta's child by the smell of
cyanide. As Bush describes Loretta's smell, "no matter how we scrubbed, the smell
never came off that poor girl. It was deeper than skin. It was blood-deep. It was historydeep" (40). Although Loretta lived through the poisoning, she was "taken and used by
men who fed her and beat her and forced her. That was how one day she became the one
who hurt others. It was passed down" (39). Bush and the other women at Adam's Rib
refuse to blame Loretta—"But Loretta wasn't the original sin. It was just that something
inside her had up and walked away and left the rest behind....There wasn't anything left
in her" (39). Like Hannah, Loretta is a member of the living dead, a physical body
walking through this world without its spirit.
The Old Man remembers that his people used to "call back lost or stolen souls,"
that they "beckoned spirits out from an iimocent body." Old Man knows that Hannah
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needs this kind of ceremony because her injuries are spiritual as well as physical. "What
was needed was a ceremony, he said, the words of which were so beautiful that they
called birds out of the sky" (101). Although Old Man remembers this ceremony, "No
one still alive was strong enough to sing it. Not him, he said. Because things had so
changed. Not any of the old men or women" (101). Everyone, including Old Man, is
afraid of Hannah. "And there was a word for what was wrong with her, he said, but no
one would say it. They were afraid it would hear its name and come to them" (101). By
naming her ilbiess, the people believe that it will somehow enter their spirits.
Only Bush remains unafraid, and attempts her own ceremony. "All I could figiu-e
how to do was to sing myself into her. I thought, if all this could dwell in her, maybe I,
too, could go inside....I thought there must be a way to call lost souls back" (103).
Although Bush does manage to "sing" herself into Hannah, to enter and see what her
body possesses, it takes all of her strength to get out alive; in the end, even Bush cannot
call her lost soul back into the scarred and mutilated body (103). Like Loretta, Hannah
continues the legacy of violence, first by torturing Bush's dog and later by abusing her
children, including Angel. Again, Bush does not blame Hannah, but rather those who
made her.
At Hannah's death. Angel sees the spirits possessing her mother's body disappear,
leaving only the shell of the woman. "What possessed her now was gone. It was now
ordinary as air in a room, no more than dust, and with quiet footsteps. Perhaps what stole
inside a person disguised itself, themselves, as everyday things, daylight, ordinary words
and common rooms. Now she was humble, her body without its person. No wings to
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spread. Nothing" (250). Alive, Hannah's body housed too many spirits at war; now,
Haimah's spirit is now quiet, for the house is empty. No longer a threat to Angel or to
others, Angel now sees Hannah for who she was: "It was death, finally, that allowed me
to know my mother, her body, the house of lament and sacrifice that it was" (250).
Angel resembles Hannah, both in physical form and markings. After Hannah's
death, a neighbor remarks on the similarity: "It was worse for you, maybe because you
looked like her" (247). They both have red hair, and they share the same bone structure:
"I looked for the first time at my mother's body, her arms so like mine, her bones
familiar" (252). In addition. Angel sees for herself their common history: "She was
covered with scars" (252). For Angel, that history is symbolized by facial scars. "I hoped
it [her hair] covered the scars I believed would heal, maybe even vanish, if only I could
remember where they'd come from. Scars had shaped my life. I was marked and I knew
the marks had something to do with my mother, who was said to be still in the north.
While I never knew how I got the scars, I knew they were the reason I'd been taken from
my mother so many years before" (25). Angel returns to Adam's Rib to find her mother
and to learn that history.
While the truth that she had feared, that her mother was responsible for her scars,
is simple, she doesn't learn these "facts" until long after she understands the history
leading up to them. After Hannah dies, the neighbor tells her: "People believed she was a
danger to others. One of her children ate glass and chewed razor blades. We knew what
had happened to you, your face, how, like a dog, she bit your face with her teeth" (247).
Angel's sister, who was also raised in foster care, also bears the scars of her heritage:
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"She was lovely and quiet but she was a girl who cut herself, cut her own skin, every
chance she had" (117). Still, no one in her foster homes would tell Angel the truth:
But the truth remained that I was wounded and cut and no one could, or
would, tell me how it happened. And deep down I dreaded knowing what
had happened to me and the dread was equal to my urgent desire to leam
the truth. Once, asking a foster mother what had happened to my face.
there was silence. She and her husband looked at each other. 'You fell.'
she said, and I knew she lied. (54-5)
Attempting to protect her, her foster parents have repeatedly lied or avoided the
issue. Even her family at Adam's Rib is slow to tell the story, not so much to conceal the
truth, but because they understand that the facts are only a part of the whole story.
When Angel arrives at Adam's Rib, she is, like Hannah and Loretta before her,
disembodied. Belden Lane, in his discussion of sacred space, explains the difficulty of
inhabiting place and space:
Being bodily present is never identical with the fullness of being to which
humans can be open in time and space. This is a basic paradox of
existence. Being fully open to the world, says Heidegger, is a matter of
'dwelling' in a place so as to unite the four essential facets of true human
existence—earth, sky, gods, and men. Yet our being is so oflen estranged
from place means that we tragically are able to occupy the space without
actually dwelling within it as place. Hence, even though we stand on the
inaccessible ground of the holy, we may never yet have been brought into
any relationship to it.^^
Although Lane is speaking directly about occupying a geographical and spiritual
sense of space, he does so by discussing the challenges of being "fully present" in the
moment. For Angel and the other women of the text, this begins with the soul's return to
the body.
Because of these scars, Angel's concision and self-hatred have caused her to
inflict more marks on herself, emotionally as well as physically. She never feels at home
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in any of the foster homes in which she is placed. "But so far in my life, I had never
lighted anywhere long enough to call it home" (26). Instead, she runs away, and presents
herself as a strong independent individual: "I was the girl who ran away, the girl who
never cried, the girl who was strong enough to tattoo her own arm and hand" (26). Like
Hannah, who looked upon Bush's tears as signs of weakness. Angel has spent her life
acting strong and independent. However, despite her behavior, she needed love. "My
ugliness, as I called it, had ruled my life. My need for love had been so great I would
offer myself to any boy or man who would take me.... It would heal me, I thought. It
would mend my heart. It would show my face back to me, unscarred" (54-5). She wants
these men to serve as mirrors, showing her "true" self back to her.
Clearly, she desires a stable and secure sense of love, for she marks her own
body: "An ink-blue cross on one knuckle, the initials of Lonnie Faro on my upper left
arm. A cross on my thigh" (26). Angel tries to capture her boyfriend's love with his
signs marked on her arm. Unwittingly, Angel follows her mother and grandmother's
footsteps, never calling a place home, never sleeping, pacing like a caged animal, using
sex to feel loved, running away. Like Harmah, Angel continues to inflict violence against
herself.
Angel's self-image is so damaged that when she sees herself in the mirror, she
breaks it: "I saw myself in the mirror, and suddenly, without warning, I hit the mirror
with my hand, hit the face of myself^ horrified even as I did it by my own action, that I
would go so fer as to break the mirror....the smell of hospitals of the past, the grafts that
left my thigh gouged, the skin stolen from there to put my face back together" (52).
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Shattering the image she has of herself in the mirror, AngeL like the doctors before, must
reconstruct her face. This time Angel needs to be healed emotionally and spiritually by
the stories of her people.
Angel has never known the love of family, so even if her foster parents had
described Hannah's abuse, she would not have known of Bush's sense of loss when
Angel was taken away: "What I didn't know was how I had been loved by Bush and
fallen through her hands like precious water, as Agnes put it, or how Bush had fought
hard for me against the strongest of our enemies, a system, a government run by clerks
and bureaucrats. I didn't know that I had once been in grave danger from the woman of
my emergence, Hannah Wing, who had lived with Bush in this place" (72). She also
would never have known of the mourning ceremony held upon her departure. To be
separated from her people has been a kind of death for Angel.
Once she begins learning the stories, however, she begins to see the interrelations.
"'I began to form a kind of knowing at Adam's Rib. I began to feel that if we had no
separate words for inside and out and there were no boundaries between them, no wails,
no skin, you would see me. What would meet your eyes would not be the mask of what
had happened to me, not the evidence of violence, not even how I closed the doors to the
rooms of anger and fear" (54). Angel, by analyzing boundaries, tries to expand her sense
of self. Susan Griffin describes new knowledge as an expansion of one's boundaries.
For to know is to encounter a power within oneself that is also greater than
the self. In the process of knowing, one is met by a larger, more powerful
presence, a world beyond the carefully constructed boundaries that culture
gives to being. Through knowledge one is immersed in otherness, a
difference which is all the more troubling because it is not entirely distinct
from one's own being but exists on a continuum with it.^"*
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Angel learns that her scars do not represent her, that they cover, or mask, her '"true" self.
Bush teaches her to look at them from a different perspective: "Some people see scars
and it is wounding they remember. To me they are proof of the fact that there is healing"
(125). Rather than choosing to emphasize the history of abuse, of which she's witnessed
a great deal. Bush reinforces the idea that Angel has returned, that she has survived, that
her identity is not limited to the topography of her face.
As she leams to accept the scars on her face. Angel also comes to terms with her
body, finding love with Tommy. This time, she doesn't separate herself from her body or
"give" her body away. When Tommy asks about her scars, she remembers Bush's
comment and answers, "What scars?' (125). Her healing process has begun. Angel, the
girl who would never cry, cries in his arms over the death of one of their neighbors:
"Tommy stood behind me and took me in his arms and held me....I bent my neck and he
kissed it and I realized I was crying, that my face was covered with tears I hadn't known
were there" (143). Finally, she allows herself to show emotion and to be comforted. The
night before she leaves on her mythic journey north to the land of her ancestors, they
sleep together: "Our bodies made an agreement with one another, that one day we would
be lovers" (159). And Angel, an insomniac like her mother, falls asleep, "my head
against his shoulder, with none of Dora-Rouge's potion in my stomach" (159). Angel
leams, over the course of her stay at Adam's Rib and Fur Island, how to be loved.
Unlike Loretta and Hannah, who arrive with scars that cannot be healed, with
spirits that cannot be called back into their poisoned, disfigured bodies, Angel's spirit is
called back by stories. Before embarking on her journey north with Agnes, Dora-Rouge,
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and Bush to find her mother, Angel recognizes her transformation: "Maybe something I
didn't know was dreaming me. Somehow I knew I would lose a part of myself on this
journey, as if, when we cast off into water, I would step outside my skin. It was a kind of
dying. I was afraid" (159). In many ways. Angel does step outside of her skin, does die,
but she does so in order to leam a new set of epistemologies that will help her survive.
Stacy Alaimo's discussion of "Skin Dreams" reinforces the idea that Hogan is expanding
boundaries, that skin is not a limiting boundary at all. "The final lines suggest skin
dreams recall a time and place where humans were not human; the skin as a liminal
boundary dissolves, dissolving a distinctly human identity."^^ In fact, she argues, skin
becomes a medium of communication across boundaries between self and other. "Hogan
transforms the skin from a boundary that contains the human form into a liminal zone
that connects across and dissolves boundaries.
Like Hogan in "Calling Myself Home," Angel does leave the land of the FatEaters and Adam's Rib. However, she returns to the city with her infant sister Aurora,
and armed with her stories and with an understanding of her relations. Angel will not pass
on the heritage of violence. "None of the soul stealers were going to sing this one away
or fill her body with emptiness and pain" (250). Angel's departure, then, is not a cause
for mourning but for celebration.
Angel's genealogy, which is inscribed on her body, is one of violence against self
and others. However, this violence results from a larger scale violence, violence against
the natural world and its inhabitants, the simplest example of which is the Anglo settlers
trying to change the ecological balance of Elk Island by poisoning the wolves with
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cyanide-laced deer meat. Instead, the Indian inhabitants stole the bait to prevent
starvation. The cause of this destruction is a lack of vision; the European Americans
have imposed their topographies on the people and on the land. As Angel learns her
familial history, she also learns that in order to change this history, people have to change
the ways that they understand their relationship to the earth, and they have to change their
notions of home and dwelling. Throughout the story, the people of Adam's Rib, Fur
Island, and the land of the Fat-Eaters teach Angel a different, older set of epistemologies
so that they live in harmony with rather than in competition with nature. Without this
deeper vision, the world falls apart in the face of dam projects and logging companies.

Ways of Knowing: Topographical versus Experiential Maps
As Angel learns the story of the violence committed against her individual body,
she leams that her story cannot be separated from the story of the land. Like her body,
the land around her has been violated by human hands. Identity, then, becomes physical.
spiritual, and political. In an autobiographical essay, Hogan explains that spirituality and
poUtics cannot be separated: "I have learned that to be spiritually conscious means to
undertake a journey that is often a political one, a vision of equality and freedom."^^
Starhawk describes the project of spiritual ecofeminism in similar terras:
The kind of spirituality and the kind of politics we're called upon to
practice are rooted in community. Again, the goal is not individual
salvation or enlightenment, or even individual self-improvement, though
these may be things and are things that happen along the way. The goal is
the creation of a community that becomes a place in which we can be
empowered and in which we can be connected to Earth and take action
together to heal the earth.^*
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In her essay, "Caretaking and the Work of the Text in Linda Hogan's Mean
Spirit" Anna Carew Miller explains that Hogan does not describe the relationship
between humans and the landscape in terms of gender, although she does discuss a very
feminine "presence." "Instead of transforming the land for profit in a narrative that pits
the masculine against the feminine, the model proposed by Hogan is one of both
caretaking and communion. Although the wounded earth has a strong feminine presence
within Hogan's novel, it is tribally feminine: powerful and conscious."^' Miller
describes Mean Spirit, for example, as an example of "the caretaking land ethic of the
American Indian community" which requires active participation: "To connect
spirituality with political action, to unite the public and the private, is not a step usually
taken in the dominant culture of American society. But for an American Indian woman,
making such connections is often inevitable.""*" In Solar Storms, Angel discovers that her
individual needs coincide with the needs of her family and community.
Like Bush, who spends her life trying to return lost souls by reconstructing
animals and plants. Husk, Agnes's beau, tries to redeem the treaty humans share with the
land and animals: "His main desire in life was to prove that the world was alive and that
animals felt pain, as if he could make up for being part of the broken contract with
animals" (35). The tribe itself respects this contract: "The people at Adam's Rib believed
everything was alive, that we were surrounded by the faces and lovings of the gods. The
world, as described by Dora-Rouge, was a dense soup of love, creation all around us, full
and intelligent" (81). Because all of creation is alive and intelligent, then the European
hierarchy placing humans over animals is inaccurate and damaging. "There were times.
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even recent times, when they both spoke the same language, when Dora-Rouge's song
was taken into account. 'When humans forget to respect the bond,' said Bush, 'Wolverine
takes away their luck in hunting. That's why LaRue never catches or takes a living
thing'" (82). Unlike Husk and Bush, LaRue traps for profit. Husk had to trap one winter
to save his people from starvation, but he still feels obligated to repay the animals for his
inappropriate actions. When La Rue catches fish, on the other hand, he keeps them alive
and suffering, rather than killing them immediately, because he assumes that fish do not
suffer and because the meat tastes better (83). Musher explains that in Mean Spirit,
"Hogan forces us to question the hierarchical privileging of human life tliat is so central
to Western thought."^' This thematic strand runs throughout all of Hogan's work.
Early on. Angel experiences this feeling of interconnection. "With the window
wide open, I lived inside water. There was no separation between us. I knew in a
moment what water was. It was what had been snow. It had passed through old forests,
now gone. It was the sweetness of milk and com and It had journeyed through human
lives. It was blood spilled on the ground. Some of it was the blood of my ancestors"
(78). By fiilly experiencing water, by knowing that it had come fi^om the past, that it
carries with it the memories of her ancestors and old forests and snow, Angel begins to
feel that she is part of the world around her. With this new knowledge. Angel begins her
second journey, the journey north from Adam's Rib to her mother and ancestors the FatEaters. During this journey, she begins to differentiate between topographical maps
created by Anglos and the deeper, dream maps of her people. These different
conceptualizations of place help Angel understand that land is not simply a surface, but a
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Ijeing alive with stories and memories. David Abram's discussion of uniting the rational
and the sensual experiences of the world describes Angel's transfonned perceptions. "It
is surely not a matter of'going back,' but rather of coming full circle, uniting our
capacity for cool reason with those more sensorial and mimetic ways of knowing, letting
the vision of a common world root itself in our direct, participatory engagement with the
local and particular.In addition, Hogan emphasizes an ancestral and cultural memory.
Bush and Angel work with these different types of knowledge to plan their trip north.
Bush originates the plan for this journey to help the Fat-Eaters fight the dam
project that will reroute the river through Adam's Rib and Fur Island. She plans the trip
without any outside assistance, relying only on the oldest map she can find. This map.
Angel sees, traces the history of colonization of her people. "They were incredible
topographies, the territories and tricks and lies of history. But of course they were not
true, they were not the people or animal lives or the clay of land, the water, the carnage.
They didn't tell those parts of the story" (123). Although they are written down on the
page, they do not tell the Truth about the history of this place, of these people and
animals. They tell only one version, eliminating crucial histories in the process. And,
although these maps impose a shape on the land, the land does not comply: "What I liked
was that land refused to be shaped by the makers of maps. Land had its own will. The
cartographers thought if they mapped it, everything would remain the same, but it didn't,
and I respected it for that....Its wildness, its stubborn passion to remain outside their
sense of order made them want it even more" (123). By writing the topography on the
page, the makers of maps attempt to "fix" the land in one place for all time; however.
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natural forces will not follow the rules of the map. Although both Bush and Angel
recognize the limitations of the trappers' maps, they rely on them to plan their journey
north.
After they embark on their journey, they find these maps useless. When they
come to a swamp that Bush cannot identify, she looks at her map for reference points.
•"Well, we've passed God Island and the ribs of that boat. We must be at...' But just
then, before she finished speaking. Bush once more unfolded the map and held it open,
and as she did, the creases split, the map came apart, and parts of it fell from her hands"
(173). Not only does the physical map fall apart when Bush needs it, it is also inaccurate,
failing them at crucial moments because the river has taken a different course over time.
The map cannot tell them where they are. Like Angel trying to locate herself in relation
to her family, Bush relies on maps constructed by Anglos to help her find her way.
Angel questions her dependence on them: "I never understood why she placed so much
faith in paper when she trusted nothing else about the world that had created those maps.
She wanted to know where she was at any given time, as if not knowing would change
everything, would say there was such a thing as being lost" (173). Bush always wants to
locate herself in place just as Kent Ryden explains it: "Among their functions, maps
translate geography into clearly understood locations, routes, and spatial relationships.
With map in hand, we find that the world is no longer wild; we find where we are,
establish ourselves as a center, and thus make the slovenly wilderness sunound us."^^
Although Bush, I would argue, is not trying to control space, she wants to understand
herself in relation to it and be able to "find her way" through it: "She checked the pieces
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of the map that were, by now, committed to her memory, as if there were something she
might have missed. She tried to figure out the lay of the land, to predict what we'd find"
(192).
Dora-Rouge, on the other hand, possesses a different kind of map, an experiential
map. While planning the journey, Dora-Rouge explains to Bush, "These maps are not our
inventions. Maps are only masks over the face of God. There are other ways around the
world" (138). Like the topography of Angel's scars imprinted on her face. Bush's
topographical maps force her into seeing the world superficially. Instead, Dora-Rouge
relies on memory to find an ancient trade route. "'But there is a way,' Dora-Rouge said,
"where we can stay in the water most of the time. I remember it. It was how they
brought the whale down. It was the route they used to carry all the furs away from their
bodies" (136). As she speaks, Dora-Rouge remembers the trail and its history. "It was
called the Million-Dollar Trail. We used to travel it. It offered hides and skins to the
Europeans who never dreamed this land, who had no eyes for it. But I remember it"
(137). Maps, in Dora-Rouge's culture, are memory maps, helping people to locate
themselves, one another, food sources, healing plants. Because her people come to know
new land through their dreams, they somehow possess a memory of it prior to traveling
it.
But there was a place inside the human that spoke with land, that entered
dreaming, in the way that people in the north found direction in their
dreams. They dreamed charts of land and currents of water. They
dreamed where food animals lived. These dreams they called hunger
maps and when they followed those maps, they found their prey. It was
the language animals and humans had in common. People found cures in
the same way. (170)
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This is an ancient path, and her cultural memories allow Dora-Rouge access to it.
Angel explains another process of attaining this cultural memory. "Husk had told me
once about planaria, that when fed pieces of their ancestors, they would remember tasks
the gone ones had known. It was a cell-deep memory" (137).
In addition, Dora-Rouge speaks directly with the river at a crucial moment, when
they are stranded at the confluence of the Se Nay and the Big Arm Rivers. She proclaims
to Bush, Agnes Iron, and Angel. "It will let us go," and they maneuver the rapids safely
(193). We later find out that Dora-Rouge made a bargain with the River, and indeed,
"something godly" helped them through the crossing. Dora-Rouge has a deeper
understanding of this place, one that is not limited to appearances.
Kent Ryden discusses the difference between topographical understanding of
place versus experiential understanding: "It seems, then, that this intermingling of
abstract geographical representation with imagination and memory characterizes
cartography (and its contributing science, surveying), and conditions the way in which we
read maps, to at least some extent in all times and places."^"* Although Dora-Rouge's
sense of place is similar to Ryden's version, the idea of dreamings, of dreaming routes
and maps before ever experiencing them, is beyond the scope of what he's describing as
memory.
Unlike Bush and Dora-Rouge, many Anglos, particularly cartographers, view
landscape in two dimensions. "They saw it only on the flat, two-dimensional world of
paper" (279). Because they see this land only on paper, as a resource for profit, they do
not recognize it as animate: "And when the officials and attorneys spoke, their language
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didn't hold a thought for the life of water, or a regard for the land that sustained people
from the beginning of time. They didn't remember the sacred treaties between humans
and animals. Our words were powerless beside their figures, their measurements, and
ledgers. For the builders it was easy and clear-cut" (279). This is kind of thinking leads
to the dam project and to the deforestation of the Fat-Eaters' homeland. Angel has now
begun to understand that the Europeans, fearing the wilderness, "had trapped themselves
inside their own destruction of it, the oldest kind of snare, older than twine and twigs.
Their legacy, I began to understand, had been the removal of spirit from everything, from
animals, trees, fishhooks, and hammers, all things the Indians had as allies. They'd
forgotten how to live. Before, everything lived together well—lynx and women, trappers
and beaver. Now most of us had inarticulate souls, silent spirits, and despairing hearts"
(181). When people treat the world as spiritless, then they begin to treat natural objects
as "resources" for human use and consumption.
Angel enters her people's ancestral memory, returning to more intimate existence
with the natural world: "As for me, I was awake in time that was measured from before
axes, before traps, flint, and carpenter's nails. It was this gap in time we entered, and it
was a place between worlds. 1 was under the spell of wilderness, close to what no one
had ever been able to call by name.. ..And all of it was storied land, land where deities
walked, where people traveled, desiring to be one with infinite space" (177). She
recognizes that this is an epistemology that is not accepted in Anglo-European culture
because it is intangible: "I'd never have thought there might be people who found their
ways by dreaming. What was real in those land-broken waters, real even to me, were
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things others might call the superstitions of primitive people" (189). In the process.
Angel begins dreaming plants; like her great-great-grandmother Ek, she can find healing
plants through dreams.
When they arrive at the land of her ancestors, she, like Dora-Rouge, feels she has
returned home: "A part of me remembered this world, as did all of Dora-Rouge; it
seemed to embody us. We were shaped out of this land by the hands of gods. Or maybe
it was that we embodied the land" (228). Unlike Bush, of Chickasaw descent in
Oklahoma, Angel knows this place even though she's never been there. But this is not
the home that Dora-Rouge remembers, for the environmental destruction has rendered it
nearly unrecognizable. "Dora-Rouge had gone home to die in a place that existed in her
mind as one thing; in reality it was something ahogether different. The animals were no
longer there, nor were the people or clans, the landmarks, not even the enormous
sturgeon they'd called giants; and not the water they once swam in. Most of the trees had
become nothing more than large mounds of sawdust" (226). It is here that Angel equates
the destruction of her homeland with the destruction of her people, her family, herself.
"And in some way I could not yet comprehend, it also embodied my mother, both of
them stripped and torn" (228). Both on their "skins" and underneath the surface, the
people and the land have been injured.
Dora-Rouge's people tell a story about Eho, "the old woman keeper of the
animals" (229):
She had been sent down to the mother of water to bargain for all life,
nearly swimming to her death. She was the woman who fell in love with a
whale in the heart of water and did not want to return to the human worlds.
She knew and could command water. She drifted to where the world was
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composed long ago in dark creation. Because of her. the animals and
other lives were spared, but in the end, Eho could not remain in water or
with the whale of her loving. Soon, back on land, she died. Now men and
women were to be the caretakers of the animals, that was what the Great
Spirit said, according to Dora-Rouge. (229)
Unlike Jonah, who prays to the Lord to be saved from the belly of the whale, Eho lives in
harmony with nature, with the whale, and can no longer survive on land. She, like Adam,
is responsible for balance between animals and humans, and passes that responsibility on
to her descendents. However, Adam imposed names upon the animals rather than
learning their names: "these he named; wolf, bear, other/ as if they had not been there/
before his words, had not/ had other tongues and powers/ or sung themselves into life/
before him.""*^ In Hogan's epistemology, the animals came before the humans in the act
of creation; they had their own names that Adam ignored. On the other hand, Eho, like
Gretel Ehrlich's lost woman, dies when she is separated from nature.
Like Eho, Tulik—Dora Rouge's relation—lives in the belly of the whale, his
fence made of ancient whalebones. During their protest against the dam, the women are
evicted. "So, with nowhere else to go, Tulik insisted we move into his house, the house
surrounded with the whalebone fence, the pieces of which looked like teeth though they
were ribs" (232). Their act of resistance against the dam is a peaceful one, meant to
protect not only their commimity but also the water, the land and trees, and the animals
who live there. But dam-builders do not respect these dwellings, bulldozing the fence:
"Already I saw that their dozers had driven over the whalebone fence. No one had
bothered to take in the clothes. All our clothes had been draped over it to dry were on the
ground. The entire thing lay in heaps, a great skeleton of a gone thing, still covered with
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pieces of skin and fur" (289). Lacking respect for other life forms, the dam builders
destroy everything in their path, leaving skins and furs behind.
Not only do the dam builders ignore the experience and knowledge of people who
have resided on this land for centuries, they also ignore the wishes of the land and water:
"Water, I knew, had its own needs, its own speaking and desires. No one had asked the
water what it wanted. Except Dora-Rouge, that is, who'd spoken with it directly" (279).
Dora-Rouge teaches Angel that water has its own will, that it should not be forced into
different paths. "It was against the will of land, I knew, to turn rivers into lakes, lakes
into dry land, to send rivers along new paths. I hoped the earth would one day forgive
this breach of faith, the broken agreement humans had with it" (330). In Mean Spirit, in
the conflict at Sorrow Cave, a similar breech of faith occurs with the legal and political
bodies of the Anglo commum'ty. As Musher explains, "Thus the killing of the bats, like
the killing of the Indians, is carried on while the forces of law and order stand by in
complicit collusion."^®
Over the course of the novel. Angel tells her story in order to reveal how her
identity is transformed by her experiences with her family. Rather than simply learning
the information she needs in order to understand her scars. Angel discovers that her story
cannot be separated from the story of everything around her. She finds herself linked
within an intricate web of relations. In the introduction to The Stories We Hold Secret
collection, Hogan states, "Our Being may demand of us that we participate in the
evolution and revolution taking place in and around us, that we question our own ways of
being, our own learned perceptions."^^ Like the contributors to this collection. Angel
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learns that she must act not only for herself but also for the larger communities of which
she is a part. As a result. Angel helps Tulik and Bush protest against the dam that injures
the rivers, the fish, and the communities along both the old and the new river routes.
In an interview, Hogan explains that in order to change our destructive habits, we
must first understand their cause: "People who write about wilderness and the
environment are going away from themselves to do it. They don't look at the inner
wilderness and what motivates people to be destructive. I think everything is connected.
that I'm part of the destruction; we all are. Investigating why we're sometimes apathetic
is probably the best work we could do."^^ For Angel, as for Hogan and other deep
ecological critics, this is a long and arduous process. By the end of the novel, however.
she leams to see the world more on its own terms, just as she sees herself more on her
own terms. She maps out a new life for herself by telling her own story, one that is based
on tribal epistemobgies that connect the individual self to the surrounding world. She
places herself, as David Abram would call it, in a "right relation" with the world.
Ecologically considered, it is not primarily our verbal statements that are
'true' or 'false,' but rather the kind of relations that we sustain with the
rest of nature. A human community that lives in a mutually beneficial
relation with the surrounding earth is a community, we might say, that
lives in truth. The ways of speaking common to that community—the
claims and beliefs that enable such reciprocity to perpetuate itself—are, in
this important sense, true. They are in accord with a right relation
between these people and their world."*'
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"HOME IS HOW MANY PLACES": nVE WRITERS WRITE HOME

Throughout this dissertation, I have examined the different epistemologies female
nature writers utilize to describe their ways of knowing the natural world and their
relation to it. These writers employ the term "home" to define their belonging to and in a
place. How do they write themselves home? How do they construct this place for
themselves in their writing? How do their concepts of home "speak" to one another?
This chapter will compare and contrast the ways that these writers conceptualize what it
means to feel "at home."
To begin the "dialogue," I will examine the work of feminist memoirist Nancy
Mairs, which discusses the relationship between "home" and the human body.

Learning to Inhabit the Body: Nancy Mairs' Remembering the Bone House
'Your body is a body. Not a holy place of worship but a person. Not a
structure 'you' occupy like a maidservant in her master's house, but you,
yourself. Make yourself at home.''
Nancy Mairs, like Hogan and Williams, examines the ways that women inhabit
their bodies. Indeed, as a woman with Multiple Sclerosis, her body requires constant
attention. Having grown up in the 1940's and 50's, Mairs was indoctrinated in the social
norms, as she describes them, of the Leave It to Beaver generation. Proper behavior is
crucial to social acceptance and achievement. In her work, Mairs seeks to revise this
conditioning and speak her own life rather than blindly accepting the social roles that
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have been inscribed upon her body. Mairs seeks to examine the cultural and social
taboos placed on her body and then describe her own erotic relationship between her
body and spirit.
Mairs does not write primarily about nature in and of itself, and her concerns only
marginally deal with ecology and natural history. However, the human body is, of
course, part of nature, and Mairs' theory of inhabiting the body represents a specific
relationship to the natural world in microcosm. Mairs' discussion of the body as a
dwelling place speaks to and about the nature writers in this dissertation, calling into
question the extent to which they learn to inhabit rather than simply occupy space. Mairs'
preface to Remembering the Bone House, "The Way In," theorizes the bone house as both
a physical and a spiritual center."
Mairs begins telling the story of her life after making a psychic ill, an event that
calls into question her previous notions of self. "In part, I was disturbed by the psychic's
refusal, whatever its cause, to "read' my life" (4). A psychic tells the future, explains
what might or will happen in a person's life, and because this psychic won't or can't tell
Mairs her future, Mairs begins to examine her identity. "Thanks to her denial, something
about that life now seemed unreadable, alien, impermissible, as though I'd stepped
outside for a minute, the door blew shut behind me, and I discovered that my key no
longer fit the lock" (4). By utilizing the tropes of the act of reading and entering a house,
Mairs images her life as a cipher, a body to be decoded so that she can understand her
past.
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Not only is her future undecipherable, but so is her past; this event takes place in
Kennebunkport, where she spent many summers during childhood. When she arrives,
she no longer recognizes an area that she considered home. "Then, too, there was the
pu22le of the lost house, the lost town. A house was there, and a town, right where I had
left them, but both they and I had been so transformed by the intervening years that they
were, literally, not the ones I knew" (4). Like Dora-Rouge in Hogan's Solar Storms.
Mairs' memories no longer correspond to the actual places she has inhabited, the places
she calls home, which have altered during her absence. In this text, Mairs seeks to recall
and remember these places.
For Mairs, the human body is home: "The body itself is a dwelling place, as the
Anglo-Saxon knew in naming it banhus (bonehouse) and lichama (bodyhome), and the
homeliness of its nature is even livelier for a woman than for a man" (7). Mairs
continually looks at the relationship between body and spirit, refusing to follow her
conditioning that the body is a vessel whose purpose is to house the soul. For all of the
writers in this dissertation, these are defining qualities; they all recognize the body as
dwelling of the spirit, and they all, to one degree or another, question the Judeo-Christian
(and Platonic) separation of body and spirit.
Just as a psychic's predictions can provide a script to follow for one's life, Mairs
was given a script during childhood so that she would be accepted within her social and
cultural milieu. Mairs assumes that her 'self is a constructed one, shaped by cultiiral and
social forces as well as personal experience. The project of her book is to show how
these forces have shaped her own sense of identity:
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The reverberations of these texts have coalesced for me into the project of
exploring my own 'felicitous space,' to use Bachelard's phrase, the houses
where I once lived and where, time collapsing through dreams, I continue
to live today. I return to them, reenter them, in order to discover the
relationships they bear to my own erotic development and thus perhaps—
because I'm ever aware of my self as a cultiu-al, not merely a personal,
construct—to feminine erotic development in general. (7)
Like Susan Griffin, Mairs speaks of eroticism not in its limited, purely sexualized, sense
but in the sense of eros—an encompassing sense of love for the body and the world
aroimd us. "All these acts, happening to me as a body, shaping my awareness of my
embodied self, form my erotic being. It is that process I'm seeking to capture and
comprehend: how living itself takes on an erotic tone" (8). Her memories of home bring
together the physical and psychological houses to form Mairs' sense of identity.
This erotic relationship between body and spirit, for Mairs as for many other
ecological and feminist theorists like Charlene Spretnak and Susan Griffm, has been
repressed by Christianity in particular and by the Western patriarchal tradition in general.
"For a woman saturated to the bone in Calvinist tradition, such an exploration
necessitates the healing of a classic Western patriarchal bifurcation: body/mind or
body/spirit. I grew up in the belief that my intellectual-spiritual life, reflective of my
'true' self, was separate from and superior to my life as a body" (8). Having been trained
in this tradition, Mairs learned to conceptualize her identity as that which transcends
bodily presence in this world.
For Mairs, however, this separation between body and spirit is even greater by
virtue of her gender. In the Calvinist tradition, she was trained to believe that her body
did not belong to her. 'Trom girlhood on, by means both subtle and blatant, I had been
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trained to imagine mine a body-for-others rather than a body-for-myself: a hole, a lack, a
blank page, a vessel, a complement, a midden. Of this I was to speak as little and as
obliquely as possible. 'It' was not

Mairs' image of the body as a blank page,

meant to be written upon, sets up her argument that she must write her own story of her
body, much like Williams in Refuge and Angel in Solar Storms.
The purpose of writing, for Mairs, is to tell her own story rather than have her
story told for her. By utilizing the metaphor of the human body as property, Mairs both
identifies and revises the Western patriarchal tradition identifying the woman's body as a
possession of men. "Through writing her body, woman may reclaim the deed to her
dwelling" (7). By writing her own life, Mairs reclaims her body, much as Hogan and
Williams do. However, Dillard and Ehrlich simply assume all along that they own the
deed, and never question their right to write their lives.
Throughout her work, Mairs calls into question the distinction between the public
and the private in the memoir, which by its definition is a public account of one's
personal e.xperience. Because Mairs shares her intimate life with the reader, including
sexual experiences as well as suicide attempts, Mairs she is frequently accused of
"spreading her legs in public," of revealing that which should remain private. However,
her goal is not to reveal her "privates," so to speak, but to share her life with others and
therefore to create a community with her readers. "I want my 'life,' in reporting the
details of my own life, to recount, at the level beneath the details, the lives of others. No
modesty is entailed here—simply the desire to celebrate the private rather than the public
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world of human habitation" (6). By sharing her private life, by telling the story of her
body in relation to the world, Mairs exposes the traditions which have bound her.
Countering the autobiographical tradition, Mairs chooses to share the simple
details of her life instead of the 'greatest hits' version in which she only recounts that
which "stands out" from others. "And yet, in a deeper sense of the word, I hope that I've
spoken truthfully about all our lives. Because I think that my 'story,' though intensely
personal, is not at all private. Beneath its idiosyncrasies lie vast strata of commonality,
communality....Our stories utter one another" (10-11). Again, she's speaking directly to
the reader, trying to connect her stories with those of her readers rather than tell the great
American epic of her life.
Sidonie Smith and other theorists of female autobiography distinguish between
male and female self-writing based on this issue. They claim that women write to share
experiences with the reader, while men write to set themselves apart in public life. For
nature writers, this distinction isn't quite so simple, particularly for nature writers like
Wendell Berry, Barry Lopez, and Scott Russell Sanders. As a genre, nature writing
attempts to celebrate not so much the epic in plot, but the details, the concrete realities of
residing in a place. At the same time, however, writers like Hogan, Williams, and Mairs
describe a distinctly female erotics of place. By inhabiting a body that works in
correspondence with the cycles of nature to reproduce, these women gender their
experiences of nature.
The body of Remembering the Bone House describes Mairs' experiences of
growing up as a white Protestant female in a small town in Maine. She describes herself
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learning to adapt to the rules and restrictions of inhabiting the spaces of her life—her own
body (the things that one should and shouldn't do with or to one's body), her houses (the
ways that the past inhabits these hoiises, and the ways that life is linked to these physical
spaces), her family (the things which one can and cannot discuss, the ways that one can
and cannot interact with one's family), and the larger communities in which she lives (the
ways that one should behave in public settings). The chapter "236" examines the ways
that Mairs constructs this erotics of place.
236 is the house that her mother and grandmother built. After watching the
construction process, Mairs comes to conceptualize a house as a cukural rather than a
natural space. "Having tracked these steps closely, I understand now where a house
comes from. It is not an excrescence of the ground, like a toadstool or a tree. It is not,
like a cave, the purposeless outcome of some absolutely different process which is later
discovered and adapted for human use. It is an intentional object, constructed out of need
but even more out of desire" (80). Because a human home is built "intentionally," it
domesticates and therefore encloses space, separating it from nonhiunan space. Because
it is not a human construction, a cave is closer to "nature" than the structures that humans
build. Ehrlich's "Architecture," as we will see later in the chapter, calls for a return to a
more "natural" way of living in space, and her dwelling places more closely resemble
caves.
Inside space for Mairs provides protection: "The house folds up around me: a
place where I can't fall, can't catch my death of anything" (85). Here she makes the
major distinction between inside, which offers protection, security, safety, and outside,
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which offers wildness and chaos. Home is also a place that guarantees acceptance and
love. "Home, in spite of its occasionally ominous atmosphere, is still home. The people
within its walls go on loving me, no matter how bad they say I am. They just do. And I
go on loving them. This is what I'm coming to think of as the essence of family; the
stubbornness of love. But when I leave home, I can count on nothing" (95). For Mairs,
Home represents intimacy and love.
However, this same space also imprisons her, stifling her consciousness with rules
and regulations. "I am at once terrified of and seduced by the outside world, and so 236
functions alternately as a cherished refuge, whose rules like its walls protect me from the
unknown, and a despised prison where I chafe and suffocate" (82). Not only is she buried
under these rules, she doesn't exactly know how they work, since they are unspoken
standards of behavior. "I have to live according to the rules they prescribe, which form a
ghostly structure of permissions and restraints: doors and windows, sometimes open,
sometimes shut, and solid walls through which no one can pass" (82). Rules are like
doors and windows, invisible restraints over which she has no control, restraints that
haunt her. Enveloped in an invisible house, Mairs has to bang against the opening to find
out if she's locked in or free to come and go.
During the time frame of the chapter, her mother and Granna build the house on
Larch Row, her mother marries "Mr. Cutter" (Daddy), they move twice again, and her
mother gives birth to two more children. She gets her period, learns to wear bras, makes
out with her first boyfriend James. In the process, she learns to deal with moral standards
which ultimately are not her own, standards that separate her "self from her bodily self
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When her mother marries Mr. Cutter, Mairs is thrilled, since her culture has
shown her time and again that a single woman is somehow incomplete. At the same
time, her own fears of these changes are repressed because she does not want to seem
"hypersensitive"(108). Instead, she gets violently ill.
I swallow the impermissible feelings bravely, like milk of magnesia,
before they quite erupt into my mind. What spews forth is vomit, not
forbidden words. This new grief, this unutterable grief, this sense that the
known world has once more shifted and shattered, that nothing will ever
be the same, or as good, again, will live in my gut like a silent parasite
through more years than 1 can, at the age of eleven, imagine. Change,
once difficult, is now intolerable: catastrophe itself (90)
Unspoken rules and conventions keep her, like her bra, "harnessed" into a particular
reality. Emotions simply should not be discussed, despite her spats with her sister.
As she tries, rather unsuccessfully, to control her emotions in public and in the
family, Mairs also faces the difficulties of growing up in a girl's body. She describes the
development of her adolescence, wearing a bra, waiting for her period, as many girls
have experienced the process. However, she must also adapt to living with a man, her
new stepfather "Daddy." This is the first time she's had to be conscious of her body
within an intimate setting, since her own father died when she was just a child. "Growing
up among women, I've seldom given underwear a thought unless I was out in public.
Now, with Daddy around, I'm always sort of out in public, apparently, and I have to learn
a modesty I don't feel" (93). Despite her training that bodies are somehow "below" the
life of the mind and spirit, she is quite comfortable with her body before it must be
presented publicly. Once "Daddy" makes her conscious, then she begins to lose that
sense of intimacy which the women in her family have shared.
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While the majority of this memoir describes inside space, and the cultural
restrictions imposed within those inside spaces, Mairs describes moments of intense
spirituality, all of which take place in the woods outside.
Out here in the summer dark, faintly luminous, the moon perhaps
backlighting the clouded sky, I feel cut off from the rational world, dumb,
all bones and skin and fine down.
An impetuosity, familiar but inexplicable, grasps me. I unbutton
my robe and soar, leap after long leap, down the damp grassy hillside,
nearly free of gravity, the air stroking collarbone, breast, belly, buttocks,
knees, spread toes. My skin prickles at the strange sensation, nakedness
outdoors, at night, for no reason. For just the duration of the descent, I
feel as though I might sail free of myself entirely. (84)
These experiences, outside the realm of social life, reflect her ability to reach beyond the
social into the spiritual, the 'transcendent.' Ordinary Time: Cycles in Marriage, Faith,
and Renewal also documents her spiritual experiences: "I had a couple of truly
transcendent experiences, I remember, one on a beach at sunset, the other in the icy
radiance of a deep snowfall. Not surprisingly, these occurred while I was alone and out
of doors—about as far from Sunday morning worship as I could be. I sought out these
conditions as often as my terrifically sociable existence permitted."^ The nature writers
included in this dissertation would define these moments as experiences of wildness.
Overall, Mairs focuses more on human relationships and less on relationships
between humans and the nonhuman world. While she experiences moments in
nonhuman nature, her work is not fundamentally about nature, but rather how to dwell
with one's self in a way that connects one with rather than alienates one from other
people. Annie Dillard, on the other hand, works from the opposite extreme, emphasizing
her development as an artist, as a writer, as an observer of the natural world, while
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virtvially ignoring the cultural and social influences that helped to construct her sense of
identity. Human relations are ultimately of little concern in Dillard's work; instead, she
focuses on her solitary experiences in nature.

Topographies of Home in Annie Yy'iWsktd^^ An American Childhood
On the surface, Annie Dillard's An American Childhood closely resembles
Remembering the Bone House. Both memoirs document a young woman artist's coming
of age in the middle of the twentieth century. Like Mairs, Dillard grows up in suburban
America, secure in her home and family.
However, Dillard more closely follows the model of traditional autobiography.
Although Dillard does not represent herself as "special" or "extraordinary," except
perhaps in her voracious reading, she assumes that hers is a representative American life,
both an example and a model for growing up in the twentieth century. She narrates events
that track her development as a writer and as a science buff, but we see little if any of her
inner or emotional life. She chooses not to share her private thoughts even as she recalls
the incidents of her childhood that have formed her identity. For Dillard, occupying the
body is not problematic but is a part of growing into consciousness.
Rather than questioning the social and cultural influences that shaped her identity,
Dillard simply accepts and celebrates her past. She does acknowledge that her culture
shapes her expectations, as when she explains that her friend doesn't think she can
become a painter, because it's not "appropriate"—^"Children who drew, I learned, became
architects;1 had thought they became painters. My friend explained that it was not
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proper to become a painter; it couldn't be done" (80). She also describes the different
social expectations of boys and girls. Boys are supposed to "become something," while
girls aren't: "There was something ahead of the boys, we all felt, but we didn't know
what it was. To a lesser extent and vicariously, it was ahead of us, too. From the quality
of attention our elders gave us, we could have inferred that we were being prepared for a
life of ballroom dancing" (91). Unlike the boys, the girls "were enforcers of a code we
never questioned; we were vigilantes of the trivial" (91). However, the comments are
made in passing, and these codes are never questioned. It doesn't occur to her that she
needs to justify writing her life. No apology, no defense. She simply writes.
For feminist and ecofeminist writers, Dillard's discussion of inhabiting the body
rings false because they reinforce the social restrictions placed on the female body. In
Subjectivity, Identity, and the Body, Sidonie Smith discusses Dillard's use of the
metaphor of skin in An American Childhood. "The word skin circulates throughout the
text, inviting the reader to consider the specific history of the body that underwrites the
romantic journey of Dillard's universal subject."^ Smith argues that Dillard's use of the
term actually erases the physical body from the text. "While the use of skin seems to
keep the body before the reader, it works paradoxically to erase the erotici2ed body and
its errant desires, neutralizing the body into the metaphorical language of selfconsciousness" (135). While she does acknowledge that this lack of erotics allows
Dillard to "escape gender identity," she suggests too that it continues to promote cultural
repression of the sexual, eroticized body. Rather than examining those cultural
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restrictions and restraints in order to understand her own childhood from a different
perspective, Dillard chooses to celebrate that past uncritically.
Rather than delving into the emotional and intimate spaces of her psyche, Dillard
creates an intricate topography of her immediate environment. In fact, the preface begins
with topography:
When everything else has gone from my brain—the President's name, the
state capitals, the neighborhoods where I lived, and then my own name
and what it was on earth I sought, and then at length the faces of my
friends, and finally the faces of my family—when all this has dissolved,
what will be left, I believe, is topology: the dreaming memory of land as
it lay this way and that.^
Geometrical and spatial properties of the land are embedded, somehow, in Dillard's
memory, more foundational than even her family. And it is these surfaces that Dillard
describes in her memoirs.
When she begins teaching herself to draw, she learns to trace the surfeces of her
her baseball mitt. "With my pencil point I crawled over the mitt's topology. I slithered
over each dip and rise; I checked my bearings, admired the enormous view, and recorded
it like Meriwether Lewis mapping the Rockies" (79). Like the topography of landscape
mapped in her memory, the young Dillard traces out the map of her baseball mitt by
following its curves. Despite her search for origins, of that which lies under the surfiice of
the natural world, Dillard presents her own development in terms of appearances.
Like Mairs, Dillard inhabits different spaces and houses during her childhood.
While they utilize the same images, however, Dillard's reconstruction of them reflects
her practical, functional need for space rather than a psychological or spiritual need.
When she is only nine, she creates her own studio. "While Father was gone, I outfitted an
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attic bedroom as a studio, and moved in. Every summer or weekend morning at eight
o'clock I taped that day's drawing schedule to a wall" (78). She's found a room of her
own, but does not designate it as such—it's simply her studio, which she uses off and on
for years, and it is described in the terms of the growth of an artist rather than a female
artist.
Mairs, on the other hand, alludes to Virginia Woolf in her descriptions of her
studios. When she's a teenager, her aunt helps her outfit a room in their farm house. "We
are making me a room of my own.. ..Most important, I have my own work table and chair
beneath the two front windows, painted light blue and spread with my typewriter and
books and pads of paper, where I am to write poems, Jane says."^ Lflce Dillard, Mairs
creates spaces for her life and her art. However, her allusions to Woolf s "A Room of
One's Own" immediately gender her statements and acknowledge that this space is a
spiritual space. "As the condition of my return to George and the children, I ask for a
room of my own. I haven't any money, so I can't fulfill that half of Virginia Woolf s
prescription for the woman writer. At least, however, I need my own space."® Dillard's
self-constructed study also houses her dreams, and its purpose shifts and changes over the
years to accommodate different interests, but it is never gendered.
Dillard's studio allows her the solitary space she needs in order to draw and later
to write. Indeed, much of Dillard's artistic and intellectual life is solitary. She learns
about nature first through reading books from the Homewood Library. The solitary act of
reading takes precedence over almost all other aspects of life. First she reads about
natural phenomena, and then later searches them out. It is a method she uses throughout
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her life; in A Pilgrim at Tinker Creek, she continually refers to Edwin Way Teale's
guidebooks. Like her father, who read Twain's Life on the Mississippi so many times that
he attempted to follow Twain's journey (he quit in St. Louis when the experience didn't
live up to the text), Dillard follows the same model of reading in isolation in order to
prepare for the actual experience.
Nature, as it is described in her first field guide. The Field Book of Ponds and
Streams, cannot be found in the Pittsburgh suburbs where she grew up. "This field—
unlike the fields I had seen, such as the field where Walter Milligan played football—was
evidently very well watered, for there one could find, and distinguish among, daphniae,
planaria, water pennies, stonefly larvae...." (82). Like her father, Dillard cannot replicate
the experiences she finds in books. "That anyone lived the fine life described in Chapter 3
astonished me" (82). Pittsburgh does not have enough water to support the kind of life
described here, but she'll spend the rest of her life searching it out.
For Dillard, reading is a solitary experience, intimate and private: "This was the
most private and obscure part of life, this Homewood Library" (85). Although she shares
this passion with her father, even he does not discuss her reading with her. She believes,
early on, that no one else ever reads the books that she reads, even though she finds other
names listed

on the book's library borrower card. "I no more expected anyone else on

earth to have read a book I had read than I expected someone else to have twirled the
same blade of grass. I would never meet those Homewood people who were borrowing
The Field Book of Ponds and Streams; the people who read my favorite books were
invisible or hiding, underground" (85). Fascinated by the concept of readers who share
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her interest, Dillard looks over the borrower's card each time, but she never actively
seeks companionship in her reading or her scientific experiments.
Based on her social conditioning, the young Dillard gendered writing as well as
the pursuit of knowledge as a masculine pursuit. "Although the title page indicated quite
plainly that Ann Haven Morgan had written The Field Book of Ponds and Streams, I
nevertheless imagined, perhaps from the authority and freedom of it, that its author was a
man" (82). She never acknowledges female role models, although here she simply
recognizes that men have a greater authority from which to write than women do. In
addition, she feels that she must live up to a certain standard of knowledge before she is
worthy of this [male] writer's attention. "I was afraid, too, that my letter would
disappoint him by betraying my ignorance, which was just beginning to attract my own
notice" (82). Although she calls attention to gendered issues of authority, she does not
use it, as Mairs or Williams would, to examine the ways that these cultural norms
influenced her writing.
Instead, the passage raises questions about Dillard's self-portrayal, since her work
consistently ignores gender concerns. Scott Slovic mentions that Pilgrim at Tinker Creek
was initially planned to be narrated in the third person by a male.^ However, he refuses
to assume that Dillard's lack of concern over issues of gender is due to feelings of
estrangement from the male-dominated nature writing tradition. "However, it seems to
me that Dillard's effacement of authorial identity—her tendency to avoid selfdescription, particularly the moment of composition—is also explainable according to her
own notions of the psychology of awareness."'® Suzanne Clark, while she ultimately
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argues that Dillard remains open to feminist readings, argues that even as a first person
narrative. Pilgrim at Tinker Creek remains androgynous. 'The author never appears in
her own proper person, as a woman—never reveals her gender by any detail of
appearance or activity. There is no cultural feminine in the book.""
Overall, Dillard is not so much concerned with inhabiting her own body as she is
explaining moments of epiphany, those moments where she transcends her body in a state
of heightened awareness. Rather than connecting her to the human community, nature
takes Annie Dillard away from it. In similar ways, Ehrlich's experience of awareness
separates her from the human community.

Making a Home in Nature in Ehrlich's **Architecture"
Like Annie Dillard, Gretel Ehrlich discusses space and place in non-gendered
terms. While she incorporates erotic images, and describes moments of transcendence
with metaphors of the body, Ehrlich spends much more time theorizing about how one
can inhabit the space in between nature and culture than she actually shows herself doing
it. In The Solace of Open Spaces, she describes the communities in Wyoming, but there's
always a distance between her and that commimity. Because she does not identify herself
in terms of lineage, Ehrlich does not embody space in the same ways that Mairs,
Williams and Hogan describe. Like Dillard, Ehrlich's moments of feeling at home in the
world are solitary.
In "Architecture," Ehrlich theorizes about dwelling places, and the relation
between socially and naturally constructed homes.Here, she describes the main
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similarity between human and animal habitation, which is to offer a family protection and
security from the elements. After grounding this statement with several examples, she
argues that human spaces must adapt to nature rather than work against it while still
providing security.
While choosing her den, a female bear must accoimt for the safety of her soon-tobe newborn cubs. Of primary importance is discretion: "Because she bears her young
inside the den, she's careful about disclosing her whereabouts....One biologist saw a bear
actually back away from the den using her own tracks so whoever came along would
think she was still there" (152). If she does not keep herself protected and hidden, she and
her cubs will be vulnerable to predation while she sleeps. The biologist's anecdote
reveals that bears possess an intelligence working to create a sanctuary for her family.
Although Ehriich acknowledges that the female bear must provide for her children, she
does not make a connection between herself and the animal by means of biological
gender. Like Dillard, Ehriich is uninterested in discussing biological or cultiirally
constructed gender roles. As we will see later in my discussion of "Undressing the
Bear," Williams uses her encounter with the bear to make these kinds of connections and
to describe her own development as a woman and as a writer.
Ehriich's interest is in a bear's sense of architecture, in how she chooses a site
from year to year. "Orientation, room shape, slope, wind direction, weather: what moves
a bear to select a site? Does the idea stay firm in her mind all summer, or year after year?
What does the idea look like? Is it a blueprint, a landscape description, a scent?" (152).
Because himians use these kinds of criteria, Ehriich wonders how the bear makes her
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choices. By attributing architectural theory to the bear, Ehrlich acknowledges that
dwelling places are not limited to humans.
The grackle, too, creates her nest in order to provide safety for her chicks.
"Nearby I come on a grackle's nest suspended in the forked branch of a currant bush.
Ingeniously placed, it uses nmning water from a ditch as a moat to protect the eggs from
ground predators. A nest is a cup of space and represents the transformation of the
stochastic natural order to the social one" (154). Like a medieval king, the grackle
deliberately places her nest in the ditch so that, like a moat surrounding a castle, the water
will ensure their safety and security. She, like the medieval king, will know ahead of
time who's plotting to overtake her little kingdom. Because of the way that the grackle
creates a safe space, she transforms the randomness of the natural into a social space as
humans do.
For Ehrlich, animals offer an example of how to live in harmony with the
elements while still remaining protected from harm. In similar ways, the architecture of
her home state, Wyoming, adapts to its harsh surroundings. "Wyoming has no
indigenous architecture, unless it's the outlaw cave" (152-3). The only habitations that
stand out are natural places taken over by residents, "outlaws." But "architecture" in the
sense that she's using it here, is never "indigenous," which the OED defines as
"belonging naturally to a place." As Mairs has explained in "236," human architecture
does not spring up naturally out of the landscape but is built intentionally. If anything, the
outlaw cave is closest to what Ehrlich sees as a natural dwelling place. Like the
"windswept" state itself, houses look temporary, as if they will disappear in the next
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windstorm.'^ "No architectural legacy has taken hold. Housing has a temporary look;
sheep wagons, section cars, trailer houses.. ..Here and there are hermits' huts or a
basement house whose presence is revealed only by the pickup trucks parked around the
roof....And throughout the state, there are hundreds of miles where there has never been
any human habitation at all" (153). Like the bear's den, human dwelling places in
Wyoming are hidden, just beyond sight.
For Ehrlich, human architecture should work with rather than against nature.
"The sins of human architecture—the ways our houses barricade us from natural forces
and all human feeling—send me to the dictionary to look for answers, and I find this: the
German word for "building' is derived from a word, bin, that also means 'to be,' and the
Japanese word for 'nest' can be read doubly as 'to live"'(154). Linguistically, human life
and nature are inextricably linked, but modem houses separate nature and culture. "How
desultory most human shelters must seem: all padding and armor, with wall-to-wall
carpets, curtains, extraneous decor. I see houses, schools, hospitals built with windows
that can't be opened. How can a child understand the rhythms of life if he or she is
sealed away from seasons and weather?" (154). Instead of being part of the "rhythms of
life," human places of refuge shut out those rhythms and replace them with unnecessary
"padding." Hermetically sealed from the outside world, children can't leam to live
within nature but rather protect themselves against it.
Although she discusses natural habitations in terms of security, Ehrlich argues
that humans try to block out everything that is nonhuman. "A house is a platform on
which the transaction between nature and culture, internal and external, form and
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formlessness occurs. Too often 'inside' is equated with a static sort of security, a
blockade against the commotions of nature, against the plurality of ourselves, while
'outside' has come to signify everything that is not human, everything inimical" (157).
Mairs, for the first part of her life, saw her home in much the same way, a place of
security. Although she enjoyed leaving home and taking long walks in the wilderness, her
place at home was always a place of safety and security from the elements, but it also
imprisoned her. Ehrlich searches for a better way to inhabit space.
Ehrlich argues that a house should instead work with the rhythms of nature and
the body, like the grackle's nest. "The house should not be separate, a hollow sculpture
conforming to an architect's ego. Rather, it should invoke something of how a human
moves and breathes; it should be the flexible casing for metabolism" (154). Like a nest,
the house should be functional, reflecting the life that is protected within it. Rather than
being empty, hollow, and sterile, conforming to an architect's vision of aesthetics, the
human nest should "breathe" as a nest expands and contracts to accommodate birds. Like
Williams, she acknowledges that "The first house is the uterus" (154). Unlike Williams
and Hogan, however, she does not emphasize gender in this reading. Instead she
contrasts natural versus unnatural habitations.
Ehrlich's example of "natural" human habitation alludes back to the previous
chapter, "Home is How Many Places," in which one native woman remained on San
Nicolas when all of the others were taken to the mainland by Anglo settlers. "I think of
the Lost Woman of San Nicolas Island, off my hometown in California, who wore
cormorant-skin dresses and buih a house of whale ribs" (156). Having lived in
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communion with the elements her entire life, the Lost Woman cannot survive civilization,
and dies within a few weeks of arriving on the mainland. Like Tuiik in Linda Hogan's
Solar Storms, whose house is protected by the ribs of a whale, the woman of San
Nicholas is sheltered by those who came before her in the natural world.
In order to construct a house that conforms to natural processes, humans must
learn to inhabit landscape in a different way. "House building is a process of locating
oneself on the planet, about reading landscape, bending branches down and lifting a
structure back up" (157). Like the grackle and bear, humans need to understand how to
work with rather than against space: we need to interpret the language of landscape from
a different perspective. Like the spider's web, which is created as much by "empty"
space as by her webbing, Ehrlich explains that "empty" space both shapes and is shaped
by human constructions. "A house is bent into shape by space, topography, and
prevailing winds; in turn, its captured space reshapes what is beyond its walls" (157).
Rather than seeing space as static, she describes it shaping and reshaping, actively
transforming the things around it.
While Ehrlich wants human habitation to be more attimed to nature, she's equally
interested in an aesthetics in which form and function are intertwined. "I want to break
down the dichotomy between inside and outside, interior and exterior, beauty and
ugliness, form and function, because they are all the same" (156). Unlike the bear, the
birds, and the Lost Woman, who build their homes with natural materials because those
are the materials available, Ehrlich makes a conscious, artistic, and spiritual choice to do
so.
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The plan for this kind of aesthetic and natural habitation is, for Ehrlich, spiritual.
"A blueprint should be a spiritual proposition: walls and windows become a form of
discipline, an obstruction that liberates space and spirit by giving it form. Space is
viscous and visceral. It can be held in the hand or in the mind; a body can curve around
it, or a room" (158). Space is not empty, but sensual.
Ehrlich's ideal house would incorporate elements of nature and culture
harmoniously.
If I built a house, a stream would trickle through the main room, then
continue on, threading together gardens, studies,
bathrooms....Passageways would lift me up or down, alter my pace, my
sense of self A granite boulder would burst through the wall of the main
room to remind me that a wall, like a thought, is a flexible thing, that a
house is not a defense against nature but a way of letting it in....The way
the house moved over the contour of the land would be the way it speaks.
(158).
Bringing nature in rather than excluding it somehow allows Ehrlich's psyche to expand
and contract. In addition to allowing Ehrlich's identity, her "sense of self," to "breathe"
as does the grackle's nest, this architectural mode allows the house to "speak" to the land
and its inhabitants.
Ehrlich's mode of inhabiting space is very abstract and intellectual despite her use
of physical metaphors. "It starts right here at my lips. I gulp it in, and it oxygenates my
blood. I swallow space; I wedge it into my psyche as a way of lifting the roof of the
mind off the noise of thoughts, so that in the intervening silence, any kind of willful spirit
can express itself' (158). Yes, we quite literally swallow space in order to breathe and
function on the earth, but here she's using the metaphor to describe the spiritual process
of emptying the mind, silencing thought so that the spirit of a place can reveal itself.
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Although the mind is conceptualized as a house with a "roof," this is not the same kind of
habitation that Mairs describes at the end of Remembering the Bone House.
Throughout the essay, and indeed in all of Ehrlich's work, she does not describe
her own habitations except in brief moments. "It begins to snow. I'm in my own eightyyear-old house, which is insulated and made of a poured gypsum block that is crumbling
like aspirin" (156). Like the other temporary structures in Wyoming, Ehrlich's house is
crumbling, but she doesn't examine her own ways of inhabiting this place.
In Ehrlich's theory of architecture, impermanence comes with the territory. She
quotes Buddhist master Matsuo Basho: "The grebe attaches its floating nest to a single
strand of reed, counting on the reed to keep it from washing away in the current" (159).
Here, Ehrlich emphasizes the impermanence of such an intimate space by looking at the
elements which can harm the nest.
Because Ehrlich argues for a natural, and therefore impermanent, architecture, she
must be prepared for the changes that accompany such a structure. She compares this
kind of habitation to the shifting of landscape in Alaska. A biologist explains to her,
"Reading the landscape up there means watching a whole topography come into
existence. Ice collides and forms pressure ridges. I watch entire mountains come into
existence. And just when I'm getting to know my way around in this newly formed
landscape, the ice melts, the formations are gone, and my intimacy with that place is
over'" (159). One of the challenges of such a landscape is that it reflects the
impermanence of both nature and the htmian condition. As soon as the biologist learns to
inhabit space in a particular way, the landscape changes, and he must leam all over again.
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Even as she argues for this kind of dwelling place, it is ultimately very lonely, and
in fact Ehrlich's work as a whole leaves a feeling of alienation and loneliness. She ends
the essay in a blinding blizzard, feeling this sense of separation and loneliness. "I keep
thinking of the Crow word for loneliness, which translates literally as 'I can't see myself.'
Perhaps the word was composed during a blizzard" (160). Inhabiting space, although she
uses images of mother birds and bears to describe our protective nature, is still a solitary
condition.
While Ehrlich theorizes about space, and argues that humans need to build houses
that are more in tune with the rhythms of nature, Linda Hogan shows people inhabiting
their bodies and geographical space by following those rhythms more closely.

Dwelling With/In Spirit: Linda Hogan's Dwellings
Like Nancy Mairs, Linda Hogan describes houses as metaphors and literal
embodiments of home. As we saw in Solar Storms and Power, a house possesses spirits
just as the human body houses one's spirit. However, home is not limited to himian
constructions; for Hogan, the nonhuman world is a dwelling place as well. Dwellings is a
collection of essays in which Hogan theorizes about different kinds of dwellings, from
caves and nests to snake dens to pottery. In this collection, Hogan, like Ehrlich, looks at
human connections to the nonhuman world.
People, animals, land—the alive and conscious world—populate
Dwellings in this exploration of the human place within this world. I write
out of respect for the natural world, recognizing that humankind is not
separate from nature. Some of this work connects the small world of
humans with the larger universe, containing us in the same way that native
ceremonies do, showing us both our place and a way of seeing.'"*
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Like Ehrlich and Williams, Hogan describes land as possessing a consciousness. If we
remember epistemologies that are older than European civilization, Hogan says, then we
can begin to reconnect with that consciousness.
Like Ehrlich and Dillard, Hogan searches for the soxirce. and continually exposes
those epistemologies that hinder the search. "This work not only is tempered by my work
with animals, my love for earth, my hunger to know what dwells beneath the surface of
things; it also stretches to reflect the different histories of ways of thinking and being in
the world" (12). However, unlike the Anglo writers included in this dissertation, Hogan's
work describes a different kind of epistemology. Dwellings, like Hogan's fictional works,
seeks to describe and explain 'tribal knowings" (20). Although Hogan grew up in urban
America like the other writers in this dissertation, her perspective also encompasses her
own cultural background, which assumes "that there is a terrestrial intelligence that lies
beyond our human knowing and grasping" (11). In the opening essay, "The Feathers,"
Hogan describes this "terrestrial intelligence."'^
Terrestrial intelligence is a knowledge that transcends human reason. Hogan
recounts a story of waking herself from a dream to find an eagle feather after she had
been praying to find one. For Hogan, this feather connects her to the world, and links her
to this tribal knowing.
This event cannot be explained by common sense, and Hogan understands that
people will doubt that her dream led her directly to the feather. "If I told you the eagle
was not in sight, and that there was a feather in the road when I reached it, you would
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probably not believe me. I. too, have seen how long it takes a feather to land, carried as
they are by unseen currents of air" (16).
According to logic and science, Hogan should not have been able to track the
feather from its source, the eagle she saw. "I know there is a physics to this, a natural law
about lightoess and air. This event rubs the wrong way against logic" (17). Science, of
course, can explain the mechanics of wind, but never quite uncovers the cause of things.
Ehrlich and Dillard spend a great deal of their research and writing on scientific
explanations, from chaos theory to medicine.
While Hogan does not dismiss science, having volunteered for many years at a
bird wildlife rehabilitation center, she also knows that it will not explain the spiritual. "I
can only think there is another force at work, deeper than physics and what we know of
wind, something that comes from a world where lightning and thunder, sun and rain
clouds live. Nor can I say why it is so many of us have forgotten the mystery of nature
and spirit, while for tens of thousands of years such things have happened and been
spoken by our elders and our ancestors" (17). Hogan's ancestors, rather than assuming
they can explain everything by science, believe in the power of mystery and spirit which
are by their very nature unseen and inexplicable.
Hogan's description of her own voice waking her embodies this way of knowing.
"How do I explain the feather, the bird at my window, my own voice waking me, as if
another person lived in me, wiser and more alert?' (17). The idea that another person
inhabits her body, an older and wiser person who directs her spiritually connects her to
both Mairs and Williams. Mairs is looking for her own ways of inhabiting her body, and
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while she focuses more on a Christian sense of God, she does so on her own terms. She
leams to listen to those voices inside rather than the ones imposed from outside. Like
Mairs, Williams explains how the death of her mother shapes her into a new woman: "a
different woman inhabited my body."'^ Although Williams would not describe this
epistemology as tribal—she will call it the Feminine, or faith—she too relies on more
mystical traditions to explain her spiritual knowledge.
This spiritual knowledge, for Hogan, is also influenced by gender. She links
gender, culture and place in her description of a mysterious incident in her home
involving her granddaughter's umbilical cord.
When my granddaughter, Vivian, entered her life in the world of air, I was
at her emergence to greet her and to cut her cord, the sustaining link
between her and her mother, her origins. When the bronze-colored stem
of the baby dried, we placed it in a tall black pot until I could make and
bead an umbilical bag to contain that first point of connection to this life,
to keep her with us, safe and well. (17)
The language of the passage connects a lineage of women by means of
reproduction. Rather than denying the birth process, this ceremony celebrates the
dwelling place of the body/soul as they unite. For Hogan, these sacred ceremonies
celebrate the physical aspects of birth, like the umbilical cord, to keep the soul in the
body, to keep the child in the family. Hogan's family cherishes the umbilical cord and
uses its presence to keep the child "embodied" in this world and in this family. The
umbilical cord is the embodiment of life on earth, and it is also a link between worlds, the
world of the mother and child, the life before birth and the present.
Within Hogan's framework, the loss of a child is like death to the family and to
the home. For example, Solar Storms begins not with the story of Angel's birth, but with
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a mourning ceremony. Although Angel has not literally died, her departure from the
family is a loss almost identical with death. Agnes tells Angel the story of this moment.
"The house is crying,' I said to [Bush] as steam ran down the walls. The cooking stove
heated the house. Windows were frozen over with white feathers and ferns. Bush said
the house could withstand it.. ..I didn't for a minute believe the house could withstand it.
I knew already it was going to coUapse" (11). Like the family itself, the house itself feels
the loss of the child. In Hogan's world, the loss of the individual cannot be separated
from other kinds of loss—the loss of a community, the loss of place.
As a point of comparison, Mairs describes her childbirth experiences, and
emphasizes the separation and loss that she felt in the hospital in the mid-1960's. When
she gives birth to Matthew, there were complications due to conflicting Rh factors, and
she was unable to even touch her own child. This, she explains, cuts off the connection
between mother and child. "Snatched from my vagina, given an exchange of blood, and
deposited in an isolette, he was a week old before I was allowed to touch him, and
whatever bonding might have taken place at birth was aborted. We have spent the rest of
our lives trying to recover from this trauma" (OT 144). While hospitals have returned to
more "natural" methods of birthing, European-American culture in general does not
preserve the physical signs of birth.
Despite their careful preservation and protection, however, the umbilical cord
disappears from Hogan's home. "She was right, the cord, the most valuable thing in our
home, was no longer there" (17). This piece of umbilical cord, linking mother and
daughter, has more value than all other possessions in the house. As she searches for it.
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Hogan cannot explain her own actions, for she keeps looking in her cedar box, which
contains "tobacco, commeal, sage, and my first eagle feather, the one that lived through
fire" (18). She even asks the advice of one of her friends who lives on the Blackfeet
Reservation, and he gives her directions for a ceremony. After the ceremony, however,
she doesn't find the umbilical cord and her special feather disappears. "This time the
feather, something else of value to me, was gone. I didn't know how this could be. Yes,
I opened the box several times, but the feather never moved" (18-9). Value here is
spiritual rather than material, for the umbilical cord is linked with the feather, which was
given to her by a healer.
However, she finds the feather on the floor, she says, "pointing at the umbilical
cord, so mysteriously now on the floor I had already searched. It was the feather that
took me to the baby's umbilical cord" (19). Both of these sacred objects link one world
to another. Like Williams, Hogan believes that feathers are spiritual.
There is something alive in a feather. The power of it is perhaps in its
dream of sky, currents of air, and the silence of its creation. It knows the
insides of clouds. It carries our needs and desires, the stories of our
brokenness. It rises and falls down elemental space, one part of the
elaborate world of life where fish swim against gravity, where eels turn
silver as moon to breed" (20).
Like the feather, the umbilical cord links the fetus to both this world and the other.
Hogan's explanation of this experience is mystical, relying less on western logic
and reason than spiritual knowledge.
Perhaps there are events and things that work as a doorway into the
mythical world, the world of first people, all the way back to the creation
of the universe and the small quickenings of earth, the first stirrings of
human beings at the beginning of time. Our elders believe this to be so,
that is it possible to wind a way backward to the start of things, and in so
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doing find a form of sacred reason, different from ordinary reason, that is
linked to forces of nature" (19).
In describing the entry to the spiritual and mythical world in terms of doors, Hogan
metaphorizes both the body as a house and the world as a house. Sacred objects create an
entry into this world—the umbilical cord signals emergence from one state to another, and
the feather symbolizes knowings that she cannot see, for the feather has traveled great
distances, has "risen and fallen beneath the sun" (19).
Like Ehrlich, Hogan seeks that space in between worlds from which we as a
species emerged. However, she understands that space not from Eastern religious
tradition or philosophy but from tribal epistemologies. "There is a still place, a gap
between worlds, spoken by the tribal knowings of thousands of years. In it are silent
flyings that stand aside from human struggles and the designs of our own makings. At
times, when we are silent enough, still enough, we take a step into such mystery, the
place of spirit, and mystery, we must remember, by its very natiu-e does not wish to be
known" (20). This "place of spirit" is a goal for all of the writers included in this
dissertation, although they would call it different things. Ehrlich calls it the bardo state,
Dillard calls it the silence of God, Williams and Mairs call it faith.
Hogan, like Terry Tempest Williams, argues that the relationship between women
and nature is spiritual. The introduction to Intimate Nature, co-written with Deena
Metzger and Brenda Peterson, states: "Women and animals have existed together in the
interior world of the soul. It is no coincidence that the word anima bespeaks the human
soul in its feminine form. The source word for soul and animal is 'anima'—breath.
Animals have been the source of our connection all along, and of that connection is bom
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a spiritual power, feminine presence, and human survival."'^ Like Hogan, who examines
cultural constructions of gender in her work, Williams conceptualizes the human body as
a dwelling place for the feminine spirit.

Inhabiting Wildness in Williams's '^Undressing the Bear**
My discussion of Refuge examined the ways that Terry Tempest Williams, like
Mairs, has overcome the limitations and boundaries of houses and structured ways of
imagining self. In "Undressing the Bear," Williams constructs wildness as home, and
establishes the relationship between nature and women's bodies in terms of
reproduction.'® In Chapter 3,1 quoted the following passage to define Williams' erotics
of place:
I see the Feminine defined as a reconnection to the Self, a commitment to
the wildness within—our instincts, our capacity to create and destroy; our
hunger for connection as well as sovereignty, interdependence and
independence, at once. We are taught not to trust our own experience.
The Feminine teaches us experience is our way back home, the psychic
bridge that spans rational and intuitive waters. To embrace the Feminine
is to embrace paradox. Paradox preserves mystery, and mystery inspires
belief. (53)
For Williams, home is the space of wildness, of living without boundaries, without the
restrictions of dogma.
Williams defines wildness as "the Feminine." "By undressing, exposing, and
embracing the bear, we undress, expose, and embrace our authentic selves. Stripped free
from society's oughts and shoulds, we emerge as emancipated beings" (57). By taking off
the protective covering of social restraints, Williams explains, we return to the wildness
within us, which for her is represented by the bear. Unlike Ehrlich, Williams describes
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bear habitation in terms of gender. Although both writers recognize bear dens as places of
refuge, they do so from different perspectives. Williams incorporates mythology and
folklore into her account.
Williams uses Greek mythology to explain this erotic relationship between bears
and humans. "The Greek goddess Artemis, whose name means 'bear,' embodies the
wisdom of the wild" (53). Artemis is the goddess of chastity and the hunt, and has been
associated with the power of women to subvert patriarchal structures (53). Several
stories link Artemis to the constellation Ursa Major, claiming that Artemis is Ursa Major,
or that, Artemis transformed Callisto into the constellation when she broke her vow of
chastity.
Williams also provides contemporary accounts of folklore that support the
mythology. In one story, a man comes home from World War II and goes out to hunt
bear. "The man fixed his scope on the bear and pulled the trigger. The bear screamed.
He brought down his rifle and found himself shaking. This had never happened before"
(51). As he skins the bear, he finds that he did not kill a bear at all. "As he pulled the fur
and coat away from the muscle, down the breasts and over the swell of the hips, he
suddenly stopped. This was not a bear. It was a woman" (52). In another vignette,
Williams retells the story of a man who advised a woman: "If you should run into Bear,
lift up your parka and show him you are a woman" (52). Because of this erotic
connection between women and bears, the man assimies, the woman will be safe if she
encoimters a grizzly in the backcountry. Similar accounts can be foimd in David
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Rockwell's Giving Voice to Bear}'^ All of these stories help Williams reveal a female
erotics of place.
These stories of connection between women and the bear provide us with an
interpretation of Williams' own experience in Dark Canyon. She recounts a trip that had
been "aborted" three years ago when she fell, an incident which "opened her third eye."
In Refuge, Mimi describes it as a symbol of transformation: "Many native culttires
participate in scarification rituals. It's a sign that denotes change. The person who is
scarred has undergone some kind of transformation.Williams interprets this event as
ritual, much as Omishto at the end of Hogan's Power is marked by the ritual of the
Panther, which signals a transformation of her spirit.
When she returns to Dark Canyon, her sense of identity has shifted. "Although I
had fears of falling again, a different woman inhabited my body. There had been a
deepening of self through time" (55). Like Mairs and Hogan, the body for Williams is a
dwelling place of the spirit, and over time her understanding of herself has shifted, so that
she no longer recognizes herself as the same. In Power, Omishto claims to have grown
from a teenager into an old woman after Ama kills the panther. In similar ways,
Williams' mother's death changes her: "My mother's death had become part of me" (55).
On this journey, Williams carries her mother's bear fetish for protection. "She had always
worn a small silver bear fetish around her neck to keep her safe. Before she died, she
took off the bear and placed it in my hand. I wore it on this trip" (55). In the Zuni
tradition, the bear has powers of protection and healing.
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During the trip, she experiences in very Whitmanesque phrasing that transcendent
moment that all nature writers attempt to describe. "In these moments, I felt innocent and
wild, privy to secrets and gifts exchanged only in nattire. I was the tree, split open by
change. I was the flood, bursting through grief Hands on the earth, I closed my eyes and
remembered where the source of my power lies. My connection to the natural world is
my connection to self—erotic, mysterious, and whole" (56). Although she describes this
connection as erotic, as both Susan Griffin and Nancy Mairs would, this isn't necessarily
a gendered moment, for many nature writers, including Whitman, have similar responses
to the natural world.
Like Gretel Ehrlich, who begins "Architecture" seeing bear tracks, Williams
awakens to fresh bear tracks. "The next morning, I walked to the edge of the wash, shed
my clothes, and bathed in pumpkin-colored water. It was to be one of the last warm days
of autumn. Standing naked in the sand, I noticed bear tracks. Bending down, I gently
placed my right hand inside the fresh paw print" (56). But unlike Ehrlich's experience,
Williams feels an erotic connection not only to the place but also to the bear and to her
own body.
Lest we accuse Williams of being too sentimental about her experience of
wildness, she recounts the killing of a elk calf by a grizzly mother:
Within seconds, the grizzly emerged with an elk calf secure in the grip of
her jaws....The cow elk, only a few feet away, watched the sow devour
her calf. She pawed the earth desperately with her front hooves, but the
bear was oblivious. Blood dripped from the sow's muzzle. The cubs
stood by their mother, who eventually turned the carcass over to them.
Two hours passed. The sow buried the calf for a later meal, she slept on
top of the mound with a paw on each cub. It was not until then that the elk
crossed the river in retreat. (58-9)
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Like Ehrlich, who acknowledges that the bear sow must protect her young within
the den, Williams emphasizes the maternal qualities of the bear. However, in this
particular case the sow kills the calf in order to provide food for herself and her cubs.
This particular battle is paradoxical—the sow must kill the calf in order to feed her cubs,
and the cow elk is defenseless against this process. Wildness cannot be controlled, but
rather witnessed.
For Williams, sense of place, wildness, and "the Feminine" all intersect in her
own body and therefore in her writing. "By allowing ourselves to undress, expose, and
embrace the Feminine, we commit our vulnerabilities not to fear but to courage—the
courage that allows us to write on behalf of the earth, on behalf of ourselves" (59). When
women accept the feminine within themselves, they learn to speak for their bodies and
for the earth that nourishes them.

Nature writers seek to escape from the structures and strictures of modem life, to
simplify and to establish a closer relationship with nature. For Dillard, Ehrlich, Hogan,
Williams, and Mairs, "wildness"--the space in between rational and intuitive, between
nature and culture—is the space we must leam to inhabit. Dillard and Ehrlich do not
locate "home" in the body, but rather in the mind, searching within religious and
mystical traditions as well as the sciences for this sense of place. Williams and Hogan
also incorporate these epistemologies into their search for home, but like Mairs, they also
advocate writing from the body rather than living within socially constructed roles. For
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Williams, Mairs, and Hogan, social standards are more restrictive for women, and
influence their sense of place in the world.
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CONCLUSION: THE SACRED IN EVERYDAY LIFE
Almost all nature writing, with the exception of straight "natural histories,"
includes elements of the memoir, stories of events that happen to one person or a group
of people out-of-doors. The writer's or character's personal response to the environment
is crucial to telling the story. Most of this writing tells us more about ourselves than it
does about nature itself, since nature cannot tell its own story in ways that we'll hear and
comprehend.
In this dissertation, I have examined the ways that four women nature writers, all
of whom began writing and publishing in the 1970's and 1980's, create homes for
themselves in their written accounts of their experiences. I have shown how they both
employ and reject the traditions from which they write—the literary tradition, both the
genres of nature writing and autobiography, and their respective spiritual traditions. In
the process of identifying each writer's sense of place and home, I've looked at the ways
that different women define the sacred and their relation to it.
For Ehrlich and Dillard, the sacred is an internal and solitary space, one that is not
readily shared with others. Both of them conceptualize the sacred in terms of the "in
between." While they both find the sacred in the everyday, it requires a different kind of
"sight," a more open perception. They are both isolated by their spiritual beliefs, and seek
to celebrate this solitude. Because their spiritual beliefs and practices are solitary, and
because they feel an authority to speak from their particular subject positions, they
choose, in varying degrees, not to participate in discussions of gender. Both women
remain private and apolitical as much as possible.
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Dillard, who follows a traditional Christiein path, defines the sacred in terms of
nature, but it is more like Emerson's nature—nature is a text by God meant to be read and
interpreted by humans. Sometimes that means that she shares a moment of connection
with an animal, as she does in "Living like Weasels." Aware that she is not a weasel and
caimot therefore really be one, she knows that she has shared an intimate experience with
this animal, that for a moment she saw through his eyes. More often, however, her
experience of the sacred is defined by silence. As a result, Dillard's writing distances
herself from the reader, and ultimately distances herself from her own body. Her
introduction to For the Time Being makes her position on the intimacy of nature writing
clear: "This is a nonfiction first-person narrative, but it is not intimate, and its narratives
keep breaking. Its form is unusual, its scenes are remote, its focus wide, and its tone
austere. Its pleasures are almost purely mental" (ix). The same can be said of Pilgrim at
Tinker Creek and Teaching a Stone to Talk.
Gretel Ehrlich seeks this silence that Dillard describes with such frequency in her
work, although Ehrlich follows the Buddhist path to reach it. She defines it as the bardo
state, the place in between life and death, between states of being. For Ehrlich, too, that
space is solitary; although she frequently has traveling companions, you always have a
sense that she's alone in the world. While Ehrlich does write her body occasionally, it is
not part of her spiritual life but is still somehow separate from it. Like Dillard, she
dismisses gender as an issue in her work and in life as well. In The Solace of Open
Spaces, she discusses the ways that Wyoming residents, both male and female, are
essentially androgynous. However, unlike Annie Dillard, Ehrlich is known to speak
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politically, carefully selecting issues of social justice (particularly about China) and
ecology.
For Linda Hogan and Terry Tempest Williams, the sacred is both an internal and
communal space. While they also conceptualize the sacred in terms of the "in between,"
it is not a space that must be experienced alone; in fact, the experience is meant to be
shared with other humans and with the land. Therefore, their experiences unite them with
their communities. Like Dillard and Ehrlich, both writers are highly theoretical;
however, they rely less on intellectual explanations and descriptions. Both writers find
themselves heavily influenced by gender and culture. In the end, both Williams and
Hogan argue that to remain silent on these issues is to allow gross injustices to occur to
women and people of color. As Williams learns over the course of the narrative of
Refuge, one must act in order to create change. Both writers actively teach others how to
promote ecological reform by developing a more compassionate existence in the world.
For Williams, her experience of the sacred is always connected to her relation—
with the land, with her family, with the Mormon community, with the human species.
Wildness does not exclude her human family, but rather redefines it. Even when she is
alone in nature, she's not alone spiritually. Throughout her work, Williams attempts to
embody herself within her family and within the landscape. The most extreme variation
on this theme would be Desert Quartet, in which the first person narrator merges with the
landscape in an erotic union. In order to share these experiences with the reader, she must
revise her own spiritual traditions. Williams's primary purpose in writing is to uncover
the ways that her female gender and Mormon culture have forbidden her to speak;
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therefore, her writing is politically charged. Overall, however, Williams teaches through
writing. But she cannot do it alone, really, for she is tracing back her female lineage to
make sense of these experiences. She does not see herself as isolated and alienated, a
small speck in the universe as Ehrlich and Dillard portray themselves.
Linda Hogan defines the sacred in terms of both gender and culture. While the
three other writers come from an Anglo and Christian background, both of which restrict
their experience of the sacred to church even if they choose not to follow that cultural
tradition, Hogan's tribal traditions support the concept of the universe as animated, alive,
and sacred. Like Williams, Hogan's sense of the sacred cannot be separated from her
relations, from her family and tribal connections, anymore than it can be separated from
the land. Throughout her work, we have seen Hogan come to terms with various forms
of embodiment—within the physical body, within the communal or tribal body, and
within the earth itself. Like Williams and Susan Griffin, Hogan find this embodiment
erotic. As a woman of color, she revises the Western European genres and traditions in
order to find a speaking voice. Like Williams, therefore, she cannot deny the gender and
cultural restraints which have silenced her, and she seeks to reintegrate the himian
community by means of a sense of compassion for all others. As we've seen in her
novels, she creates spaces in writing where an isolated, alienated individual learns to
return to the community, to reunite with the sacred in everyday life.
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